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Abstract

Foam films are the building blocks of macroscopic foams and thus, crucial for their

performance. The present thesis studies the interactions between surfactants (Ss) and

(poly)electrolytes at interfaces and inside foam films. Mixtures of oppositely charged

polyelectrolytes (Ps) and Ss are able to stabilize foam films depending on the ratio

between the two components. Even though salt appears in many applications of P / S

mixtures, its impact on foam films formed by these mixtures is barely studied. To

obtain a general understanding of foam films, their different components are studied

in this thesis individually and in combination: from bulk solutions, over a single

air / liquid interface to foam films.

The first part of this thesis focuses on the air / liquid interface of two P / S mixtures:

PSS / C14TAB and sPSO2-220 /C14TAB. Tensiometry and neutron reflectometry

are used to investigate their surface activity, interfacial composition, and interfacial

structures. While PSS / C14TAB mixtures only form monolayers, sPSO2-220 / C14TAB

mixtures form extended structures around the bulk stoichiometric mixing point

(BSMP), which are suppressed with increasing ionic strength. The main driving

force for the formation of extended structures is to maximize the gain of entropy by

reaching an interfacial P/S ratio of 1. Increasing the flexibility of the P (via increasing

the ionic strength or using the more flexible PSS) enables almost reaching this ratio

within a monolayer structure.

In the second part, foam films of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures and the effect of

LiBr are studied using a Thin Film Pressure Balance (TFPB). Below the BSMP,

unstable foam films form irrespective of cLiBr, while above the BSMP, the foam

films are stable. A low amount of added LiBr destabilizes the foam films, whereas

a high amount stabilizes them. The stabilization results from a steric repulsion of

sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes inside the foam film bulk. The complexes contribute

to the apparent surface potential Ψapp between the interfaces. The foam film stability

framework is extended, now including the bulk complexes: a minimal charge of the

P / S complexes is necessary to stabilize foam films. Additionally, it is observed that

the P / S mixtures aren’t equilibrated and phase separate on the time scale of months.

The last part focuses on the foam films of the non-ionic S BrijO10 and the Keggin

polyoxometalate H4SiW12O40. SiW12O40
4- adsorbs at the BrijO10 and charges the

foam film interfaces. BrijO10 micelles trapped inside the foam film lead to an

additional long-range steric stabilization. These micelles act as a reservoir for excess

S in the subinterfacial region making the foam films more resistant to disturbances

and thus, leading to stable foams.
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Kurzzusammenfassung

Schaumfilme bilden die Grundbausteine von Schäumen und sind entsprechend von

entschiedener Bedeutung für deren Verhalten. Mischungen von entgegengesetzt gelade-

nen Polelektrolyten (P) und Tensiden (engl.: surfactants, S) stabilisieren Schaumfilme

unterschiedlich gut, je nach Mischungsverhältnis von P und S. Viele technische An-

wendungen dieser Mischungen enthalten Salze, jedoch ist der Einfluss von Salz auf

die Schaumfilme der Mischungen kaum untersucht. In dieser Arbeit werden die ver-

schiedenen Komponenten von Schaumfilmen sowohl einzeln wie auch in Kombination

untersucht: von einer einzelnen Wasser / Luft-Grenzfläche über die Volumenphase bis

hin zu den Schaumfilmen. Mit diesen Untersuchungen soll ein generelles Verständnis

von Schaumfilmen und insbesondere des Einflusses von Salz auf die P / S Mischungen

erreicht werden.

Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit fokussiert sich auf die einzelne Wasser / Luft-Grenzfläche.

Es wurden zwei P / S Mischungen miteinander verglichen. Das kationische Tensid

Tetradecyltrimethylammoniumbromid (C14TAB) wurde zum einen mit einem anion-

ischen Polyelektrolyten, dem sulfoniertem Polyphenylsulfon (sPSO2-220), gemischt

und zum anderen mit dem anionischem Polystyrolsulfonat (PSS) gemischt. Um die

Oberflächenaktivität der Mischungen sowie deren Komposition und Struktur an der

Grenzfläche zu untersuchen, wurden Tensiometrie und Neutronenreflektometrie ver-

wendet. sPSO2-220 / C14TAB Mischungen bilden ausgedehnte Strukturen senkrecht

zur Grenzfläche um den stöchiometrischen Mischpunkt (engl.: bulk stoichiometric

mixing point, BSMP). Diese werden durch eine Erhöhung der Ionenstärke, sei es

durch die Zugabe von Salz oder durch Erhöhung der Polyelektrolytenkonzentration,

unterdrückt. Hingegen bilden PSS / C14TAB Mischungen nur Monolagen an der

Grenzfläche aus. Der Hauptgrund für die Ausbildung dieser ausgedehnten Strukturen

ist der Entropiegewinn bei der Freisetzung der Gegenionen durch Erreichen eines 1:1

Verhältnisses von P und S an der Grenzfläche. Durch die Verringerung der Steifigkeit

des Polyelektrolyten - sei es durch Zugabe von Salz oder aufgrund der Verwendung des

flexibleren PSS - wird dieses Verhältnis innerhalb einer Monolage nahezu ermöglicht.

Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wurden Schaumfilme der sPSO2-220 / C14TAB Mischungen

und der Einfluss von Salz (LiBr, Kombination der entsprechenden Gegenionen) auf

diese näher analysiert. Hierzu wurde als Methode eine Thin Film Pressure Balance

(TFPB) eingesetzt. Unterhalb des BSMP bilden sich nur instabile Schaumfilme -

unabhängig von der LiBr Konzentration. Oberhalb des BSMP kommt es zu stabilen

Schaumfilmen. Hier sorgt eine geringe Konzentration an LiBr (bis zu 10−3 M) für eine

Destabilisierung der Schaumfilme, während eine hohe Konzentration an LiBr (10−2 M)
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die Schaumfilme stabilisiert. Diese Stabilisierung beruht auf einer sterische Abstoßung

der sPSO2-220 / C14TAB Komplexe im Schaumfilmvolumen. Diese P / S Komplexe

spielen auch für das gemessene scheinbare Oberflächenpotential eine entscheidende

Rolle. Das vorhandenen Modell zum Verständnis der Schaumfilmstabilität wurde in

dieser Arbeit erweitert: es bezieht nun auch die P / S Komplexe mit ein. Für einen

stabilen Schaumfilm sind Komplexe mit einer gewissen Mindestladung notwendig.

Weiterhin wurde der Einfluss des Probenalters der Mischungen untersucht. Es zeigte

sich, dass frisch hergestellte Proben sich nicht im Gleichgewicht befinden und im

Verlauf von Monaten zur Phasentrennung neigen.

Der letzten Teil der Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit Schaumfilmen des nicht ionischen Ten-

sids BrijO10. Hierbei wurde der Einfluss des Keggin Polyoxometallats H4SiW12O40 auf

die Schaumfilme näher untersucht. SiW12O40
4- adsorbiert an den BrijO10 Molekülen

und lädt so die Schaumfilmgrenzflächen elektrostatisch auf.

Mizellen innerhalb des Schaumfilms sorgen für eine langreichweitige sterische Stabil-

isierung der Schaumfilme. Diese Mizellen fungieren als Reservoir von zusätzlichen

BrijO10 Molekülen unmittelbar unterhalb der Grenzfläche. Dadurch wird der Schaum-

film beständiger gegenüber Störungen, was zu stabileren Schaumfilmen und somit zu

stabileren Schäumen führt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Foams are ubiquitous in our daily life: from shampooing your hair in the morning1,

over fire-fighting2 and sophisticated separation techniques (froth flotation3) to enjoy-

ing a freshly tapped beer4 in the after-work hours. All these foams depict a dispersion

of gas (mostly air) bubbles in a liquid (mostly an aqueous solution). Pure water is not

able to stabilize the overall large interfacial area of foams, thus foaming agents are

needed to form at least temporarily stable foams.5 Surfactants6, polymers7, proteins8

or mixtures of them9 are frequently used for this purpose.

Foams are hierarchical materials that display various structures at different length

scales (Fig. 1.1): From the metric scale of the soft and opaque solid, over the millimetric

scale of the individual air bubbles and the submicron scale of the liquid films separating

the air bubbles (foam films) to the nanometric scale of a single air / liquid interface

and the molecules stabilizing it. The foam films intersect at liquid channels (Plateau

borders) forming the basic structure of a foam. Thus, they are considered as the

building blocks of foams.

Once a foam is produced, it has a high liquid volume fraction φl. With time the liquid

flows down through the foam films and Plateau borders due to gravity (drainage) and

the foam dries out. Besides drainage, coarsening (gas transfer between bubbles of

different sizes) and bubble coalescence (rupture of foam films) lead to the collapse of

foam.10 During drainage, the foam films thin and once they are around 100 nm thin,

surface forces come into play and stabilize them. One differentiates between two types

of foam films: Common Black Films (CBFs) are mostly stabilized by electrostatic

repulsion. While a CBF still contains free water, in a Newton Black Film (NBF) the

free water between the two interfaces has completely drained out and only surfactants

1
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Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of the different length scales of foams: macroscopic
foam, air bubbles, foam film and the single air / liquid interface. As
foaming agent a mixture of oppositely charged polyelectrolyte and
surfactant is shown.

and hydration water remain. Thus, NBFs are mostly stabilized by entropic steric

forces. For low molecular weight surfactants, the thickness of CBFs ranges from

100 nm to 10 nm. In contrast, NBFs have a thickness below ∼ 10 nm depending of

the size of the surfactant.

This thesis aims to contribute to a more general understanding of foam films. It

focuses on the interactions (mainly electrostatic) between S and charged components

and how they impact foam films. The factors (de)stabilizing foam films are studied.

The first type of charged components are polyelectrolytes (Ps). Mixtures of oppo-

sitely charged Ps and Ss exhibit versatile applications ranging from cosmetics and

pharmaceutics9,11--13 to oil recovery14,15. Due to the complexation of P and S, an

interplay between the S’s surface activity and the P’s bulk properties leads to new

properties of the mixtures. In this thesis, the influence of salt on P / S mixtures and

their foam films is studied. The addition of salt does not only affects the individual

components but also their interaction. The question arises how salt influences P / S

mixtures at the different length scales of foam films.

The second type of charged components are Keggin polyoxometalates (POMs). POMs

are nanometer sized, structural discrete metal oxide clusters. They find applications in

redox-catalysis16, in rechargeable batteries17 or as agent for protein crystallization18.

Due to their highly chaotropic character, they accumulate at charge-neutral soft

matter interfaces like S micelles or S loaded air / liquid interfaces. POMs are found to

stabilize non-ionic S foams19, but the question remaining, which will be addressed in

this thesis, is what happens inside the foam films.

Chapter 2 provides the scientific background for the thesis. The forces stabilizing foam

films are presented. P / S mixtures’ properties (in bulk solution, at the air / liquid

interface and in foam films) and the characteristics of POMs are described. The
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experiments performed for this thesis are described in chapter 3 along with a brief

introduction to the used methods.

Chapter 4 deals with the single air / liquid interface of P / S mixtures. Two different

Ps (a stiffer and a more flexible one) are compared to study the impact of P’s

flexibility. Furthermore, salt is added to both mixtures to analyze its impact. The

surface activity is studied with tensiometry, but the main focus of chapter 4 is on the

interfacial structures formed by the P / S mixtures, which are resolved by specular

neutron reflectometry. Different structures (compact or swollen monolayers and

extended layers) are found. By considering the impact of the P’s flexibility, the

driving force for the formation of the different structures are elucidated.

Chapter 5 focuses on the impact of salt on the foam films of one P / S mixture. Salt

affects both the foam film thickness and stability: added salt always leads to thinner

foams films, but low amounts destabilizes the films while high amounts stabilize them.

The electrostatic repulsion between the two foam film interfaces is studied in detail.

Based on the finding of chapter 4, the contribution of the interfacial complexes and

the bulk complexes to both the foam film stability and the electrostatic repulsion are

disentangled.

Chapter 6 investigates the impact of time on P / S mixtures regarding their adsorption,

bulk and foam film properties. Aged P / S mixtures are compared to the P / S

mixtures from chapter 5. A phase separation due to agglomerated P / S complexes

lacking sufficient electrostatic stability and the consequences for the P / S mixtures

are discussed.

Chapter 7 focuses on the impact of a Keggin POM on foam films of a non-ionic

S. The addition of POM increases the foam film stability and changes the type

of stabilization of the foam film: from sterically stabilized by S molecules, over

electrostatically stabilized by charged foam film interfaces to sterically stabilized by

S micelles. These findings are discussed in the context of the stability of macroscopic

foams to elucidate the foam stabilization mechanism of POMs.

Chapter 8 provides a summarizing conclusion on how the interaction between S and

charged components (either Ps or POMs) affects the foam film stability and what

this means for the structure of the foam films. Moreover, further perspectives for this

research area are discussed.





Chapter 2

Scientific background

2.1 Foam films

2.1.1 Historical review

Foam films attract the attention of scientists for centuries: On the one hand because

they are the building blocks of macroscopic foam and on the other hand, because they

fascinate us due to their colorful iridescence and their fragile nature. Isaac Newton

(1643 - 1727) studied the different colors of foam films and related them to different

thicknesses of the foam films. He also found two different kinds of black spots in foam

films (that are nowadays called Common Black Film and Newton Black Film).20

Joseph Plateau (1801 - 1883) studied the impact of film tension and the role of pressure

on the size and shape of soap bubbles. Later on, Edwin Johonnott used a modified

interferometer to systematically study vertical foam films and their thicknesses.10 He

was the first to demonstrate a temperature induced transition between the two black

films described by Newton. Jean Baptiste Perrin (1870 - 1942) observed flakes of

different color - hence thicknesses - in foam films and attributed this phenomenon to

layers of elementary sheets.20

Most of these early studies of foam films were phenomenological but a general

theoretical description of foam films was lacking. This changed in the 1930s. Boris

Derjaguin (1902 - 1994) introduced the concept of disjoining pressure Π, which he

defined as the negative derivative of the Gibbs free energy G by the film thickness

5
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h10:

Π(h) = −
(
dG

dh

)
T,p,A,n

(2.1)

Π expresses an excess pressure with respect to the bulk liquid that acts normal to the

film interface. In its mechanical definition, Π equals the pressure difference between

the pressure inside the film Pfilm and the pressure inside the initial bulk liquid Pl
10:

Π = Pfilm − Pl (2.2)

In the 1940, Boris Derjaguin and Lev Landau (1908 - 1968)21 as well as Evert

Verwey (1905 - 1981) and Theodoor Overbeek (1911 - 2007)22 independently used

the concept of Π to rationalize the stability of lyophobic colloids. It resulted in the

nowadays renowned DLVO theory describing the stability of colloidal systems as

well as foam films in terms of two acting forces: van der Waals forces (ΠVdW) and

electrostatic forces (Πel). Next to these two, non-DLVO forces contribute to Π in

foam films. These forces are discussed in detail in the following section. Studies

of foam films gained precision and sophistication in 1959, when Alexei Scheludko

(1920 - 1995) and Dotchi Exerowa (1935 - 2017) invented a special measuring cell

to study horizontal microscopic foam films under defined pressure.23 The setup and

measuring procedure was refined in the following years leading to a device called

Thin Film Pressure Balance (TFPB), allowing the detailed investigation of foam

films.24--26 The development continues. Nowadays, with interferometry digital imaging

optical microscopy the kinetics of nanostructures27 inside the foam film as well as

hydrodynamic aspects28 became resolvable and with a microfluidic TFPB29 even

solidifying foam films are suitable for studying.

2.1.2 Forces inside thin foam films

As mentioned Π is composed of different forces acting between the two air / liquid

interfaces. Depending on the foaming agent, the strength and importance of each

component differs.

Electrostatic force An electrostatic component Πel arises once the electric double

layers of charged interfaces (air / liquid interfaces for foam films) overlap. In the

following, first the origin of the electric double layer of a single interface and later the

force arising between two interfaces are described.
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One charged interface Most interfaces are charged in water due to different

reasons. Ionization or dissociation of surface groups (e.g. bound hydroxyl group

dissociate into H+ and bound O- groups) or adsorption of charged molecules (e.g.

dissociated S or P) can lead to interfacial charges.30 These interfacial charges form

an electric flied, which attracts counterions and change the ion distribution around

the interface. The combination of interfacial charges and counterions is called electric

double layer.

Hermann Helmholtz (1821 - 1894) provided a first model of the electric double layer

where the counterions are directly bound to the interface.31 Later Louis Gouy (1854 -

1926) and David Chapman (1869 - 1958) improved the model by taking into account

the thermal motion of the ions resulting in a diffusive layer of counterions.32 Otto

Stern (1888 - 1969) combined the two ideas.33 The Stern model divides the electric

double layer into two parts: the inner part (Stern layer) contains hydrated counterions

bound to the interface, whereas the outer part (Gouy-Chapmann layer) contains

mobile ions (Fig. 2.1). The distance between the interface and the center of the

hydrated ions is called outer Helmholtz plane and separates the Stern layer from the

Gouy-Chapman layer. The potential of the Helmholtz plane is called zeta potential

Ψζ .

Figure 2.1: Schematic Stern model of the electric double layer. The distribution
of ions near a positive charged interface together with the potential
Ψ is shown. (adapted from Ref. 34)

To calculate the potential near a charged interface the Poisson-Boltzmann equation

(PB eq.) is used. It contains two parts. The Poisson equation relates the potential Ψ

to the charge density ρ:
d2Ψ

dx2
= − ρ

ε0ε
(2.3)

where x is the distance to the interface, ε0 is the vacuums dielectric constant, and ε the

dielectric constant of water. The charge density can be described by the Boltzmann
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equation:

ρ = e
∑

i

zici,∞ · exp

(
−zieΨ(x)

kT

)
(2.4)

with e being the elementary charge, z the ion valency, c∞ the concentration of ion,

k being the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature. Note that a Boltzmann

distribution is only the case for the mobile ions outside the outer Helmholtz plane

and therefore the zeta potential is considered as the interfacial potential in the PB eq.

and will be named surface potential Ψs in the following (Ψ(x = 0) = Ψζ = Ψs).

By combining eq. 2.3 and eq. 2.4 one obtains the PB eq.:

d2Ψ

dx2
= − e

ε0ε
·
∑

i

zici,∞ · exp

(
−zieΨ(x)

kT

)
(2.5)

The PB eq. can be analytically solved for z:z electrolytes by integration and the use

of some mathematical identities. One obtains:

Ψ(x) =
4kT

ze
· tanh

(
zeΨs

4kT

)
· exp (−κx). (2.6)

With increasing distance x the potential decays exponentially with a decay length

κ−1 - called Debye length:

κ−1 =

√
ε0εkT∑
i z

2
i ci,∞e2

=

√
ε0εkT

2e2NAI
(2.7)

where NA is Avogadro’s number. The Debye length corresponds to the characteristic

decay length of the diffuse ionic atmosphere and provides an approximate range of the

electrostatic force. It is sensitive to the ionic strength (I = 1
2

∑
i z

2
i ci,∞) and decreases

with increasing electrolyte concentration.

For low potentials (zie|Ψ | � kT , at room temperature for Ψs 625 mV but often valid

up to 50 -- 80 mV34) an linearisation can be used solve the PB eq.:

Ψ(x) = Ψs · exp (−κx) (2.8)

By assuming that the total charge within the electric double layer (interface +

counterions) must be zero, one can calculate the surface charge q0. The Grahame eq.

correlates the potential to the interfacial charge:

q0 = −
∫ ∞

0

ρdx = −εε0
dΨ

dx
=
√

8εε0kT sinh

(
zeΨs

2kT

)
(2.9)
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Two charged interfaces When two charged interfaces approach each other,

their electric double layer overlap. Furthermore, liquid (solvent) is expelled from the

gap between the interfaces, but the counterions are forced to stay inside the gap. This

situation gives an osmotic pressure difference between the gap and the bulk liquid,

leading to a disjoining pressure Π:

Πel(h) = Πosmotic, midplane −Πosmotic, bulk (2.10)

where h is the distance between the two interfaces. For symmetric interfaces (as in

foam films), the two interfacial potentials are identical. This symmetry simplifies the

calculation. Between the interfaces the potential decreases. Due to the symmetry the

gradient of the potential at the midplane (Ψmid) must become zero (Fig. 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Potential distribution between two identical charged interfaces.
(adapted from Ref. 34)

The disjoining pressure is now giving by35:

Πel = kT
∑

i

ci,∞

(
exp

(
−ziΨmid

kT

)
− 1

)
. (2.11)

If one assumes only weakly overlapping double layers, the midplane potential can

be considered as the sum of the two undisturbed interfaces (linear superposition

approximation):

Ψmid = 2Ψ ′(h/2) (2.12)

with Ψ ′ being the undisturbed potential of one interface.

For low potentials eq. 2.8 can be used to calculate the undisturbed potential. Therefore,

the disjoining pressure is:

Πel(h) = 2εε0κ
2 · Ψ 2

s · exp(−κ/h). (2.13)
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For high potentials eq. 2.6 is used for calculating the potential and the disjoining

pressure is:

Πel(h) = 64ci,∞kT · tanh

(
zeΨs

4kT

)2

· exp (−κh) . (2.14)

When the two interfaces approach each other, the interfacial charges may change

e.g. due to adsorbing / desorbing ions or due to rearrangements of the charges. To

account for this situation, one of two boundary conditions is usually used. Either a

constant charge or a constant potential is assumed upon approaching.35

In the PB theory, assumptions were made leading to some limitations.34 For example

the ions’ size was neglected. Close to the interface the ion concentration may become

high and their distance low. In this case, the size of the ion should become relevant.

The PB theory is a mean field theory. The ions only interact with an averaged

electrostatic field and any ionic correlations are neglected. Furthermore, the interfaces

are assumed to be thin and flat on a molecular scale.

Even if some errors due to the limitations compensate each other34, the applicability

of PB to foam films can be questionable in some cases. Πel prevents the further

approach of the two interfaces.

Van der Waals forces A van der Waals component ΠVdW arises from the inter-

action of induced and permanent dipoles. Most prominent are the London dispersion

forces between two induced dipoles. In each atom (molecule) the electrons circulate

around the nuclei and thus create instantaneous dipoles. These dipoles generate a

field to which the electrons of a second atom (molecule) respond.35 After integration

over all molecules, ΠVdW can be written as5:

ΠVdW = − A

6πh3
. (2.15)

A is the Hamaker constant. For symmetric foam films A has a positive value which

leads to an attraction of the two air / liquid interfaces. Due to their h-dependency

(ΠVdW ∝ 1
h3

), van der Waals forces are rather short ranged compared to electrostatic

forces. When the electrostatic barrier is overcome and the air / liquid interfaces are

close to each other (h ≈ 10 nm), ΠVdW comes into play and may lead to film rupture.

Steric forces A repulsive steric contribution Πsteric arises due to steric interactions

of the adsorption layers of the air / liquid interfaces. Depending on the foaming agent,
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these can be short ranged (small molecules) or long ranged (macromolecules).10 Πsteric

stabilizes foam films.

Structural forces A structural or oscillatory contribution Πstructual arises from

structuring of the liquid inside the foam film. Confined between the two air / liquid

interfaces, a layering of molecules or particles may occur close to the interfaces. The

layering relates to an damped oscillatory concentration profile of the molecules or

particles from the interface towards the film bulk36:

Πstructural = A · exp

(
−h
ζ

)
· cos

(
2π
h

λ
+ ψ

)
(2.16)

where A is the amplitude of the oscillation corresponding to the strength of the

oscillatory force. ζ is the correlation length, λ is the oscillation wavelength and ψ

is a phase shift. When the two air / liquid interfaces approaches, the molecules or

particles are pushed out layer by layer, resulting in a stepwise thinning of the foam

films. This process is called stratification.

2.1.3 Surfactants and their foam films

An important class of foaming agents are surface active agents - short: surfactants

(Ss).37 Ss are characterized by their amphiphilic character; they contain a hydrophobic

part (mostly an aliphatic alkyl chain) and a hydrophilic part (called head group). The

head group can be cationic, anionic, non-ionic, or zwitterionic S.38 Ss accumulate at

interfaces, where the chain is exposed to the hydrophobic phase (e.g. air) and the head

group is directed towards the hydrophilic phase (e.g. water). In doing so, they reduce

the surface tension of e.g. water because air / water interface (having a high surface

tension) is replaced by air / hydrocarbon interface (having a low surface tension). Once

the whole interface is covered with S molecules, the S starts to form aggregates in the

bulk -- called micelles. With the formation of micelles the entropy of the whole system

maximizes as less water molecules have to arrange around the hydrophobic chains

compared to the separated S molecules (hydrophobic effect).30 The concentration at

which micelles start to form is called the critical micelle concentration (cmc).

Ionic Ss dissociate in water into charged S ions and the corresponding counterions.

By adsorbing at the air / liquid interface, Ss increase or decrease the surface charge

- depending on their own charge. The cmc as well as the adsorption of ionic Ss are
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Figure 2.3: Schematic disjoining pressure isotherm.

sensitive to salt. Salt screens the charges of the head groups leading to less electrostatic

repulsion between them. The reduced repulsion results in a higher surface coverage

and a lower cmc.

Foam films formed by the different kinds of Ss were widely studied in the last decades:

not only due to their importance for industrial application such as detergents10 or

fire-extinguishers39 but also due to the increase of understanding of the fundamental

physics of foam films and the forces stabilizing them. To study foam films and gain

information about the forces acting inside of them, disjoining pressure isotherms are

recorded. Fig. 2.3 schematically shows such a disjoining pressure isotherm. The solid

lines correspond to mechanically stable parts, which are accessible by a TFPB. The

dashed part is mechanically unstable and thus not accessible by a TFPB. However, full

force-distance-curves can be recorded using a colloidal probe atomic force microscopy

(CP-AFM) that measures the forces between two solid interfaces.40

For ionic Ss and their charged air / liquid interfaces, the electrostatic repulsion is

the dominant force inside the foam film leading to the formation of a CBF.10 With

increasing S adsorption, the surface charge increases until a saturation is reached

due to binding of counterions at the interface.36 Here, studies on foam films offer the

ability to obtain insights on surface charge, surface coverage and on the dissociation

degree of the S.41 The effect of salt on S stabilized foam films has been studied quite

intensively.42--44 Two key effects have been identified for these foam films: First,

salt vertically screens the electrostatic repulsion between the two opposite air / liquid

interfaces leading to thinner foam films and a larger adsorption of counterions,

which lowers the surface potential. Second, salt horizontally screens the electrostatic
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repulsion between neighboring S molecules. Screened repulsion leads to a higher

amount of adsorbed surfactants (higher surface excess) and increases the surface

potential and surface elasticity. The vertical screening favors a CBF -- NBF transition

(low surface potential), while the horizontal screening favors a stable NBF (high

ordering of adsorbed S). The amount of salt required for the CBF -- NBF transition

depends on the S itself and its concentration. In general, more salt is needed at lower

S concentration to induced the CBF -- NBF transition as more salt is required to

sufficiently increase the S’s adsorption and obtain an NBF.43 For example, the anionic

sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) needs ∼0.5 M NaCl for the CBF -- NBF transition at

0.15 mM SDS (< 1/40 cmc) but only 0.18 M NaCl at 1 mM SDS (∼ 1/8 cmc).43,45

For the cationic tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C14TAB), studied in this

thesis, 1 M NaCl induces the NBF -- CBF transition at 3.5 mM C14TAB (∼ cmc).43

Concerning high salt concentration (∼ 1 M and higher), an additional aspect has to

be considered: underscreening. As mention in section 2.1.2, the PB theory has some

limitation that become relevant at high concentration: as the distance between the

ions become small, their sizes and the granularity of the solvent are relevant and the

applicability of the theory breaks down.46 The electrostatic interactions have a larger

range than the expected Debye length. This effect leads to a thickening of the foam

films.46

If micelles are present in the foam film bulk, structural forces (Πstructural) appear.

The foam film thins discontinuously and steps in the disjoining pressure isotherm

are detected (stratification) caused by layer-wise exclusion of layers of micelles.47

The addition of salt decreases both the number of steps and their thickness as salt

influences the number density of the micelles.48,49

For low concentrations of non-ionic S, CFB are found as well. Among others,

this finding suggests that the pure air / water interface itself is charged. The most

reasonable explanation for this charge is an excess of OH- molecules at the interface.50

With increasing concentration of the non-ionic S, more and more charges of the

air / liquid interface are replaced by non-charged S molecules and a NBF forms.51 For

the stability of foam films formed by pure S, the surface elasticity turned out to be a

crucial parameter.52

Beside the head group charge and chain length53 or simple salts, the use of additives -

organic54 or inorganic - highly influences foam films formed by S. In the last chapter

of this thesis, the effect of the polyoxometalate HSiW on foam films formed by a

non-ionic S is studied. Thus, this class of inorganic additive will be shortly introduced
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in the last section of this chapter. One class of prominent and important organic

additives are polyelectrolytes (Ps). Mixtures of P and S are introduced in the next

section.

2.2 Polyelectrolyte / surfactant mixtures

Ps are charged polymers which dissociate in water into charged macroions (charged

polymer chains) and the corresponding counterions. The properties of Ps in solution

are governed by several parameter such as e.g. pH, molecular weight or ionic strength

(csalt). The stiffness of a P is described by its persistence length l t, which gives an

estimate for the typical radius of curvature.55 The total persistence length l t is the

sum of an intrinsic contribution (intrinsic persistence length lP) and an electrostatic

contribution (electrostatic persistence length l e).
56 For comparing the stiffness of

different Ps, the intrinsic persistence length is usually used as the electrostatic one is

highly influenced by external parameters e.g. csalt.

This thesis deals with oppositely charged P / S mixtures, thus the following section

focuses on this kind of mixtures. The versatile applications of P / S mixtures take

advantages of the mixtures’ different properties. For example, the precipitation

of large P / S aggregates due to dilution is a key factor for the performance of

hair conditioner and 2-in-1 shampoos. When shampooing your hair, the mixtures

dilute and P / S aggregates deposit on the damaged hair fiber, providing a better

lubrication.12 Enhanced oil recovery and mineral flotation are separating techniques

based on differences in hydrophobicity. Here, P / S mixtures adsorb e.g. on the

mineral interface resulting in an increased hydrophobicity and the attachment of

the mineral to an air bubble.2,15,57 In order to understand foams and foam films of

P / S mixtures, different scales and phases have to be considered. Therefore, the

characteristics of P / S mixtures in terms of their behavior in bulk, at the air / liquid

interface and in foam films are shortly reviewed.

2.2.1 Bulk properties of P / S mixtures

The association of P and S bearing opposite charges exhibit one main driving forces:

the entropic gain through the release of counterions when S molecules bind to the P.

Moreover, hydrophobic interactions both in between the S chains as well as between S

chains and hydrophobic parts of the P are relevant. The bulk binding passes through
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different states of non-cooperative and cooperative binding, which dictates the formed

complexes and their phase behavior.12,58 At low S content, S bind to the P leading

to charged complexes. With increasing S content, more S binds to the P and due to

cooperative binding attached micelles or hemimicelles form. This concentration is

called critical aggregation concentration (cac). The complexes are close to neutral

charge and they start to form larger aggregates. The aggregates precipitate and the

mixtures enter the two-phase regime. Depending on the P charge density either a

solid-like phase (highly charged P) or a liquid-like phase (lower charged P) separates

off.12 The precipitation formed has different internal structures (hexagonal, lamellar

or cubic) depending on the specific system.59 At high S content, S adsorbs to the P / S

aggregates and allows their re-solubilization. An electrostatically stabilized colloidal

dispersion forms and the mixtures re-enter a one-phase regime.60,61

A phase separation can also be induced by diluting high concentrated mixtures,

which is a key feature for their use as shampoos and hair conditioners.12,62 The

aggregation formation is highly susceptible to non-equilibrium effects, thus kinetically

trapped non-equilibrium aggregates may form and modify the mixture properties.63,64

Depending on its concentration, salt influences this bulk phase behavior. At moderate

concentrations, salt shifts the two-phase regime towards higher S concentration due to

suppression of the kinetically stabilized composition range for the dispersion (reduced

electrostatic repulsion).65 Higher salt concentration may suppress the phase separation

entirely due to considerably reduced S binding66 and promotes bulk and interfacial

properties reaching equilibrium67. Salt not only affects the mixtures, but also the

P itself. Both hydrodynamic radius in bulk and flexibility of P depend on the ionic

strength.68 The bulk behavior is relevant for many applications of P / S mixtures but

it as well influences their behavior at the air / liquid interface.53,69

2.2.2 P / S mixtures at the air / water interface 1

The main tool to study P / S mixtures at the air / liquid interface is tensiometry as it

allows fast and routinely studying of the surface activity of the mixtures. The draw-

backs of this method are that there is no direct correlation with the adsorbed amounts

of P and S and it is not sensitive to the structures formed at the air / liquid interface.

Methods like X-ray reflectometry71,72, ellipsometry73,74 and surface rheology75 were

1Parts of this section are published in ”Polymers and surfactants at fluid interfaces studied with
specular neutron reflectometry” L. Braun, M. Uhlig, R.A. Campbell, R. v. Klitzing, Adv. Colloid
Interface Sci., 2017, 247, 130-148. Reprinted with permission. Copyright 2017 Elsevier.70
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used to further characterize the P / S mixtures. However these methods are generally

only sensitive to the total adsorbed amount (P+S). Thus, neutron reflectometry (NR)

became the method of choice. Using contrast variation via isotopic substitution allows

to distinguish between adsorbed P and S as well as to resolve the formed structures

at the air / liquid interface.

Typical concentration ranges studied are 10-4 to 10-2 monoM (= molar monomer

concentration) for the P and 10-6 to 10-2 M for the S. In these ranges the Ps themselves

are often not surface active whereas the Ss themselves are surface active. Two different

approaches are used: changing the S concentration with at a fixed P concentration

or the other way around: working with a fixed S concentration and changing the P

concentration. The first way is more common. Here, at low bulk S concentrations

the adsorption of surface active complexes or the synergistic adsorption reduces the

surface tension compared to the pure S solution (Fig. 2.4). At this concentration, only

loosely packed monolayers are formed at the interface.73,76 With a further increase

of the bulk S concentration (above the cac), the surface tension reaches a plateau.

Above the plateau the surface tension isotherm resembles that of the pure S, though

it can be shifted depending on the specific chemicals properties of P and S.

The surface tension isotherm of a P / S mixture depends on many parameters like

the P charge72,74 or the S chain length77. Also, deviations from that described above

were observed. In particular, it was found that a peak in the surface tension isotherm

appears close to the two-phase regime.78,79 The surface tension peak may result from

depletion of material from the interface happening at different time scales (from days

to months)79. The value is determined by the concentration of free S, that is neither

bound to the P nor assembled in micelles. Salt suppresses the peak because it lowers

the cmc of the S and accordingly reduces the concentration of free S at a fixed S bulk

concentration.67
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Figure 2.4: Schematic surface tension isotherms for an oppositely charged P / S
mixture (black) as well as the pure S (gray) as a function of cS. The
dashed line indicate the surface tension peak may appearing close to
the two-phase regime.

In this thesis, P / S mixtures are studied in the opposite way: at a fixed S concentration

the P concentration is varied. This way, the critical concentration for the adsorption

is the bulk stochiometric mixing point (BSMP). At this point the concentration of

P monomer equals the S molecules concentration in bulk. Below the BSMP, the

addition of P strongly decreases the surface tension compared to the pure S solution

(Fig. 2.5). Thus, highly surface active complexes form. Around the BSMP, the

mixtures typically show an abrupt increase in surface tension. This phenomena is

explained either by a loss of surface activity of the complexes80 or a depletion of

material from the interface due to precipitation81. Above the BSMP, the surface

activity depends on the hydrophobicity of the P: for rather hydrophobic P like sodium

poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) mixed with C14TAB the surface tension stays at values

close to the pure S solution (indicating a low amount of adsorbed P at the surface).82

For more hydrophilic Ps like poly(acrylamido methyl propanesulfonate) (PAMPS)

or sulfonated polyphenylene sulfone (sPSO2-220) mixed with C14TAB, the surface

tension decreases again indicating the re-adsorption of complexes.80,83 The comparison

of the mentioned Ps revealed as well an influence of the P stiffness on the surface

adsorption: the stiffer backbone of sPSO2-220 (lP ∼ 20 nm) lead to a flat and more

effective adsorption (lower surface tension) compared to the rather flexible PSS

and PAMPS (lP ∼ 1 nm), which are supposed to form loops when adsorbing at the

interface.83
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Figure 2.5: Schematic surface tension isotherms for oppositely charged P / S
mixtures (black) as well as the pure S (gray) as a function of cP. The
dashed line indicate the surface tension isotherm for a hydrophilic P.

Regarding the composition at the air / liquid interface, NR revealed interesting details.

PAMPS / C14TAB mixtures show a depletion of material around the BSMP. However,

P and S do not deplete at the same P / S bulk ratio: at the BSMP, solely C14TAB

depletes leading to a roughly three times excess of PAMPS monomers at the interface.

With increasing of its bulk concentration, PAMPS depletes as well, but a slight excess

of PAMPS remains at the interface.84 Recently, the structures of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB

mixtures formed at the air / liquid interface were analyzed.85 Below the BSMP, a

monolayer of S with an attached compact layer of P forms. Around the BSMP, a

monolayer of S and P forms as well, but underneath an additional extended layer

consisting of P and S forms. Above the BSMP, a monolayer of S and attached a

highly swollen P layer (thickness ∼ 80 Å) forms.85 The questions arise why these

specific structures form and how salt may influence them.

2.2.3 Foam films formed by P / S mixtures 2

For studying foam films of P / S mixtures, the concentration of both components have

to be carefully chosen. Regarding the P concentration, its overlap concentration c∗

has to be considered. Above c∗, the P chains overlap and start to form a transient

network.7 This network leads to stratification, which influences the foam film.86,87

Below c∗, no stratification is observed. Regarding the S concentration, the cac has to

be considered. Above the cac, aggregates are trapped in the foam film and may form

2Parts of this section are published in ”When bulk matters: Disentanglement of the role of
polyelectrolyte / surfactant complexes at surfaces and in bulk of foam films” L. Braun, R. v. Klitzing,
submitted to Langmuir, 2022
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a gel-like network, which results in inhomogeneities.88 Thus, to obtain homogeneous

and continuously thinning foam films, P / S mixtures below the c∗ and below the cac

are used in this thesis.

The formation of surface active complexes does not necessarily lead to stable foam

films of P / S mixtures. For several P / S mixtures80,82,83 a quite similar dependency of

the foam film stability on the P concentration (cP) was found: Below the BSMP, the

addition of P destabilizes the foam films compared to the ones of the pure S solution

at the respective S concentration. Around the BSMP, no stable foam film can be

formed at all. Above the BSMP, the foam film stability increases with cP and exceeds

that of the pure S solution.

To rationalize this non-monotonous foam film stability different parameters were used

in the past. Surface tension and surface elasticity are suited to explain the higher

foam film stability of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures compared to PAMPS / C14TAB

mixtures: a stronger adsorption of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes lead to more

elastic interfaces and hence to more stable foam films83, but they allow no general

conclusions.52,89 The surface composition as well failed: PAMPS / C14TAB mixtures

with a highly charged interface (due to the depletion of solely C14TAB from the

interface around the BSMP) should result a high electrostatic repulsion between

the two facing air / liquid interfaces. However, here the least stable foam films are

found.84 The structures formed at a single air / liquid interface of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB

mixtures (see previous section) were able to rationalize the foam film stability.85

The extended mixed layer of sPSO2-220 and C14TAB around the BSMP results in

an unstable foam film due to a minimized electrostatic repulsion of the two facing

air / liquid interfaces. Above the BSMP, the swollen sPSO2-220 layer increases the

osmotic pressure and leads to a stable foam film.85

In all the mentioned studies, a prospective contribution of the foam films bulk was

only improperly assumed80,82--84, but no direct proof was found.

In contrast to pure S solutions, the effect of salt on the stability of foam films formed

by P / S mixtures was barely studied. Aidarova et. al90 investigated the effect of NaCl

on foam (films) stabilized by sodium carboxymethylcellulose / SDS and found an

increased foam stability, which they rationalized by a more densely packed adsorption

layer (similar to what was found for pure S solutions) without proofing it.

P / S mixtures usually form CFBs. Kolaric et. al found that CBFs form if the charge

of the foam film interface and of the P in the film bulk have the same sign and repel
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each other.86 This situation may be giving when P and S have the same charge or

when oppositely charged P / S mixtures are used. In the later case, the surface charge

could be reversed by the adsorption of P to the S loaded interface. The bulk P is now

repelled from the same charged interface. NBFs are only found when non-ionic S and

positive P are used. Between these two components no complexation occurs. The

slightly negative interface and the positively charged P attract each other and form a

NBF.

2.3 Polyoxometalates

The last part of this thesis addresses the impact of the polyoxometalate (POM)

SiW12O40
4- on foam and foam films of the non-ionic S BrijO10. Hence, in the

following POMs are shortly reviewed.

POMs are polyatomic clusters consisting of transition metal cations bridged by oxide

anions.91 The first POM ([PMo12O40]
4-) was synthesized by Jöns Jakob Berzelius

(1776 - 1848) in 1826. In 1933 James Fargher Keggin (1905 - 1993) resolved the

structure of the anion with X-ray diffraction, which was afterwards named after him:

Keggin anion. Later on, diverse structures of different POMs were resolved (Fig. 2.6).

However, the Keggin type remains the most common and used one.

Figure 2.6: Structures of different POMs: a) Keggin type, b) Wells–Dawson
type, c) Anderson–Evans type and d) Preyssler archetype. The cyan
polyhedra correspond to the polyherda around the addendum atom
(M), brown polyhedra or brown sphere correspond to the polyhedra
or sphere around the central atom (X) and oxygen atoms are shown
as small red spheres. Reproduced from Ref. 18
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The general formula of the Keggin anion is [XM12O40]
n-, where X denotes the het-

eroatom (e.g. Si, P or As) and M the addendum atom (e.g. Mo, W or V). The Keggin

anion consists of a central XO4 tetrahedron surrounded by 4 MO6 triads each formed

by 3 MO6 edge-joined octahedrals (Fig 2.6a).92

The Keggin anions exhibit an aromaticity.93 Nonbonding d-orbitals (dxy-orbitals) on

the M atoms of the MO6 octahedrals interact with each other leading to electron

delocalization. Thus the charges of the Keggin anions are delocalized.93 As the M

atoms are separated by M-O-M bridges, their aromaticity is weaker compared to the

aromaticity of adjacent atoms such as in organic components (e.g. benzene).93

Due to their strong acidity, thermal stability and electronic versatility94,95, POMs

find many application e.g. as catalyst for selective oxidation16 or in sustainable

energy conversion and storage17,96. Even in medicine they could be useful due to their

antiviral and antitumoral properties.97

Regarding their catalytic properties, the stability (thermal98 and ph-depending99) of

Keggin type POM is important. In most cases the Keggin anion is not the catalytic

active structure but the slightly decomposed lacunary structure.100 The thermal and

pH-depending stability depends on the used central atom and on the addendum

atom.95,98

UV-vis and IR measurement showed that SiW12O40
4- (used in this thesis) is stable

from pH values of 1 to 7.99 At higher pH values, it hydrolyzed into the lacunary

structure SiW11O39
8-. Above a pH value of 8.5, it completely decomposed into SiO4

2-

and WO4
2-.99 In aqueous solutions POMs with a low charge density like SiW12O40

4-

adsorb at hydrated polar interfaces due to their choatropic nature: Upon their

adsorption, water from the hydration shell of the interface is released increasing the

overall entropy.101 These interfaces may be surfactant loaded air / liquid interfaces or

surfactant micelles. Due to their adsorption, POMs dehydrate interfaces and may

induce electrostatic charge to non-charged systems.19





Chapter 3

Experimental section

3.1 Materials and sample preparation

Surfactants

The cationic surfactant tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C14TAB, CAS: 1119-

97-7, Fig. 3.1a) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany) and purified

(3-fold recrystallization in EtOH and acetone) prior to the experiments. It was chosen

because it is the shortest member of the CnTAB series that form stable foam films on

its own.102

Chain-deuterated d29-C14TAB (d-C14TAB) was purchased from CDN Isotopes (Que-

bec, Canada) and used as received. The used C14TAB concentration (cC14TAB =

10−4 M) lies below the cmc for all used salt concentrations.103

The commercial non-ionic surfactant BrijO10 (CAS: 9004-98-2) was purchased from

Sigma Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany) and used as received. BrijO10 is a polydisperse

S with C18:1E10 as main fraction (Fig. 3.1b). The used BrijO10 concentration (cBrijO10

= 0.5 mM) lies above the cmc of 0.04 mM, thus micelles are expected to be in the

solutions, foam films, and foams.104

Figure 3.1: Chemical structure of a) C14TAB and b) BrijO10.

23
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Polyelectrolytes

Monosulfonated polyphenylene sulfone (sPSO2-220, MW = 100 kDa with Li+ as

counterion, Fig. 3.2a) was synthesized by the group of Klaus-Dieter Kreuer (Max

Planck Institute for Solid State Research, Stuttgart, Germany) and further purified

as follows: A suspension of sPSO2-220 in ultrapure water was centrifuged (4000 rpm,

60 min) and the resulting solution was filtered through a cellulose acetate filter

(pore diameter of 0.2 µm). The resulting solution was collected and separated via

centrifugation (7500 rpm, 3 min× 15 min) against centrifugal filters (Amicon Ultra

10K, Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany). The supernatant sPSO2-220 was

freeze-dried and redissolved for the experiments.

sPSO2-220 exhibit a dissociation degree of 54− 61 %105,106 and a lP of (20± 2) nm83.

Thus it is a rather stiff P. In chapter 4, the interfacial structures formed of sPSO2-

220 / C14TAB mixtures are studied while focusing on the impact of P flexibility. As

comparison, mixtures containing sodium poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) are used. PSS

and sPSO2-220 have a similar chemical structure (Fig. 3.2) but with an lP of 1 nm107,

PSS is a more flexible P.

PSS (CAS: 25704-18-1, MW = 70 kDa, Fig. 3.2b) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich

and used as received. The polyelectrolyte concentrations in this thesis are varied

between 10−5 monoM and 3× 10−3 monoM, which denotes the molar concentration

of the respective monomer.

Figure 3.2: Chemical structure of one monomer of a) sPSO2-220 and b) PSS.

Salts

LiBr (99.995 %, CAS: 7550-35-8) and NaCl (p ≥ 99.5 %, CAS: 7647-14-5) were

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. NaBr (Suprapur R©, 99.995 %, CAS 7647-15-6) was

purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). All salts were cleaned from organic

impurities by heating to 500 ◦C overnight before use.
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The polyoxometalate tungstosilicic acid (HSiW, CAS: 12027-43-9, H4SiW12O40 · x H2O,

p ≥ 99.9%, Fig 3.3), with x = 14 from thermogravimetric analysis, was purchased

from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. HSiW exhibtit the Keggin structure.

Figure 3.3: Chemical structure of SiW4- anion.

Sample preparation

All solutions were prepared using ultrapure water (Milli-Q-system, Merck Millipore,

Darmstadt, Germany, total organic content ≤ 4 ppb; resistivity = 18 MΩ cm).

For the experiments including P / S mixtures, the mixing procedure was the following:

the S solution (VS = 1
2
Vfinal) was slowly poured into the P solution (VP = 1

2
Vfinal) to

avoid a locally high S concentration in the P solution.63,108 Afterwards the solution

was gently rotated to avoid crossing a phase boundary and precipitation of P / S

complexes.109 Both S and P solutions contained the desired salt concentration and

twice the desired S or P concentration, respectively. The final mixture volumes (2 mL

≥ Vfinal ≤ 50 mL) depended on the measurements. All freshly mixed samples were

clear to the naked eye with no precipitation for a couple of days (maximal time scale

of the different measurement techniques). Furthermore, turbidity measurements

showed no formation of larger P / S aggregates (sec. A.3).

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Thin Film Pressure Balance

The Thin Film Pressure Balance (TFPB) is a common method to study foam films.

The technique was developed by Scheludko and Exerowa23 in 1959 and since then it
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Figure 3.4: Schematic setup of a Thin Film Pressure Balance.

has been continuously improved24--26,28,29. With a TFPB, horizontal, free standing

foam films can be investigated. Disjoining pressure isotherms are obtained while at

the same time the foam films are monitored via a CCD camera.

Basic principle and setup Fig. 3.4 shows the basic setup of a TFPB. The foam

film is formed across a hole (diameter 1 mm) inside a porous glass disk (porosity P4,

pore size 10−15 µm). The glass disk is connected to a glass capillary tube containing

the sample solution. The glass tube is situated in a stainless steel cell so that the

glass disk is inside the cell but the top of the capillary tube is outside the cell. A

reservoir of sample solution is placed inside the measuring cell to provide a saturated

vapor atmosphere. Using a reflected-light microscope (Nikon, Düsseldorf, Germany),

cold filtered white light illuminates the foam film through a window above the porous

glass disk. The light reflected at the foam film is spitted into two beams: the first

one reaches a camera (JAI Go-2400C-USB camera, Stemmer Imaging, Germany) and

allows monitoring the foam film. The second beam passes a filter (λ = 632 nm) and is

amplified by a photomultiplier. The recorded intensity is transmitted to a computer.

The pressure inside the cell is measured using two differential pressure transducers

(MKS Instruments, Germany, one up to 10 mbar - the other one up to 100 mbar). A

piston pump is used to adjust the pressure inside the cell. The piston pump and the

pressure transducers are controlled and read out by a computer.

Data evaluation: disjoining pressure Π and thickness h At equilibrium, the

disjoining pressure Π balances the capillary pressure PCa and equals the difference
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between pressure in the film Pfilm and the pressure of the bulk liquid Pl.

Π = PCa = Pfilm − Pl (3.1)

Since the foam film can be considered as a flat film, Pfilm equals the gas pressure in

the measuring cell Pg and eq. 3.1 can be rewritten:

Π = Pg − Pl (3.2)

The pressure of the bulk liquid Pl is composed of three parts: 1) the atmospheric

reference pressure Pr, 2) the capillary pressure 2γ
r

, where γ is the surface tension of the

sample solution and r is the radius of the glass capillary tube, and 3) the hydrostatic

pressure ∆ρghc, where ∆ρ is the density difference between the gas phase and the

sample solution and hc is the height of the sample solution inside the glass capillary

tube with respect to the height of the foam film. So, eq. 3.2 can be rewritten:

Π = Pg − Pr +
2γ

r
−∆ρghc (3.3)

The differential pressure transducers measure the difference Pg − Pr as ∆P . Eq. 3.3

can be simplified to:

Π = ∆P +
2γ

r
−∆ρghc (3.4)

and the disjoining pressure Π can be calculated from the recorded pressure difference

∆P . The maximal accessible Π depends on different parameter of the setup such as

the pore width of the porous glass disk, the pistil pump, and the length of the glass

tube. For the used setup, the maximal accessible Π lies around 10 600 Pa.

The equilibrium thickness h is determined interferometrically. The white light is

reflected at the upper and the lower air / liquid interface of the foam film. The two

waves interfere with a phase shift difference, which can be correlated to the film

thickness h. This interferometrically methods scales the intensity of the reflected

light with the intensity minimum Imin and the intensity maximum hmax.110 Thus, h

can be calculated as follows:

h =
λ

2πns

arcsin

√
∆

1 + (4R(1−∆)/(1−R)2)
(3.5)
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with ∆ =
I − Imin

Imax − Imin

and R =
(ns − 1)2

(ns + 1)2
(3.6)

where λ is the wavelength of the used photomultiplier (λ = 632 nm), ns is the refractive

index of the solution (ns = 1.33 ), and I is the current light intensity. Imax and

Imin are measured during film formation and after film rupture, respectively. At

the maximum, the foam film is around 118 nm thick. With decreasing thickness the

destructive interference between the two reflected waves increases and the foam film

becomes darker.

Measurement procedure All glassware (expect the glass tube with the porous

glass disk) were cleaned with the alkaline detergent mixture Q9 (3-5%, Bernd Kraft

GmbH) overnight and rinsed generously with ultrapure water before use. The film

holder (capillary glass tube + porous glass disk) was cleaned by flushing with EtOH

(Uvasol R©, Merck, Germany) and ultrapure water for several times and subsequently

boiling in ultrapure water for at least 4 hours. Afterwards, it was dried in a N2 steam,

rinsed 5 times with the sample solution and placed over night in the sample solution

for fully wetting. The glass disk was pulled out the sample solution 30 min before an

experiment for equilibration of the surfaces.

The foam film stability is judged by the maximal disjoining pressure (Πmax), which can

be applied before the foam film ruptures. If larger fluctuation of the foam film stability

occurred (sec. A.1), only reproducible Πmax are used in this thesis. The disjoining

pressure isotherms shown in the thesis are averaged over at least three individual

measurements, if not stated otherwise. The foam film thickness is determined after

the reflected intensity was constant for 15 min to ensure an equilibrated foam film.

All measurement are preformed at 25 ◦C.

Calculation of disjoining pressure isotherms For the P / S mixtures, the mea-

sured disjoining pressure isotherms were fitted using a first order exponential decay

function to obtain the experimental Debye length κ−1
exp.111 This κ−1

exp was used as a

starting point for the model calculation of the non-linear PB eq. (section 2.1.2). For

the BrijO10 + HSiW samples, the theoretical Debye length κ−1
theo -- taking into account

the corresponding concentrations and valences of HSiW -- was used as stating point

for the model calculations.

The calculations were compared to the measured disjoining pressure isotherms to

determine the apparent surface potential Ψapp. The model calculations were done
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with an algorithm by Chan112 under constant potential. The numerically algorithm

considers two identically charged plates which are separated by a distance z. Two

boundary conditions are needed: First, at the median plane the potential vanishes and

second, electroneutrality is fulfilled. During the performed evaluation, the potential

Ψ and κ−1 are successively adjusted until the calculated curves coincides with the

experimental data. Only the value of Ψ and not the sign is obtained out of the

calculation. The PB calculations were only done for rather stable foam films (Πmax >

500 Pa) due to the otherwise low number of data points and higher vulnerability of

the low part of the disjoining pressure isotherm. Due to the experimental error of the

TFPB an average error of ±10 % can be assumed.

For the BrijO10 + HSiW samples a an der Waals component of the disjoining pres-

sure ΠvdW was additionally calculated according to eq. 2.15 with a Hamaker constant

A of 3.7× 10−20 J (air/water/air system)30. This was done in order to verify the

adaptability of the DLVO theory to these samples. The apparent surface potential

Ψapp was later converted into an apparent surface charge density q0 using the Graham

equation. Here, not the form for symmetric electrolytes (eq. 2.9) was used but an

adapted form to account for the asymmetric nano-ion (1:4)30:

q0 =

√
2εε0c · (4 exp

(
−eΨapp

kT

)
+ exp

(
4eΨapp

kT

)
− 5) (3.7)

3.2.2 Specular Neutron Reflectometry

Basic principles1 Specular neutron reflectometry (NR) is a versatile technique

that is used routinely to resolve the composition and structure of layers at fluid

interfaces in soft matter systems.113--116 NR probes material contained within the first

few hundreds of nanometers of the reflecting surface and is powerful for two reasons

in particular. First, the interaction of neutrons with atoms varies according to the

isotopic composition of the sample, so samples with chemically-equivalent composition

can be measured in different states, which allows a greater level of information to be

resolved. Second, the neutrons themselves have wavelengths on the nanometer scale,

which is comparable with the interfacial thickness of many self-assembled soft matter

systems, so the presence of interference fringes in the data, called Kiessig fringes117,

pinpoints the length scales to which the materials extend.

1Parts of this paragraph are published in ”Polymers and surfactants at fluid interfaces studied
with specular neutron reflectometry” L. Braun, M. Uhlig, R.A. Campbell, R. v. Klitzing, Adv.
Colloid Interface Sci., 2017, 247, 130-148. Reprinted with permission. Copyright 2017 Elsevier.70
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In specular NR, the incident and reflection angles of the neutrons with respect to the

surface are equal (θ in Fig. 3.5), and this approach is sensitive to the density profile

of atoms in the z -direction normal to the reflecting surface.118 The reflectivity, R, is

defined as the ratio of the intensity of neutrons in the specular reflection with respect

to that incident on the sample. R is measured with respect to the incident angle, θ

(in monochromatic mode) or the neutron’s wavelength λ (in time-of-flight mode) to

generate plots of R with respect to the momentum transfer, Q z, given by

Qz =
4π

λ
sin θ (3.8)

When neutrons reflect off a material with a higher scattering length density (SLD)

(e.g. from air to D2O), there is total reflection below a critical angle and therefore

below a critical value of Q z. Above this value the Fresnel reflectivity falls as a function

of Q z
4 and the fall-off depends on the structure of the material near the interface.

The reflectivity plots (R vs.Qz) are fitted to extract information such as the density,

thickness and roughness of individual layers.119

Figure 3.5: Schematic drawing of specular neutron reflectometry at the air / water
interface with adsorbed S molecules.

As stated above, the value of specular NR in the study of soft matter systems

is enhanced by hydrogen/deuterium substitution. This method is particular ex-

ploitable because the two isotopes of hydrogen have very different scattering lengths,

bH =−3.74× 10−5 Å for 1H and 6.67× 10−5 Å for 2H. A particularly common example

of this is water, as a mixture of 8.9 wt% D2O in H2O has a SLD of zero, which is the

same as that of air. This mixture is called air contrast matched water (ACMW) and

is used in the experiments at the air / liquid interface to highlight the scattering from

the interfacial layer.

The surface excess (in mol/area) of a species x, Γx, in a single uniform layer is given

by:

Γx =
SLDx · d
bx ·NA

(3.9)
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where d is the thickness of the layer.

At very low values of Q z and in the thin film limit of just a few nanometers, the

product SLD · d in the applied structural model of an interfacial layer on ACMW

becomes virtually independent of specific details of the structural model applied within

reasonable bounds. In this case, the product can be considered simply as a scattering

excess, which is related proportionately to the surface excess for a single-component

system. This condition is true even if the interfacial layer contains air or solvent

as they are both effectively invisible to the neutrons. Hence the measurement of a

deuterated compound at the surface of ACMW at low Q z values using specular NR is

a direct way to quantify its surface excess. For more complex systems, such as those

comprising of different components or more extended interfacial layers, the surface

composition and structure are usually determined by varying the isotopic contrast

of components at the interface and the subphase in order to simultaneously fit data

recorded in multiple isotopic contrasts to a common structural model.76,120,121

Experimental details2 Specular NR experiments were performed on the Fluid

Interfaces Grazing Angles ReflectOmeter (FIGARO)123 at the Institut Laue-Langevin

(Grenoble, France). The FIGARO is a time-of-flight instrument. Here, the continuous

neutron beam gets converted into neutron pules by the use of choppers. Afterwards,

the neutron pulse spread out as the neutrons with a lower wavelength are faster than

those with a higher wavelength. The detector measures the intensity of neurons with

time, which correspond to a wavelength resolution. Data of successive pulses are

combined to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. For the experiments the wavelength

resolution was dλ/λ = 7% in the used wavelength range 2 Å ≤ λ ≤ 30 Å. Two

different sets of experiments were done, one to obtain the surface excess of P and S

separately (low Q z analysis) and one to resolve the formed structures at the interface

(full Q z analysis).

low Qz analysis In the first set of experiments, data were recorded at θ = 0.62◦

at reduced low Q z < 0.03Å-1. Samples with two different contrasts were measured:

(Ia) P / cm-C14TAB / ACMW and (Ib) P / d-C14TAB / ACMW, where P refers to

2Parts of this and the following sections are published in ”Insights into extended structures
and their driving force: Influence of salt on polyelectrolyte / surfactant mixtures at the air / water
interface” L. Braun, M. Uhlig, O. Löhmann, R.A. Campbell, E. Schneck, R. v. Klitzing, ACS
Applied Materials & Interfaces, 2022, 14, 27347-27359. Reprinted with permission. Copyright 2022
American Chemical Society.122
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either sPSO2-220 or PSS and cm-C14TAB is a contrast matched C14TAB (4.4 wt% d-

C14TAB in h-C14TAB) with a SLD of zero. Fig. 3.6 shows sketches of the deuteration

schemes. In case (Ia) only P contributes to the intensity of the specular reflection; in

case (Ib) the deuterated C14TAB (d-C14TAB) dominates the specular reflection. The

data were not background corrected, and the background was determined as 2.72 x

10–5 from several measurements of pure ACMW.

Figure 3.6: Schematic drawing of deuteration schemes of the low Qz analysis:
(Ia) P / cm-C14TAB / ACMW and (Ib) P / d-C14TAB / ACMW.
Greyish colored components are contrast matched to have a SLD of
zero.

full Qz analysis In the second set of experiments, data were recorded at

two incident angles: θ = 0.63◦ and θ = 3.8◦ covering the full accessible Q z-range

(truncated in the reduction at Q z = 0.27Å-1). Here, the reflectivity is sensitive to

the interfacial composition and the internal structure; it depends on the SLD profiles

along the direction perpendicular to the interface, z. Samples with three different

contrasts were measured over the full Q z-range: (IIa) P / d-C14TAB / ACMW,

(IIb) P / d-C14TAB / D2O and (IIc) P / h-C14TAB / D2O. Fig. 3.7 shows sketches

of the deuturation schemes. The data were background corrected using the area

detector. For the analysis, data recorded over the low Q z-range in the contrast (IId)

P / cm-C14TAB / ACMW were added to ensure the right amount of P. Since this

particular data set contains fewer data points, the errors were weighted higher by the

calculation of χ2.

Figure 3.7: Schematic drawing of deuteration schemes of the full Qz analysis:
(IIa) P / d-C14TAB / ACMW, (IIb) P / d-C14TAB / D2O and (IIc) P
/ h-C14TAB / D2O.
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Data evaluation: surface excess Γ and interfacial structure

low Qz analysis The data analysis for the first set of experiments was done

with the Motofit software124 using a one-layer model. The roughness of the layer was

fixed to 3.5 Å. In the low Q z regime, the product of SLD and thickness d (SLD · d) is

related to the surface excess of a component Γi with respect to its scattering properties

while being insensitive to the actual interfacial structure.70,125 Thus, using arbitrary

SLD values (2× 10−6 Å
−2

and 4× 10−6 Å
−2

for case (Ia) and case (Ib), respectively),

the thickness of a single layer was fitted for each measurement to solve the following

equations simultaneously70,85:

(Ia) (SLD · d) = NA(bP · ΓP) (3.10)

(Ib) (SLD · d) = NA(bP · ΓP + bd-C14TAB · Γd-C14TAB). (3.11)

That way the surface excess of P (ΓP) and of C14TAB (ΓC14TAB) are obtained.

full Qz analysis To analyze the data of the second set of experiments a model

based on the volume fractions of all components was used. The procedure was

implemented in a self-written fitting program based on the IDL software package

(www.harrisgeospatial.com) similar as described in Ref. 126. The SLD profile (SLD(z))

follows from the volume fraction profiles of all components Φi(z):

SLD(z) =
∑

i

Φi(z) · SLDi (3.12)

where SLDi is the scattering length density for each component which is related to

its scattering length bi divided by the molecular volume Vm,i. The surfactant volume

fraction was divided into head groups and chains because they exhibit different SLD

values, especially when changing between h-C14TAB and d-C14TAB. The volume frac-

tion profiles of each single component (chain (ch), head group (hg) and polyelectrolyte

(P)) were modeled as homogeneous slabs with adjustable thicknesses (d ch, dhg and

dP) and SLD values (SLDch, SLDhg, SLDP). The center position of the upper layer

of chains is fixed at the air / liquid interface. To consider the interfacial roughness

induced by capillary waves127, each volume fraction profile is gradually truncated to

the adjacent layer by an error function with an adjustable roughness parameter σi,j.
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Table 3.1: SLDs and scattering lengths b used.

Component SLD (x 10−6 Å
−2

) b (x 10−5 Å)
d-chaina 7.16 286
h-chaina -0.39 -15.40
head groupa 0.18 2.12
cm-C14TAB 0 0
d-C14TABa 5.14 288
PSSb 1.85 50.80
sPSO2-220c 3.05 - 3.50 62

a taken from85 b taken from77 c fit parameter, details described in the text

The adsorbed amount of component i is obtained by integration:

Di =

∞∫
−∞

Φi(z)dz. (3.13)

Di corresponds to the thickness of an ”equivalent layer” composed of 100% of compo-

nent i and can be converted into the surface excess Γi according to

Γi =
SLDi

biNA

Di. (3.14)

To ensure equal numbers of chains and head groups, their amounts were coupled

considering the respective molecular volumes. The SLD values were fixed to values

from literature and are listed in Tab. 3.1. For sPSO2-220, the SLD was calculated

with the SLD calculator of the Motofit software: using a mass density of 1.75

g cm−3 106, resulting in an SLD of 3.05× 10−6 Å
−2

. For calculating the SLD the smaller

solvent-excluded volume is more relevant, thus a SLD range between 3.05× 10−6 and

3.5× 10−6 Å
−2

was allowed for the SLD of sPSO2-220 in the fitting procedure.

Error consideration for the surface excess For the surface excess, two different

kinds of errors have to be considered: the statistical error from the fitting procedure of

the reflectivity data and systematic errors from the sample preparation. According to

Bevington and Robinson 128 , the statistical error associated with a 95.4% (two-sigma)

confidence interval coincides with an increase by 4 of the χ2 deviation between fit and

experimental data. For the surface excess that equals the fitted layer thickness d (see

eq. 3.10 and 3.11), the dependence of (reduced) χ2 on d is shown exemplarily in Fig. 3.8

for the sample “csPSO2-220 = 8× 10−5 monoM, cLiBr = 10−2 mol, contrast cm-C14TAB
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/ ACMW”. In this case, a statistical error in ΓsPSO2-220 of 0.05× 10−6 mol m−2 is

obtained.

Figure 3.8: Reduced χ2 in dependence of the fit parameter. The two vertical
arrows indicate the error of the fit parameter. ΓsPSO2-220 is calculated
using eq. 3.11.

The same procedure was preformed to obtain the error of the thickness of the second

contrast (Ib). Since ΓC14TAB depend on the fit results of both contrasts (d-C14TAB

in ACMW and cm-C14TAB in ACMW, eq. 3.11), an error propagation for calculating

the error of ΓC14TAB from the two fitted thicknesses was additional preformed. The

statistical error bars obtained in this way are shown in Fig. 3.9 for three sPSO2-220

concentration (3× 10−5 , 8× 10−5 and 4× 10−4 monoM) as black error bars.

Figure 3.9: Surface excess of sPSO2-220 (blue triangle) and C14TAB (red dia-
mond) in dependence of sPSO2-220 concentration with cLiBr = 10−2 M.
The vertical dotted line marks the bulk stoichiometric mixing point
BSMP. The black error bars correspond to the statistical error. The
colorful errors correspond the systematically error.
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The systematic error introduced during sample preparation can only be crudely

estimated. The samples were prepared using different batches of ACMW, each having

a certain uncertainty of SLD due to preparation. The same applies to the cm-C14TAB.

The systematically error of sample preparation was estimated to be 7%. Fig. 3.9

shows the corresponding error bars (colorful error bars). For most of the samples, the

systematic errors largely dominate the uncertainty of the surface excess. Thus, the

systematic errors are shown in the thesis.

3.2.3 Tensiometry

Surface tension measurements were performed to obtain an overview on the surface

activity of S solutions and P / S mixtures. The surface tension of a pure liquid results

from an energetic difference between molecules situated at the surface and those

inside the bulk liquid.129 Molecules at the surface are only partly surrounded by

neighboring molecules, thus having less attractive interactions compared with those in

bulk. Hence, increasing the surface - bringing more molecules to the surface - requires

a work w proportional to the increase in area A129:

w =

∫ A

0

γdA = γA (3.15)

The proportional constant γ is the surface tension of the liquid. In this thesis, surface

tension measurements were preformed with a K11 Tensiometer (KRÜSS GmbH R©,

Hamburg, Germany) using the Du Noüy ring technique130. A thin Pt wire ring is

raised through the liquid. A liquid meniscus is pulled out by the ring after it passes

the surface. Thereby the force is measured by a force balance. A force maximum

occurs just before the ring detaches from the liquid surface. This maximum correlates

with the surface tension γ 131:

γ =
Fmax

4πR cos Θ
(3.16)

where R is the radius of the ring and Θ the contact angle. A Pt wire is used because

of its good wetting behavior, resulting in a contact angle of zero (cos (0) = 1). The

detachment method and correction factors according to Huh & Mason132 were used.

The S and P solutions were prepared 1 day beforehand. Solutions were mixed in a

Teflon vessel (diameter 5 cm) 2 hours before the measurement. The surface tension

was measured until it leveled at a constant value for 20 min. All measurements were

carried out at (25.0± 0.1) ◦C.
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3.2.4 Additional techniques

Several experimental techniques were used to further characterize the interfacial and

bulk properties of the samples. They are summarized in the following.

Ellipsometry Ellipsometry is a non-destructive optical technique to measure dif-

ferent properties (the refractive index n and the thickness d) of thin films at solid

and liquid interfaces. To this end, the change in the state of polarization caused

by reflection at the interfacial layers is detected and analyzed.133 The change in

polarization is quantified by the change of the polarizer angle Ψ and the analyzer

angle ∆. tanΨ describes the ratio of the p and s reflectivities amplitudes38:

tanΨ =
|rp|
|rs|

(3.17)

and ∆ is the phase change between the p and s polarized reflected light38:

∆ = δp − δs. (3.18)

Measurements of the ellipsometric angles ∆ and Ψ were conducted with an Optrel

Multiskop ellipsometer (Sinzing, Germany) working with a wavelength of λ = 632.9 nm

and an angle of 58◦. Experiments were performed with solutions in a Petri dish 2

hours after mixing and pouring the P / S samples into the dish. The dishes were

covered during this time to reduce evaporation.

Brewster angle microscopy Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) is a non-invasive

optical microscopy technique that allows visualization of air / liquid interfaces.134 A

laser beam impinges on an air / liquid interface at the Brewster angle. At the Brewster

angle of a pure liquid no parallel polarized light is reflected, but adsorbed material

changes the refractive index resulting in light reflections. A camera detects these

light reflections allowing real-time images of the air / liquid interface.135

Experiments were performed with an Ultrabam system by Accurion (Göttingen,

Germany) with a laser wavelength of λ = 658 nm. The image data were processed

using the software Accurrion Image to correct for the Scheimpflug effect. The

Ultrabam setup was equiped with the highly sensitive CCD camera with 1360 pixels

x 1024 pixels. The lateral resolution was 2 µm. The images were recorded at the

angle of incidence ∼ 53.3◦ (experimentally determined Brewster angle prior to the
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experiment) with analyzer and polarizer set to 0◦. BrijO10 + HSiW samples were

poured into a small Teflon trough and monitored up to 90 min to ensure successful

and complete adsorption.

Electrophoresis and dynamic light scattering The mean electrophoretic mo-

bility uζ is an indicator for the charge of a particle. uζ is correlated to the velocity ~v

of the particle in an electric field ~E 136:

~v = uζ · ~E (3.19)

The used Malvern Zetasizer NanoZ (Malvern Instruments, Germany) performs laser

doppler electrophoreses137 to measure uζ . P / S mixtures were measured 5 min after

mixing. The same instrument was used to measure the mean hydrodynamic diam-

eter dh of the complexes performing dynamic light scattering. Here, the sample is

illuminated with a laser (wavelength λ = 633 nm) and the intensity fluctuations

of the scattered light are analyzed to obtain the size of the complexes. To reduce

multi-scattering and the effect of dust, backward scattering with an angle of 173◦

was used. Due to low concentration and too polydisperse samples, dh could only

be determined for two samples: csPSO2-220 = 6× 10−4 monoM and 10−3 monoM both

with cLiBr = 10−2 M.

UV-vis spectroscopy The turbidity of P / S mixtures was measured with a Varian

Cary 50 UV-vis spectrometer. The optical density (OD) of the samples was determined

from the absorbance A at 400 nm:

OD400 = A400 · ln 10 (3.20)

Measurements were carried out 5 min after mixing. Since neither the P nor S have

an adsorption band above 350 nm, increased values of OD400 indicate the presence of

larger P / S aggregates.



Chapter 4

Effect of salt on interfacial

structures of P / S mixtures

Similar content is published in ”Insights into extended structures and their driving

force: Influence of salt on polyelectrolyte / surfactant mixtures at the air / water

interface” L. Braun, M. Uhlig, O. Löhmann, R. A. Campbell, E. Schneck, R. v.

Klitzing, ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, 2022, 14, 27347-27359. Reprinted

with permission. Copyright 2022 American Chemical Society.122

4.1 Abstract

This chapter addresses the effect of P stiffness on the interfacial structure of P / S

mixtures. As foam films consist of two facing air / liquid interfaces, structures formed

at these interfaces are expected to affect the foam films.

Two different anionic Ps with different intrinsic persistence length lP are studied while

39
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varying the salt concentration (0 - 10−2 M). Either sPSO2-220 (lP ∼ 20 nm) or PSS

(lP ∼ 1 nm) is mixed with C14TAB well below its cmc and studied with tensiometry

and NR experiments. The S concentration (10−4 M) is kept constant, while the P

concentration (10−5− 10−3 monoM) is varied. P and S adsorb at the air / liquid

interface for all studied mixtures. Around the BSMP, PSS / C14TAB mixtures lose

their surface activity, whereas sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures form extended structures

perpendicular to the surface (meaning a layer of S with attached P and underneath

additional layers of P and S instead of only a monolayer of S with P). Considering the

different P monomer structures as well as the impact of salt, the driving force for the

formation of these extended structures is identified: compensation of all interfacial

charges (P / S ratio ∼ 1) to maximize the gain of entropy. By increasing the flexibility

of P, the interfacial structures can be tuned from extended structures to monolayers.

4.2 Introduction

P / S complexes are highly surface-active and alter the surface tension of the mixtures

compared to the single components.67,79,80,83

Besides the surface tension, knowledge of the interfacial structures of the P / S layer

is of great technological relevance for foaming and foam film stability.85,138,139 Using

the advantages of NR70 different layer structures have been identified, ranging from

a simple monolayer up to several layers. Li and coworkers reviewed the formation of

interfacial multilayers in detail.140 These multilayers formed by a dispersion of P / S

aggregates at high S concentration result from many repeat units of P and S at the

interface. They have been interpreted both in terms of self-assembly of these repeat

units141 and of liquid crystalline aggregates at the interface.142 In PSS / dodecyl-

trimethylammonium bromide (C12TAB) films spread from concentrated aggregate

dispersions, extended structures can be found depending on the charge and structures

of the aggregates.143 These extended structures result from intact aggregates embedded

in the spread film and are not stable with time.

Recently, the appearance of interfacial extended structures for P / S mixtures at low

S concentration (solution of complexes) was reported.85 These structures rationalize

the non-monotonous foam film stability of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures without

added salt. Thus, interfacial structures seem to be relevant for understanding foam

films. Before the effect of salt on foam films is examined (chapter 5), one smaller

scale is studied: the single air / liquid interface.
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In the present chapter, the extended structures will be examined in more detail with

the focus on why these structures form and how the formation can be controlled.

Tensiometry is used to study the surface adsorption as well as NR to resolve both the

interfacial composition and the interfacial structures.

To identify the reasons for self-assembly into an extended structure, we first vary

the ionic strength by different amount of added salt. Second, we compare two

P / S mixtures: sPSO2-220 / C14TAB and PSS / C14TAB. The former shows extended

structures but the later not. The two Ps have a chemically similar monomer (sulfate

group as the charged part and a benzene ring as the hydrophobic part), but differ in

flexibility83 and structure (Fig. 3.2). Third, we consider isotopic effects. For the sake

of completeness, a few reflectivity data, which were already published85 are included

and re-interpreted. With these results, we gain insights into the effect of salt of the

interfacial behavior of P / S mixtures. Moreover, the results help to elucidate the

driving force for the formation of extended structure.

4.3 Results

The results section is divided into two parts each addressing one of the mixtures

studied (sPSO2-220 / C14TAB and PSS / C14TAB). For both mixtures, first the surface

tension data are presented followed by the results of the low Q z analysis (surface

excess of the polyelectrolyte ΓP and of the surfactant ΓC14TAB obtained by eq. 3.10

and eq. 3.11) and the full Q z analysis (interfacial structures) of the NR data. We

differentiate between three kinds of interfacial structures: a) a compact monolayer

structure meaning a S monolayer with a compact P layer bound to the head groups,

b) a swollen monolayer structure meaning a S monolayer with a swollen P layer

bound to the head groups, and c) an extended structure meaning a S monolayer with

P bound to the head groups and additional layers consisting of P and S underneath.

4.3.1 sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures

Tensiometry

As a first investigation of the surface activity of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures,

their surface tension was measured. Fig. 4.1 shows the surface tension as function

of csPSO2-220 for different LiBr concentrations (cLiBr = 0 - 10−2 M). The dashed
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Figure 4.1: Surface tension of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures as a function of
csPSO2-220 for different salt concentrations (cLiBr = 0 - 10−2 M). The
dotted vertical line marks the BSMP. The dashed horizontal lines
correspond to the surface tension of the pure C14TAB solutions
(cC14TAB = 10−4 M) at the respective LiBr concentration.

horizontal lines correspond to the surface tension of the respective pure C14TAB

solutions (cC14TAB = 10−4 M) for the given salt concentrations. The dotted vertical

line marks the BSMP at which the concentration of sPSO2-220 monomers equals that

of C14TAB molecules.

Below the BSMP the surface tension is highly reduced compared to the pure C14TAB

solutions (40 - 45 mN/m and 70 - 60 mN/m, respectively). This reduction in surface

tension denotes the formation of interfacial structures which lowers the surface energy

with respect to the bulk activities. Around the BSMP, all mixtures have similar

surface tension values around 41 mN/m, which rise sharply above the BSMP (maxima

at 60, 58, 50 and 44 mN/m for 0, 10-4, 10-3 and 10-2 M LiBr, respectively). With further

increase of csPSO2-220, the surface tension for the low salt concentrations (cLiBr = 0

and 10−4 M) decreases to a value around 51 mN/m. For the high salt concentrations

(cLiBr = 10−3 and 10−2 M), the surface tension remains at around 50 and 44 mN/m,

respectively. The surface tension stays below the values of the corresponding pure

C14TAB solutions.

Low Qz analysis

To obtain the surface excesses Γ of P and S in terms of number of adsorbed molecules

/ monomers per unit area, NR of two contrasts were measured: one contrast matching
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Figure 4.2: Surface excess of C14TAB (a) and sPSO2-220 (b) in sPSO2-
220 / C14TAB mixtures as a function of csPSO2-220. The data point
without LiBr are taken from Ref. 85 with permission from the Royal
Society of Chemistry. The solid horizontal line corresponds to the
surface excess for a pure C14TAB solution at 10−4 M. The dashed
horizontal line corresponds to the surface excess for 3.5× 10−3 M
C14TAB solution (cmc). The dotted vertical lines mark the BSMP.
For the sake of clarity the surface excess of sPSO2-220 is expressed
in mol/m2 in terms of monomer units.

the solvent (water) and one contrast matching the solvent and C14TAB (details see

chapter 3.2.2; for the reflectivity data see Fig. A.5).

Fig. 4.2 summarizes ΓC14TAB (Fig. 4.2a) and ΓsPSO2-220 (Fig. 4.2b) as a function of

csPSO2-220 for the different LiBr concentrations (cLiBr = 0 - 10−2 M). The solid lines

in Fig. 4.2a correspond to ΓC14TAB of the pure C14TAB solutions (cC14TAB = 10−4 M,

cLiBr = 0 - 10−2 M). The dotted vertical line marks the BSMP. Without salt added,

ΓC14TAB peaks at 6.5× 10−5 monoM sPSO2-220. The maximal ΓC14TAB exceeds the

value of the pure 10−4 M C14TAB solution (solid line) and of a C14TAB solution at its

cmc (cC14TAB = 3.5× 10−3 M, dashed horizontal line). This already hints to a more

extended interfacial structure than one containing only a monolayer of surfactant. By

adding LiBr, the position of the maximal ΓC14TAB slightly shifts to higher csPSO2-220

and the value decreases; at 10−2 M LiBr the sharp maximum vanishes.

For sPSO2-220, a maximum in ΓsPSO2-220 appears around the BSMP. Adding LiBr

changes this maximum ΓsPSO2-220 rather unsystematically: the position varies around

the BSMP. Above the BSMP, only the addition of 10−2 M LiBr slightly increases

ΓsPSO2-220.

Fig. 4.3 shows ΓsPSO2-220 and ΓC14TAB plotted with the surface tension for comparability.

Fig. 4.3a displays the results without salt added, and Fig. 4.3b the results with

cLiBr = 10−2 M (for cLiBr = 10−4 and 10−3 M see Fig. A.6). Without added salt
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Figure 4.3: Surface excess of sPSO2-220 (blue triangles) and C14TAB (red
diamonds) and surface tension (taken from Fig. 4.1) for sPSO2-
220 / C14TAB mixtures as a function of csPSO2-220 without added
salt (a) and with cLiBr = 10−2 M (b). The solid horizontal lines corre-
spond to the surface excess for a pure C14TAB solution at 10−4 M
at the respective LiBr concentration. The dashed horizontal lines
correspond to the surface tension of pure C14TAB solution at the
respective LiBr concentration. The dotted vertical lines mark the
BSMP. For the sake of clarity the surface excess of sPSO2-220 is
expressed in mol/m2 in terms of monomer units. Samples marked by
an arrow are used for the full Qz analysis.

and below the BSMP (Fig. 4.3a), the surface tension only slightly decreases with

increasing csPSO2-220 (∆γ ∼ 5 mN/m) while ΓsPSO2-220 and ΓC14TAB strongly increases

(∆Γ ∼ 3× 10−6 mol m−2). From a csPSO2-220 of 2× 10−4 monoM on, the surface

tension strongly decreases (∆γ ∼ 10 mN/m), but ΓsPSO2-220 and ΓC14TAB remain

nearly constant (∆Γ ∼ 0.5× 10−6 mol m−2). For the mixtures with 10−2 M LiBr

(Fig. 4.3b), the surface tension stays nearly constant while ΓsPSO2-220 and ΓC14TAB

increases around the BSMP.

Fig. 4.4 shows the interfacial P / S ratio in dependence of csPSO2-220 for the used cLiBr

obtained from the measured ΓsPSO2-220 and ΓC14TAB. Below the BSMP the ratio is

below 1, thus uncompensated S charges are present. By increasing the csPSO2-220, the

ratio reaches a value of 1 around the BSMP and more or less maintains this value.

Full Qz analysis

In order to better understand the influences of the sPSO2-220 and LiBr concentration

on the interfacial structure, NR over the full Q z-range were measured in three different

contrasts. Both the solvent (D2O or ACMW) and the kind of C14TAB (deuterated

or protonated C14TAB) were varied in order to highlight particular components and
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Figure 4.4: Ratio of the adsorbed sPSO2-220 monomers to adsorbed C14TAB
molecules as function of csPSO2-220 for different LiBr concentration
(cLiBr = 0 - 10−2 M). The dotted vertical line marks the BSMP. The
solid horizontal line marks a ratio of 1.

one low Qz contrast is included. By simultaneously fitting one structural model to

these data, distinct volume fraction profiles are obtain. Thus, the interfacial structure

of the P / S mixtures can be resolved (details see chapter 3.2.2). Three bulk sPSO2-

220 concentrations were measured: below the BSMP (csPSO2-220 = 10−5 monoM),

around the BSMP (csPSO2-220 = 8× 10−5 monoM), and above the BSMP (csPSO2-220 =

3× 10−3 monoM). The three samples are marked in Fig. 4.3.

(a) below the BSMP The upper panel of Fig. 4.5a shows the reflectivity data

measured for the 4 contrasts in separate experiments without LiBr. The reflectivity

data exhibit no distinct features like a Kiessig fringe indicating a thin adsorption layer.

The lines correspond to the modeled reflectivity resulting from optimized parameters

in the common structural model for all contrasts. Fig. 4.5b shows the corresponding

volume fraction profiles as solid lines. The C14TAB chains (solid orange line) are

located between air (solid gray line) and water (solid light blue line) at zc ∼4 Å (zc:

center position of the layer, z = 0 Å marks the top of the first layer in absence of

roughness). The chain layer is loosely packed with a maximal volume fraction of 0.5

at its center and has a thickness of ∼ 7 Å (FWHM). The head groups (solid yellow

line) are located below the chains (zc ∼ 8 Å) as defined by the fitting procedure (see

chapter 3.2.2). Their layer partly overlaps with the chains due to capillary wave

roughness giving an expected distribution of the C14TAB molecules at the air / liquid

interface. The sPSO2-220 layer (solid turquoise line) is located below the head groups
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Figure 4.5: Below the BSMP: a) reflectivity data of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mix-
tures with no LiBr added (top, data points taken from Ref. 85 with
permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry) and with 10−2 M
LiBr (down). Solid lines correspond to the model fits. b) Volume
fraction profiles of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures with no LiBr added
(solid lines) and with 10−2 M LiBr (dashed lines). For the color code
see sketch on the top.

(zc ∼ 12 Å). The layer of sPSO2-220 and of the head groups highly overlap indicating

a strong interaction between the two components. Contrary to the chain layer, both

sPSO2-220 and head group layer are hydrated indicated by the increasing volume

fraction of water below the chain layer (z > 10 Å). The good agreement of the

experimental and simulated reflectivity data verify this common structural model

(average χ2 value of 3.5). The volume fraction profile agrees with the structural

model used in a previous work.85 The lower panel of Fig. 4.5a shows the reflectivity

data of the 4 contrasts with 10−2 M LiBr added. As without LiBr, the data exhibit

no minima indicating a thin adsorption layer. The common structural model of a

compact monolayer fits all 4 contrasts simultaneously (solid lines in the lower panel

of Fig. 4.5a). Fig. 4.5b shows the corresponding volume fraction profile as dashed

lines. Fig. A.7 shows the data and resulting volume fraction profiles for 10−4 M and

10−3 M, which are as well described with the compact monolayer structural model.

The addition of LiBr slightly and systematically modifies the maximal volume fraction

of the chains (between 0.5 and 0.6) and the head groups (between 0.2 and 0.3).

(b) around the BSMP Fig. 4.6a shows the reflectivity data without LiBr added

around the BSMP. The data of d-C14TAB / ACMW (dark green) and of d-C14TAB /

D2O (purple) both exhibit a distinct minimum (Kiessig fringe) around Q z = 0.08 Å-1

and Q z = 0.16 Å-1, respectively. The Kiessig fringe in the ACMW contrast suggests
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an extended structure with a length scale of around 80 Å (Bragg’s law).85 This Kiessig

fringe is characteristic for an interfacial structure of a monolayer and a bilayer of

surfactant even if the bilayer does not completely cover the whole surface.140 For

such an incomplete bilayer the position of the Kiessig fringe not only depends on the

dimension of the bilayer but also on its degree of coverage.140 Fitting all 4 contrasts

equally well with one structural model was not possible, which is further discussed

below. The contrasts were paired according to the used water (ACMW or D2O).

Fig. 4.6a shows the obtained model structure fits: upper panel for ACMW and lower

panel for D2O. The structural model found for the ACMW contrasts is the following:

beneath a monolayer of C14TAB (Fig. 4.6b: orange lines for the chain and yellow

lines for the head groups) lies a layer of sPSO2-220 (turquoise line) and underneath

the sPSO2-220 layer an extended layer of material forms. The data do not resolve

this extended layer in detail, although the Kiessig fringes in the reflectivity data

can only be described by the presence of additional S underneath the primary S

monolayer and bound P, which indeed accounts for the additional S present at the

interface implied by the surface excess as shown in Fig. 4.2. Therefore, the volume

fraction profiles of chain, head groups, and sPSO2-220 were allowed to completely

overlap. The maximal volume fraction of this third layer is around 0.2 for both

chains (solid orange line) and sPSO2-220 (solid turquoise line) indicating that this

layer is neither dense nor fully covered and rather swollen with water. Even though

this model fits the full Q z-range data (d-C14TAB in ACMW) quite well, a slightly

higher amount of adsorbed material needs to be taken into account than suggested

by the low Q z analysis (ΓC14TAB: 5.57× 10−6 mol m−2 vs. 5.09× 10−6 mol m−2 and

ΓsPSO2-220: 4.11× 10−6 mol m−2 vs. 4.05× 10−6 mol m−2), which indicates a reduction

in the accuracy of the full Q z analysis regarding the surface excess.

The samples in D2O show less distinct features that necessitated a bimodal distribution

of S in the volume fraction profile (Fig. 4.6b, lower panel) suggesting a less dense

extended structure. Hence, for fitting these data, we attempted to keep the first

layer of C14TAB and sPSO2-220 the same and just adjusted the extended layer.

As expected the extended layer contains less C14TAB according to the obtained fit

results (overall low volume fraction of chains and head groups, dashed orange and

yellow line in Fig. 4.6b). Furthermore, the layers of the chains and of the head groups

appear less distinct and more as a smeared out part of the first S layer. Maybe due

to this smeared out S layer the position of the first P layer shifts towards the bulk

compared to the ACMW samples. ΓC14TAB is lower than suggested by the low Q z

analysis (ΓC14TAB: 4.46× 10−6 mol m−2 vs. 5.09× 10−6 mol m−2).
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Figure 4.6: Around the BSMP, no salt added: a) reflectivity data of sPSO2-
220 / C14TAB mixtures. Data points are taken from Ref. 85 with
permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. Fits are optimized for
ACMW contrasts (top) and the D2O contrasts (down), respectively.
Solid lines correspond to the model fits. b) Volume fraction profiles of
sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures, solid lines correspond to the fits for
the ACMW contrasts and dashed lines to the fit of the D2O contrasts.
For the color code see sketch on the top.

For sake of completeness, the contrasts were also paired via the used kinds of C14TAB

(d-C14TAB and protonated C14TAB (h-C14TAB)) to match the approach used when

this phenomenon was found in previous work.85 The obtained structure models

(Fig. A.8) are similar to the ones above. Pairing the kinds of water instead of the

kinds of C14TAB reduced the average χ2 values for the simulated fits by a factor of

1.3 and 1.4, respectively.

Using the same approach (fitting the contrasts with the same kind of water individu-

ally) the data of the samples containing 10−4 M LiBr were analyzed (Fig. A.9). The

volume fraction profiles resemble the ones without added salt. Pairing the contrasts

with the same kind of C14TAB resulted in similar volume fraction profiles, but neither

improved or worsened the χ2 values (Fig. A.10). Besides small differences of the

sPSO2-220 distribution in the extend layer, the interfacial structures are the same

for both salt concentrations (cLiBr = 0 and 10−4 M). The reflectivity data of the two

high salt concentrations (cLiBr = 10−3 M and 10−2 M) do not show any pronounced

features that would suggest an extended structure (Fig. A.11). The data for both LiBr

concentrations could be fitted with a common structural model. For 10−3 M LiBr a

swollen sPSO2-220 layer (FWHM ∼ 18 Å) is formed under the S (swollen monolayer

structure). For 10−2 M LiBr the volume fraction profiles resemble those below the
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Figure 4.7: Above the BSMP: a) reflectivity data of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mix-
tures with 0 M LiBr (top, data points taken from Ref. 85 with permis-
sion from the Royal Society of Chemistry) and 10−2 M LiBr (down).
Solid lines correspond to the model fits. b) Volume fraction profiles of
sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures with 0 M LiBr (solid lines) and 10−2 M
LiBr (dashed lines). For the color code see sketch on the top.

BSMP (compact monolayer structure), hence it can be concluded that the addition of

salt in this case extinguishes the extended structure.

(c) above the BSMP The reflectivity data of the samples above the BSMP

(Fig. 4.7a for 0 M and 10−2 M LiBr and Fig. A.13a for 10−4 and 10−3 M LiBr added)

exhibit no distinctive Kiessig fringes as the data around the BSMP. For all salt

concentrations the compact monolayer structural model simultaneously fits the 4

contrasts (solid lines in Fig. 4.7a and Fig. A.13a). The addition of salt only slightly

influences the interfacial structures in terms of maximal volume fraction of sPSO2-220

(turquoise lines in Fig. 4.7b). For the data without added salt a structural model

containing an extended highly swollen sPSO2-220 layer was found within a layer-based

analysis used before.85 For sake of comparison, a similar volume fraction profile was

modeled (Fig. A.12). The average χ2 value was reduced by a factor of 3 when using the

compact monolayer (χ2 = 4.8) instead of a swollen monolayer (χ2 = 15.9). However,

a very swollen and extended sPSO2-220 layer only slightly changes the SLD profile.

Thus, such details are not fully resolved by the data.

To summarize, the interfacial structures of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures change

with sPSO2-220 and LiBr concentration: at intermediate sPSO2-220 concentration

(around the BSMP) extended structures form at the interface, and LiBr (cLiBr ≥
10−3 M) suppresses the formation of these extended structures.
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Figure 4.8: Surface tension of PSS / C14TAB mixtures as a function of cPSS for
different salt concentrations (cNaBr = 0 - 10−2 M). The dotted vertical
line marks the BSMP. The dashed horizontal lines correspond to the
surface tension of pure C14TAB solutions (cC14TAB = 10−4 M) at the
different NaBr concentrations.

4.3.2 PSS / C14TAB mixtures

Tensiometry

Fig. 4.8 shows the surface tension of PSS / C14TAB mixtures as a function of cPSS

for different NaBr concentrations added. Addition of low concentrations of PSS to

the C14TAB solution (below the BSMP mark as dotted vertical line) reduces the

surface tension compared with that of the respective pure C14TAB solution (dashed

horizontal lines). The BSMP is a threshold concentration above which the surface

tension sharply jumps to values close to those of the pure C14TAB solution. Thus,

it can be inferred that above the BSMP the interfacial structure may have changed.

Compared to the solution without salt added, the lowest concentration of NaBr

(cNaBr = 10−4 M) has no effect on the progression of the surface tension. Higher

concentrations (cNaBr≥ 10−3 M) lead to a lowering of the surface tension (below and

above the BSMP) and to a more gradual jump.

Low Qz analysis

Fig. 4.9 shows the results of the low Q z analysis of the NR data (for the reflectivity

data see Fig. A.14) as function of cPSS. Fig. 4.9a depicts the results without added
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Figure 4.9: Surface excess of PSS (blue triangles) and C14TAB (red diamonds)
and surface tension (taken from Fig. 4.8) for PSS / C14TAB mixtures
as a function of cPSS: a) without added salt and b) with 10−2 M NaBr.
The solid horizontal lines correspond to the surface excess for the
pure C14TAB solutions, and the dashed horizontal lines correspond
to the surface tension of pure C14TAB solution (cC14TAB = 10−4 M),
each at the respective NaBr concentrations. The vertical dotted line
marks the BSMP. For the sake of clarity the surface excess of PSS is
expressed in mol/m2 in terms of monomer units. Note, that the almost
vanishing ΓC14TAB at cPSS = 3× 10−4 monoM is not interpreted as it
can not be excluded that it is an artifact. Samples marked by an
arrow are used for the full Qz analysis.

salt and Fig. 4.9b the results with 10−2 M NaBr added. The solid horizontal lines in

both panels correspond to ΓC14TAB of a pure C14TAB solution (cC14TAB = 10−4 M).

The surface tension γ is plotted for comparison. PSS and C14TAB adsorb at the

interface below the BSMP and are sharply depleted from the interface above the

BSMP. The salt added increases ΓC14TAB and ΓPSS. Both, PSS and C14TAB, deplete

more gradual from the interface when changing cPSS than without added NaBr. For

both salt concentrations, the depletion correlates with the jump in surface tension and

slightly more PSS than C14TAB adsorb at the interface above the BSMP indicating

loops of PSS at the interface.

Full Qz analysis

The dependence of surface tension (Fig. 4.8) and surface excess (Fig. 4.9) suggest

different conditions for the molecular ordering at the interface below and above the

BSMP. Thus, NR of these two regimes – below and above the BSMP – were measured

over the full Q z-range (samples are marked with an arrow in Fig. 4.9 and noted in

Tab. A.1).
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(a) below the BSMP Fig. 4.10a shows the reflectivity data measured for 4 con-

trasts below the BSMP. The reflectivity data without added salt (upper panel) exhibit

no minima thus indicating a rather thin adsorption layer. Indeed the compact mono-

layer structural model describes the 4 data sets. Fig. 4.10b shows the corresponding

volume fraction profiles (solid lines). The chain layer is dense with a maximal volume

fraction of 0.9 at its center and has a thickness of ∼7 Å (FWHM). The PSS layer

(solid turquoise line) is ∼11.6 Å thick - similar to the diameter of a PSS chain of

∼12 Å144. The lower panel of Fig. 4.10a shows the reflectivity data with 10−2 M NaBr

added. The data sets for the two contrasts with D2O as solvent each exhibit a distinct

minimum at intermediate Q z (Q z ≈ 0.08 Å-1 for d-C14TAB / D2O (purple) and Q z ≈
0.15 Å-1 for h-C14TAB / D2O (red)), indicating the formation of a thicker adsorption

layer compared with the system in the absence of added NaBr. A common structural

model simultaneously fitting the reflectivity data in all different contrasts was not

found, implying slightly different structures in each contrast. However, each full Q z

data set could be fitted well with a monolayer structural model (solid lines in the lower

panel of Fig. 4.10a correspond to the best fit for each contrast). They all consist of a

monolayer of C14TAB and PSS (e.g. Fig. 4.10b, dashed lines for d-C14TAB /ACMW)

where a swollen PSS layer results in the Kiessig fringe observed in the data. Only the

model parameter for the PSS layer (position, thickness and adsorbed amount) differ

between the contrasts (for details see Tab. A.2 and Fig. A.15). For the d-C14TAB /

D2O contrast, a compact PSS layer is found instead of a swollen PSS layer. To further

study theses differences between the deuteration schemes, ellipsometry measurements

were preformed (Tab. A.5). The results validate the different adsorbed amounts found

by the full Q z fits.

(b) above the BSMP Fig. 4.11a shows the reflectivity data measured for the

samples above the BSMP. Without NaBr added (upper panel) the reflectivity data

of the 4 different contrasts exhibit no pronounced features, and the two contrasts

recorded in D2O are practically indistinguishable, indicating only very little adsorption

at the air / liquid interface. The compact monolayer structural model turns out to

be well suited also above the BSMP. It simultaneously fits all 4 reflectivity data

(solid lines). Fig. 4.11b shows the corresponding volume fraction profiles as solid lines.

Indeed, the maximal volume fraction of each component are rather small (∼0.3 ,

<0.1 , and ∼0.2 for the chains, the head groups and PSS, respectively) compared to

the situation below the BSMP (Fig. 4.10b). The layers of the chains, head groups and

PSS are all close to the surface (up to z ∼ 10 Å) corresponding to a highly compact
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Figure 4.10: Below the BSMP: a) reflectivity data of PSS / C14TAB mixtures
with 0 M NaBr (top) and with 10−2 M NaBr (bottom). Solid lines
correspond the model fits. For the data with 10−2 M NaBr, the
solid lines correspond to the fit optimized for each full Qz contrast
individually. b) Volume fraction profiles of PSS / C14TAB mixtures
with 0 M NaBr (solid lines) and 10−2 M NaBr (dashed lines, opti-
mized for the d-C14TAB / ACMW contrast). For the color code see
sketch on the top.

adsorption layer. The low adsorbed amounts obtained by this compact monolayer

structural model are in line with the depletion of material above the BSMP (Fig. 4.9a).

The lower panel of Fig. 4.11a shows the reflectivity data for the 4 contrasts with 10−2 M

NaBr. All 4 data sets could be fitted simultaneously with the compact monolayer

structural model (solid lines in the lower panel of Fig. 4.11a, corresponding volume

fraction profile in Fig. 4.11b, dashed lines). The layer of PSS and the head groups

highly overlap. In line with the results of the low Q z analysis, the adsorbed amount

of PSS and C14TAB are higher compared to the case without added salt (Tab. A.3).

For the sake of completeness it should be mentioned that for the PSS / C14TAB

mixtures no extended structures were found around the BSMP (Fig. A.16). To

summarize, contrary to the sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures all interfacial structures

of the PSS / C14TAB mixtures are best described by a monolayer of C14TAB and

an attached layer of PSS. Although the details differ, neither changes in the PSS

concentration nor in the NaBr concentrations qualitatively modify the types of

interfacial structures.
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Figure 4.11: Above the BSMP: a) reflectivity data of PSS / C14TAB mixtures with
0 M NaBr (top) and with 10−2 M NaBr (bottom). Solid lines corre-
spond to the model fits. b) Volume fraction profiles of PSS / C14TAB
mixtures with 0 M NaBr (solid lines) and 10−2 M NaBr (dashed
lines).

Table 4.1: Characteristic of sPSO2-220 and PSS as well as their mixtures with
C14TAB.

sPSO2-220 PSS
location of the benzene ring backbone side chain
flexibility low high
extended interfacial structures yes no

4.4 Discussion

In the following part, the interfacial structures and how they change with the P’s

stiffness and concentration are discussed. Table 4.1 summarizes the main charac-

teristics of the studied sPSO2-220 and PSS as well as of the interfacial structure of

their respective mixtures with C14TAB. Extended interfacial structures only form

in presence of sPSO2-220 around the BSMP with C14TAB. By comparing mixtures

containing one or the other type of polyelectrolyte, the reasons for the formation of

extended structures will be identified.

4.4.1 sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures

The most striking characteristic of the sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures is the self-

assembly into extended structures around the BSMP. Fig. 4.12 illustrates the cP-

dependency of these extended structures. In the following we want to elucidate the
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reasons of this behavior. We consider the P / S ratio at the interface. Below the

BSMP, the P / S ratio is below 1 (Fig. 4.4), meaning uncompensated S charges are

present. Probably, the mixtures contain too little sPSO2-220 to compensate the S

charges. By increasing the csPSO2-220, the ratio reaches a value of 1 around the BSMP.

This value depicts the most favorable ratio because all counterions are released and

the highest gain in entropy is accomplished. However, considering only the first layer

of S and P of the extended structure, one obtains a P / S ratio around 0.4. Therefore,

only by adsorbing the additional P and S, the system obtains the favorable ratio

of 1. sPSO2-220 is a rather stiff P with an intrinsic persistence length lP of 20 nm.83

Even with a low P / S ratio, not every charge of the P might be compensated by S

considering geometric constraints of stiff P such as the distance between charges of

the P compared to the distance of S head groups and the required orientation of all

P sulfate groups towards the S monolayer. Potential uncompensated charges at the

lower part of the P layer drag additional S and P to the interface allowing the system

to reach a P / S ratio of 1. The stiffness and flat adsorption83 of sPSO2-220 facilitate

the self-assembly in extended structures and even require these extended structures.

The extended structures around the BSMP are probably formed by distinct micelles

or hemimicelles which do not cover the whole interface. Isotopic discrepancies were

found for these structures. These discrepancies can be resolved by taking into account

either the used kind of water or the used kind of C14TAB. The first one implies

hydrogen bonds as additional driving force for the extended structures as the strength

of hydrogen bonds differ for protonated and deuterated substances.145,146 The second

one suggests an impact of the S hydrophobicity on the extended structures as the

hydrophobicity depends on the isotope.147,148 As the data do not allow to definitely

exclude one of the mentioned possibilities, we cannot claim which isotopic effect is

dominant in these mixture. Therefore, a more detailed discussion on the isotopic

effect is shifted to section A.4. However, we can conclude: isotopic effects affect the

amount of extended structures formed.

Increasing the ionic strength leads to a more flexible sPSO2-220 (reduced lP). Now,

the need to self-assemble in extended structures is lower due to less sterical hindrance

for charge compensation. And indeed, increasing both cP and csalt suppresses the

extended structures while maintaining a P / S ratio of 1 at the interface (Fig. 4.4).

Coiling of sPSO2-220 explains the swollen sPSO2-220 layer for 10−3 M LiBr around

the BSMP.
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Figure 4.12: Sketch of the interfacial structures of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mix-
tures. The change with increasing ionic strength I via cP and csalt

concentration is illustrated.

4.4.2 PSS / C14TAB mixtures

Contrary to sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures, PSS / C14TAB mixtures do not form

extended structures at the interface (Fig. 4.13). Instead, only monolayers were

observed for all cPSS and cNaBr and a depletion of material around the BSMP. As

discussed above, the main driving force for the extended structures is to accomplish

a P / S ratio of 1 at the interface, i.e. charge compensation. For the PSS / C14TAB

mixtures the ratio at the interface lies around 1 irrespective of cPSS or cNaBr (Fig. A.17).

Due to a higher flexibility of the PSS chain, charge compensation is facilitated and

there is no need for an extended structure. Looking at the molecular structures of

PSS and sPSO2-220 (Fig. 3.2), one notices that the sulfate groups are located at the

end of the side chains for PSS, but directly at the backbone for sPSO2-220. The

charged groups of PSS stick more out and have a higher degree of rotational freedom.

Its high flexibility (lP ∼1 nm107) allows PSS to rearrange at the surface in order to

compensate the S charges even below the BSMP. Considering the amount of PSS and

S, a depletion (loss of surface activity) is found around the BSMP (Fig. 4.9). The

surface excess of PSS (∼ 2.6× 10−6 mol m−2 and ∼ 0.5× 10−6 mol m−2) corresponds

to an average area per monomer of ∼ 63 Å
2

and ∼ 291 Å
2
below and above the BSMP,

respectively. Adsorbing PSS onto dioctadecyldimethyl ammoimum bromide (DODA)

monolayers resulted in similar areas per monomer.149 The change in area per monomer

is attributed to a change from a condensed lipid phase to a fluid lipid phase upon

changing the lateral surface pressure.149
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The abrupt loss in surface activity for PSS / CnTAB mixtures was explained in terms

of a changed hydrophobicity of the P / S complex due to hydrophobic interaction of S

chains and hydrophobic parts of PSS (backbone and benzene ring).138,150,151 This inter-

action leads to more hydrophilic complexes, which represent an alternative possibility

of self-assembled structures. In order to rearrange and allow a new self-assembly, a cer-

tain exchange dynamic of P and S is necessary, which is comparable to polyelectrolyte

multilayers where salt is needed to ensure the mobility of P152. At low ionic strengths,

the exchange dynamics is suppressed. The interfacial self-assembly in this case (low

ionic strength) might be strongly influenced by the hydrophobic / hydrophilic balance

of the formed bulk complexes. Increasing cP at fixed cS reduces the S available for

each P chain and the surface activity of the complex. Although we cannot comment

on bulk complexes based on the data, they might explain the loss of surface activity

around the BSMP. Keeping in mind the increased ionic strength when increasing cP

(higher amount of counterions), P bind less tightly to the S monolayer. Both effects

(increased ionic strength and hydrophobicity of bulk complexes) affect the interfacial

self-assembled structure.

Looking at the influence of salt, one notices that the depletion is less pronounced.

Salt screens the charges and thus promotes the S and P adsorption at the surface.

Furthermore, potential repulsive image charges, which weaken P adsorption153,154,

are screened as well. Below the BSMP, a swollen monolayer is found. We have

an excess of S compared to P monomers in the sample. Due to the added salt, the

P will be more coiled. The high ΓPSS results in a low surface area for each coiled

PSS chain, thus there is a rather swollen PSS layer below the BSMP. The observed

isotopic discrepancies (by NR and ellipsometry) may be a hint for hydrogen bonds,

e.g. between the oxygen atoms of sulfate groups and the water, as additional driving

force for the formation of the swollen P layer. The strengths of hydrogen bonds

are slightly isotopic-sensitive in strength.146 Above the BSMP, less PSS is adsorbed

(reduced ΓPSS, Fig. 4.9), thus each PSS chain can occupy a higher surface area. The

coiled PSS chains decoil at the interface and form the compact monolayer.

4.4.3 Comparison of polyelectrolytes

Comparing the two Ps and the interfacial structure of their mixtures with C14TAB

allows us to deduce conditions for an interfacial self-assembly of P / S mixtures in

extended structures. First, there is a link between uncompensated charges of P, thus
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Figure 4.13: Sketch of the interfacial structures of PSS / C14TAB mixtures. The
change with increasing ionic strength I via cP and csalt concentration
is illustrated. (The structure around the BSMP with salt added is
shown faded because the fitting results are not so unambiguous as
for the other samples. However no hints for an extended structure
are found, Fig. A.16)

the potential to bind a second S layer, and the formation of extended structures. The

tendency for forming extended structures is to accomplish an interfacial P / S ratio

around 1. This driving force will be reinforced at low ionic strength due to the higher

gain of entropy compared with high ionic strength. Second, a rather flat adsorption of

the P promotes the extended structure as it facilitates the self-assembly in a layered

geometry and provides the uncompensated charges. Additional driving forces may

play a role as pointed out by the isotopic effect. Any potential hydrophobic interaction

between P and S should be excluded in order to obtain extended structures. Keeping

these requirements in mind, it becomes clear why the addition of salt suppresses these

structures: Via increasing the ionic strength, the driving force for the binding of S

and P will be decreased. The P will be more coiled, thus the conformational ability

to drag a second S layer will be decreased. By influencing the ability of P to bind

with an interfacial ratio of 1 (low flexibility / low ionic strength), we can control the

formation of extended structures at low S concentration (solution of complexes). In

this context, experiments with an even less flexible and natural P (e.g. DNA) might

help to further confirm these findings. In-depth studies of the isotopic effects and

information about the lateral distribution of the extended structures would be helpful

to entirely understand these structures.
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4.5 Conclusions

The surface of two aqueous P / S mixtures were studied: sPSO2-220 / C14TAB and

PSS / C14TAB in the absence and presence of salt by tensiometry and neutron re-

flectometry. A constant low S concentration (well below the cmc) is used to ensure

the absence of large bulk aggregates. sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures form extended

structures around the BSMP, which are suppressed with increased ionic strength.

Contrary, PSS / C14TAB mixtures form only monolayers. By comparing the two

mixtures, we obtained insights into the formation of the extended structures: the

main driving force is to compensate all interfacial charges (P / S ratio ∼ 1). Increasing

the flexibility of the P (via increasing the ionic strength or using the more flexible

PSS) enables the P to compensate all S charges in a monolayer structure. Hence,

the formation of these extended structures is suppressed. Considering that many

applications of P / S mixtures are based on adsorption onto fluid interfaces, these

fundamental findings on interfacial extended structures may help to improve appli-

cations. The effect of chain stiffness on interfacial structures of polymer / amphilile

complexes is of high relevance for natural polymers like proteins, polysaccharides and

DNA. Usually natural polymers are stiffer than simple synthetic ones and show a

large variety in bulk and interfacial structures.155,156

In the next chapter, these findings on the structures formed at a single air / liquid

interface will be used to obtain insights on the foam film properties of sPSO2-

220 / C14TAB mixtures.





Chapter 5

Effect of salt on foam films of

sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures

Similar content is in ”When bulk matters: Disentanglement of the role of polyelec-

trolyte / surfactant complexes at surfaces and in bulk of foam films” L. Braun, R. v.

Klitzing, submitted to Langmuir

5.1 Abstract

This chapter addresses the impact of added LiBr on foam films of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB

mixtures. Using a TFPB allow studies of surface forces. Regarding surface forces,

we attempt to disentangle the effect of the foam film surfaces and the foam film

bulk. Adding a small amount of salt (up to 10−3 M) decreases the foam film stability

due to a reduced electrostatic repulsion. In contrast, a high amount of salt (10−2 M)

unexpectedly increases the foam film stability. Disjoining pressure isotherms reveal

that the reason of the increased stability is an additional steric stabilization, which is

attributed to sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes in the film bulk. These bulk complexes

also contribute to the measured apparent surface potential between the two air / liquid

61
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interfaces. For the first time, the formation of NBFs for mixtures of anionic Ps and

cationic Ss is found.

5.2 Introduction

P / S mixtures are able to stabilize foam films (see chapter 2.2.3). They exhibit a

non-monotonous foam film stability in dependence of cP
82--84,138: around the BSMP

they lack of stability thus no stable foam film can be formed. For understanding

the foam film stability different parameter were considered: surface tension, surface

elasticity or surface excess of P and S, but did not fully succeed. Furthermore, the

effect of salt on foam films stabilized by P / S mixtures is barely studied. An increased

stability with salt is commonly attributed to denser packed surface layer.90 However,

chapter 4 showed that there is no simple increase of the surface excess of P / S mixtures

with added salt. For sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures the surface excess of both, S

and P, either stays constant or even decreases with added LiBr, depending on the

sPSO2-220 concentration.

Thus, there is a necessity to systematically study the effect of salt on foam films

of P / S mixtures. This chapter focuses on sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures, which

form CBF in absence of added salt.83 The question arises how salt (LiBr) affect the

thickness and stability of foam films. In chapter 2.1.2 the different forces appearing

in foam films are presented. Another question addresses the disentanglement of film

surfaces’ and film bulks’ contribution to the overall interaction across foam films.

To answer these questions we take into account not only the knowledge about one

air / liquid interface obtained in chapter 4 but also consider contributions of bulk P / S

complexes.
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5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Foam film stability and type of foam film

Figure 5.1: Foam film stability Πmax of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures in de-
pendence of csPSO2-220 with different LiBr concentrations (cLiBr = 0 -
10−2 M). Solid horizontal lines correspond to the foam film stability
of the pure C14TAB solutions (cC14TAB = 10−4 M) at the respective
LiBr concentration. The lines for cLiBr = 10−3 M and 10−2 M overlap
around 160 Pa. The dotted vertical line marks the BSMP. Data with-
out LiBr are taken from Ref. 83 with permission from the Royal Soci-
ety of Chemistry. Shaded areas represent the regimes of CBF -- NBF
transitions before the foam films rupture. The smaller NBF regime
is valid for cLiBr = 10−4 M and the broader one for cLiBr = 10−3 and
10−2 M.

Fig. 5.1 shows the foam film stability Πmax of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures in

dependence of csPSO2-220 for different LiBr concentrations (cLiBr = 0 - 10−2 M). The

solid horizontal lines correspond to the foam film stability of the pure C14TAB solutions

(cC14TAB = 10−4 M) at the respective LiBr concentration. The dotted vertical line

marks the BSMP. Below the BSMP, the foam films are less stable than the ones

of the pure C14TAB solutions. LiBr barely influences the foam film stability. At

6.5× 10−5 monoM sPSO2-220 no foam films with a lifetime longer than a few seconds

can be formed -- irrespective of the added LiBr.

For this csPSO2-220 regime (below and around the BSMP, shaded areas in Fig. 5.1) the

appearance of the foam films changed due to the addition of LiBr: the CBF transforms

into a NBF just before rupturing (Fig. 5.2). The transition appears via a ”fingerlike”
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pattern as seen for foam films of C14TAB mixed with sodium dodecanoate.54 The

NBF grows from a single black dot until either the whole foam film is covered or

ruptures (Fig. A.18 - Fig. A.20). The NBF itself is thinner than the surrounding

CBF and the excess liquid (including sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes) accumulates

in the rim around the NBF. During the growth of the NBF, the rim splits into

single droplets. The colorful appearance157 of the rim indicates that its thickness

is significantly larger than the surrounding NBF, CBF and the diameter of the rim

itself. Due to its high aspect ratio the rim can be considered as cylindrical surface.54

Such pearling and break-up phenomenons of cylindrical surfaces are described by

Rayleigh-Plateau instabilities.158 The mechanism originally used for liquid jets159 is

not restricted to them, but also reported for tubular vesicles158 and the formation of

white spots around thinner foam film domains28,160. Differences in the aspect ratios of

the rim161 or expansion dynamics28 may be responsible for the different appearance

of the Rayleigh-Plateau instabilities in foam films (colorful droplets inside the NBF

as in Fig 5.2 vs. white spots around the NBF162).

The formed NBFs are rather unstable and rupture within a few seconds. For stable

NBFs close-packed adsorption layers are necessary.163 Around the BSMP the surface

excess of C14TAB exceeds the one of the pure C14TAB solutions (Fig. 4.4). However,

no information about the lateral distribution of P and S was obtained by the NR

measurements. Presumably the adsorbed layer is too inhomogeneous to result in

stable NBFs. The existence of a CBF -- NBF transition hints to a low repulsion

between the two facing film interfaces. To our knowledge, these are the first NBFs

observed for mixtures of anionic P and cationic S. So far, NBFs were only observed

for P / S mixtures containing positively charged P and non-ionic S.86,151 This point

will be discussed later.

Above the BSMP, the foam film stability significantly increases with increasing sPSO2-

220 concentration (Fig. 5.1). All foam films are CBFs, and no NBFs were observed.

LiBr destabilizes the foam films (e.g. csPSO2-220 = 2× 10−4 monoM in Fig. 5.1) up to

a concentration of cLiBr = 10−3 M, but with cLiBr = 10−2 M added, the foam films

become more stable again.

The first destabilization up to cLiBr = 10−3 M may be due to screening of the electro-

static repulsion between the two film interfaces. The increased foam film stability

with higher cLiBr, however, is not in line with this mechanism.

In the following, we try to elucidate the underlining mechanism for this unexpected

stabilization at a high LiBr concentration. First, the individual disjoining pressure
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Figure 5.2: Images of foam films of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures
(csPSO2-220 = 10−4 monoM, cC14TAB = 10−4 M) with different
LiBr concentrations: a) cLiBr = 10−4 M and b) cLiBr = 10−3 M.
Images are taken during the formations of NBFs seconds before the
foam films ruptured. Images of the whole transition processes are
shown in Fig. A.18 - Fig. A.20.

isotherms will be analyzed for a selective csPSO2-220 as well as the influence of LiBr on

them. Afterwards, the results of the PB calculations as well as bulk complexes will

be included into the considerations.

5.3.2 Disjoining pressure isotherms

As the foam film below the BSMP are rather unstable, only single measurements

without any calculation or analysis are shown in Fig. A.21. The disjoining pressure

isotherms for all sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures (including PB calculations) around

and above the BSMP can be found in Fig. A.22 - Fig. A.24. Here, the disjoining

pressure isotherms for csPSO2-220 = 6× 10−4 monoM (above the BSMP) are discussed

exemplarily. Fig. 5.3 shows the disjoining pressure isotherms of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB

mixtures (csPSO2-220 = 6× 10−4 monoM, cC14TAB = 10−4 M) with different LiBr con-

centrations (cLiBr= 10−4− 10−2 M). The main findings are the same for all studied

mixtures. Compared to the data without added LiBr83, 10−4 M LiBr barely influences

the disjoining pressure isotherms and only reduces Πmax (Fig. A.23). At the lowest

LiBr concentration studied (cLiBr = 10−4 M, (a) in Fig. 5.3), the foam film thins with

increasing disjoining pressure. Adding more LiBr results in thinner foam films; the two

air / liquid interfaces get closer to each other before the disjoining pressure becomes

operative. The PB calculations (solid lines in Fig. 5.3) show decreasing potentials Ψ

with increasing cLiBr. All of these findings are in line with a reduced electrostatic

repulsion due to the addition of LiBr. From the slopes of the disjoining pressure

isotherms the experimental Debye lengths κ−1
exp were extracted. Tab. 5.1 compares
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Figure 5.3: Disjoining pressure isotherms of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures
(csPSO2-220 = 6× 10−4 monoM, cC14TAB = 10−4 M) with different LiBr
concentrations: a) cLiBr = 10−4 M, b) cLiBr = 10−3 M and c)
cLiBr = 10−2 M. Solid lines correspond to PB calculations at con-
stant potential Ψ . Later in the text Ψ will be called Ψapp (apparent
surface potential).

Table 5.1: Experimental Debye lengths κ−1
exp extracted from the dis-

joining pressure isotherms of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures
(csPSO2-220 = 6× 10−4 monoM, cC14TAB = 10−4 M) and calculated κ−1

calc

(complete dissociation of sPSO2-220 and sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complex
formation in a 1:1 ratio). The obtained surface potentials Ψ from the
PB calculations are shown as well. Later in the text Ψ will be called
Ψapp (apparent surface potential).

cLiBr / M κ−1
exp / nm κ−1

calc / nm Ψ (= Ψapp) / mV

10-4 19.4 14.4 100

10-3 9.1 8.3 75

10-2 3.4 3.0 45

κ−1
exp with κ−1

calc, which is the calculated Debye length for the samples assuming 1:1

binding between sPSO2-220 and C14TAB and complete dissociation of the excess

component (P- or S+). If κ−1
exp is higher then κ−1

calc, less electrolytes than expected are

in the foam film, thus no full dissociation of sPSO2-220 occurs. In contrast, if κ−1
exp

is lower then κ−1
calc, more electrolytes than expected are in the foam film, thus no 1:1

binding occurs. For all cLiBr κ
−1
exp is higher than κ−1

calc, meaning that sPSO2-220 is not

fully dissociated. The same holds true for the other csPSO2-220 (Tab. A.6).

In the PB theory the obtained potential Ψ corresponds to a constant surface potential

Ψs of two identical charged planes separated by a distance z.112 This assumption
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Figure 5.4: Electrophoretic mobility |uζ | of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes
in dependence of csPSO2-220 for different LiBr concentra-
tions: cLiBr = 10−4 M (triangles), cLiBr = 10−3 M (diamonds) and
cLiBr = 10−2 M (squares). The dotted vertical line marks the BSMP.
The solid horizontal line denotes an electrophoretic mobility of zero.
Open symbols correspond to the apparent surface potential Ψapp ob-
tained from PB calculations at the respective LiBr and sPSO2-220
concentration.

describes the experimental disjoining pressure isotherm for most thicknesses and LiBr

concentration. For pure S solutions the obtained Ψ values and the resulting surface

charge density q0 correlates with the adsorbed amount of surfactant43,51. For the

P / S mixtures the obtained surface potential is quite high although the interfacial

P / S ratio is close to 1 (Fig. 4.4) indicating a low surface charge and low surface

potential. With increasing LiBr concentration the P / S ratio increases slight from 1

to 1.1 (Fig. 4.4) while the obtained surface potential decreases by more than a factor

of 2 (Tab. 5.1). Recently the application of the PB framework to P / S mixtures

was questioned by Uhlig et al.85 Furthermore, current DLVO calculation, like the

one used here, assume an unrealistically thin adsorption layer, which is however a

crucial parameter for calculating Π as reported by Peng et al.164 Thus, it seems

that the use of the PB eq. in the present case is not valid. The foam films do not

fulfill the preconditions of the PB eq. However, an electrostatic repulsion between

the foam films is measured and there must be a reason for the obtained apparent

surface potentials Ψapp. (From now on the potentials will be referred only as apparent

surface potentials because the PB eq. is not valid.) A possible origin may lay in the

sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes in the foam film bulk.

Fig. 5.4 shows the electrophoretic mobility |uζ | of the sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes
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in dependence of csPSO2-220 for different LiBr concentrations (for sake of clarity the

absolute values are plotted, uζ is negative for all samples). |uζ | correlates to the charge

of the sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes. Starting from rather uncharged complexes at

csPSO2-220 = 10−5 monoM (|uζ | ≈ 0 µm cm/Vs), the charge of the complexes slightly

increases with increasing concentration of sPSO2-220. Up to the BSMP (dotted

vertical line), the complexes are slightly charged (|uζ | < 1.2 µm cm/Vs) irrespective

of cLiBr. Above the BSMP, |uζ | differs depending on cLiBr: with 10−4 M LiBr the

charge of the complexes continues to increase with increasing csPSO2-220. LiBr reduces

the charge of the complexes and for 10−2 M LiBr |uζ | remain rather constant (|uζ | ≈
1.7 µm cm/Vs).

Fig. 5.4 also shows the apparent surface potential values Ψapp as open symbols. (From

the PB calculation only the absolute values can be obtained.) The formation of

NBFs around the BSMP hints to rather low potentials for these foam films. Ψapp

increases with csPSO2-220, but decreases with cLiBr. For 10−2 M LiBr, Ψapp stays

at 45 mV irrespective of csPSO2-220. These rough trends are well correlated with

the electrophoretic mobility of the bulk complexes. Therefore, a major role of the

bulk sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes for the apparent surface potentials Ψapp can

be concluded. Another argument supporting the role of the bulk complexes is that

the P / S ratio and the adsorbed amounts at the air / liquid interface remains almost

contestant above the BSMP, but the foam film stability increases with increasing

sPSO2-220 concentration.

It seems that a minimum charge (uζ) of the complexes is necessary to obtain stable

foam films because below the BSMP the foam films are rather unstable, independent

of the amount of LiBr added. Below the BSMP, the NR measurements show P / S

ratios between 0.5 and 0.75 (Fig. 4.4), thus more C14TAB molecules than sPSO2-220

monomers are adsorbed at the air / liquid interface and the interface is properly

positively charged. At first glance, one might question the low foam film stability for

positively charged interfaces. But note first the low absolute surface excess values of

both C14TAB and sPSO2-220 (Fig.4.2) - thus the interfaces are only slightly charged

- and second the above-mentioned relative low negative charge of the bulk complexes

(Fig. 5.4). There are slightly positively charged interfaces and slightly negatively

charged bulk complexes. This condition is in line with the proposed conditions86 for a

NBF formation: oppositely charges of the interfaces and bulk components without a

complexation of both. Other possible mechanisms for the NBF formation may either
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be sPSO2-220 chains bridging the two facing air / liquid interfaces or an attractive

depletion force due to the exclusion of bulk complexes from the NBF.

Neither the values of the apparent surface potential Ψapp nor of the charge of the

complexes uζ explain the increased foam film stability for high csPSO2-220 and high

cLiBr. The foam film stability of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures without added LiBr

was previously rationalized with the structures formed at a single air / liquid interface:

an extended mixed layer of sPSO2-220 and C14TAB normal to the interface results in

an unstable foam film around the BSMP, whereas an extended, swollen sPSO2-220

layer leads to a stable foam film above the BSMP.85 In chapter 4, the vanishing of the

extended structures with increasing LiBr concentration was found that resulted in

similar monolayer structures irrespective of csPSO2-220. Thus, the interfacial structures

alone cannot explain the increased foam film stability and there must be another

explanation for it. A closer look at the disjoining pressure isotherms reveals a

small but systematic deviation for the highest LiBr concentration (cLiBr = 10−2 M,

Fig. 5.3c)) from the PB calculation: with increasing Π, the foam film thickness stays

constant at a value around 17 nm. This phenomenon is even more pronounced for the

highest csPSO2-220 studied (Fig. A.24). A constant thickness with increasing disjoining

pressure is characteristic for sterically stabilized foam films.10 In the present case,

the steric repulsion cannot base solely on the adsorbed sPSO2-220 / C14TAB layers

at the two air / liquid interfaces as the thickness of each one lays around 2 nm and

no hints for coiling of the sPSO2-220 layer with increasing cLiBr was found above

the BSMP.122 The origin of this steric stabilization may be the sPSO2-220 / C14TAB

complexes inside the foam film. The hydrodynamic diameter of the complexes for this

sample is (25.7± 1.1) nm as light scattering measurements of the bulk solution showed.

Slightly compressed complexes are reasonable to explain the steric stabilization. Albeit

parameters such as surface elasticity52 affect the stability of foam films, in the present

case the increase in foam film stability at high LiBr and high sPSO2-220 concentrations

(Fig. 5.1) can be ascribed to the steric repulsion between the P / S complexes in the

foam film bulk and the interfacial P / S layers.

Fig. 5.5 summarizes the effect of LiBr on foam films of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures

above the BSMP. The shaded areas correspond to the extent of thickness and disjoining

pressure that the foam films cover for the respective LiBr concentration. With a

low amount of LiBr (cLiBr = 10−4 M), the foam film thickness depends not only on

the disjoining pressure, but as well on the sPSO2-220 concentration. The thickness

spectrum ranges from h ≈ 100 nm to h ≈ 30 nm. With increasing LiBr concentration
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Figure 5.5: Overview of foam films of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures and the
influence of LiBr on them. Shaded areas correspond to the thick-
ness and disjoining pressure regimes of the foam films for each LiBr
concentration.

the effect of csPSO2-220 diminishes. For 10−2 M LiBr, the disjoining pressure isotherms

overlap resulting in constant κ−1
exp and Ψapp values (Tab. A.6 and Fig. 5.4). The

concentration, which dictate the foam film properties, changes from csPSO2-220 to cLiBr

once cLiBr is higher than csPSO2-220.

This work directly proofs a contribution of P / S bulk complexes to the foam film

properties. On the one hand, the apparent surface potentials Ψapp and the foam film

stability Πmax cannot be explained by the ratio of adsorbed sPSO2-220 monomers to

C14TAB molecules. On the other hand, a qualitative correlation is found between the

apparent surface potentials and the charges of the bulk complexes. A minimum uζ

seems to be necessary for stable foam films. Moreover, once LiBr thins the foam film

down to the size of the complexes, they sterically stabilize the foam films. This study

verifies that not only the two facing air / liquid interfaces are relevant for foam films

but in fact the film bulk between them matters.

5.4 Conclusions

The influence of LiBr on foam films formed by sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures was

studied with varying sPSO2-220 content. LiBr was found to lower the electrostatic

repulsion between the two facing air / liquid interfaces leading to thinner foam films.

The stability of foam films depend on both the sPSO2-220 and LiBr concentration.
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Below the BSMP, unstable foam films are formed irrespective of cLiBr. Above the

BSMP, stable foam films form. A low amount of added LiBr destabilizes the foam

films, whereas a high amount of added LiBr stabilizes the foam films. This stabilizing

effect is attributed to a steric contribution of the bulk sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes.

The apparent surface potential Ψapp seems to be more affected by the bulk complexes

than by the single air / liquid interfaces and represent a projection of all charged

components inside the foam film.

We learn that fully covered interfaces not necessarily lead to stable foam films: around

the BSMP the addition of LiBr result in the formation of unstable NBFs -- for the

first time seen for the used combination of anionic P and cationic S. This is explained

by opposite charges of the film surface and the film bulk complexes. Finally, we found

that for the formation of stable foam films, a minimum charge of the P / S complexes

is necessary. These finding can be extended to other P / S mixtures and might play a

role in a better understanding of the rheology of foams in technical applications or

the interaction between natural P and lipid membranes.





Chapter 6

Effect of time on

sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures

6.1 Abstract

P / S mixtures are known to exhibit non-equilibrium behavior. Their bulk phase

behavior may change with time. In the following chapter, the effect of time on sPSO2-

220 / C14TAB mixtures containing 10−3 M LiBr is investigated. Therefore, the freshly

mixed samples from chapter 5 are compared to aged ones. After 1 month storage time,

the mixtures are studied with bulk characterization methods (UV-vis spectroscopy,

electrophoresis) as well as with tensiometry. Furthermore, the foam films of the aged

mixtures are investigated. The mixtures have phase separated resulting in a higher

optical density compared to the freshly mixed ones. Below the BSMP, the surface

tension increases to values similar to those of the pure C14TAB solution. A charge

reversal hints to the formation of larger sPSO2-220 / C14TAB aggregates. Above the

BSMP, aggregation is less distinct. The formation of aggregates increases the foam

film stability. These findings reveal the importance of taking time effects into account,

in particular when considering the wide range of application of P / S mixtures.
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6.2 Introduction1

Not only the concentration of P, S and salt affects the phase behavior of P / S mixtures:

aging effects as well may play a role.67,108 Interfacial properties of P / S mixtures

cannot always be considered separately from bulk properties as the two are able to

influence each other.165 Especially, the surface tension is affected by the bulk phase

behavior.

The impact of a sufficient time to equilibrate as well as non-equilibration effects (e.g.

mixing procedure) are not only important for applications, but are also in the focus of

more fundamental questions. Two prominent systems have attracted the attention of

the research community: PSS / C12TAB and poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)

(PDADMAC) / SDS with 0.1 M NaCl due to their - seemingly contradictory - surface

tension isotherms. Surface tension isotherms of PDADMAC / SDS show always a peak

close to the two phase regime independent of the age of the solution. PSS / C12TAB

mixtures may show this peak only in certain measurements.7 Different approaches

were used to understand this phenomenon and to answer the question which surface

tension isotherm represents the equilibrium state of these mixtures. Thomas and

Penfold78 suggest that no peak appears in the equilibrium surface tension isotherm for

PSS / C12TAB mixtures. Their argumentation is based on differences in the binding

nature of the two systems: PDADMAC and SDS bind strongly cooperative whereas

the binding of PSS and C12TAB is highly non-cooperative. The former leads to a loss

in surface activity at a certain S content and to the surface tension peak. The later

leads to complexes with diverse stoichiometries and thus no peak should appear at a

certain S concentration.78 In contrast, Campbell and Varga find the same general

behavior for both systems: a depletion of material from the air / liquid interface results

in the surface tension peak at the two phase regime.79 The only difference is the time

scale of this depletion. For PDADMAC / SDS the depletion happens over couple of

days, whereas for PSS / C12TAB it takes about 1 month. Studies on PSS / C12TAB

mixtures at the oil / water interface support this idea of a long equilibrium time for

the depletion of material.166

Aging effects are especially important around the two-phase regime. The margins of

the two-phase regime can be determined e.g. by tracking the optical density (OD) of

1Parts of this section are published in ”Stability of aqueous foam films and foams containing
polymers: Discrepancies between different length scales” L. Braun, M. Kühnhammer, R. v. Klitzing
Current Opinion in Colloid and Interface Science, 2020, 50, 101379. Reprinted with permission.
Copyright 2020 Elsevier.7
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P / S mixtures with time. Complexes with sufficient electrostatic colloidal stability

show a constant turbidity and constant OD values. But insufficiently stabilized

complexes aggregate, precipitate or even sediment with time, leading to a change in

OD.53,81

The following chapter focuses on the effect of aging on sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures

containing 10−3 M LiBr. Freshly mixed and aged samples are compared regarding

their sample appearance, their surface activity, and their ability to stabilize foam

films.

6.3 Results

Sample appearance Freshly prepared sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures appear clear

to the naked eye and exhibit a low optical density (sec. A.3). The mixtures containing

10−3 M LiBr were stored quiescently for around 1 month. After this time, the

appearance of the samples changed: they became slightly turbid. When shaking the

samples, white flakes were visible which afterwards precipitated. Fig. 6.1 shows an

image of the aged samples containing 3× 10−5 monoM sPSO2-220, where the flakes

and streaks are visible at the bottom of the glass bottle. This precipitation was more

pronounced for the samples below the BSMP than above the BSMP.

Figure 6.1: Images of a sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures 1 month after mixing
containing 10−3 M LiBr and 3× 10−5 monoM sPSO2-220 (a). b)
shows a close up of a). Additional images of different samples can be
found in Fig. A.26.

Bulk properties Fig. 6.2 shows the optical density (OD400) of the aged samples

(filled symbols) compared to the freshly mixed samples (open symbols). Due to the

aging, OD400 increased by one order of magnitude for all sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures.

This increase hints to the formation of larger sPSO2-220 / C14TAB aggregates.
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Figure 6.2: Optical density OD400 of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes in depen-
dence of csPSO2-220 containing 10−3 M LiBr. The dotted vertical line
marks the BSMP. Open symbols correspond to the values of freshly
mixed samples (5 min after mixing), whereas filled symbols correspond
to the aged samples (1 month after mixing, but slightly shaken before
the measurement). The errors of the OD400 values are within the
size of the symbols.

Figure 6.3: Electrophoretic mobility uζ of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes in
dependence of csPSO2-220 containing 10−3 M LiBr. The dotted ver-
tical line marks the BSMP. The solid horizontal line denotes an
electrophoretic mobility of zero. Open symbols correspond to the
values of freshly mixed samples (5 min after mixing), whereas filled
symbols correspond to the aged samples (1 month after mixing).
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Figure 6.4: Surface tension of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes in dependence of
csPSO2-220 containing 10−3 M LiBr. The dotted vertical line marks the
BSMP. The dashed horizontal line corresponds to the surface tension
of the pure C14TAB solution (cC14TAB = 10−4 M) at the respective
LiBr concentration. Open symbols correspond to the values of freshly
mixed samples (2 h after mixing), whereas filled symbols correspond
to the aged samples (1 month after mixing).

The electrophoretic mobility changed as well after 1 month (Fig. 6.3). The values

for the aged samples (filled symbols) are less negative compared to the values of

the freshly mixed samples (open symbols). Below the BSMP (dotted line), a charge

reversal occurs from negative to positive charge.

Tensiometry The aged samples were left to precipitate (if necessary or possible)

and the supernatant was carefully separated. Fig. 6.4 shows the surface tension of

the supernatant (filled symbols) compared to the surface tension of the freshly mixed

samples (open symbols). Below the BSMP, γ increased from values of 42 mN/m to

values around 65 mN/m due to aging. For the aged samples, γ lies around the value

of the pure C14TAB solution (cC14TAB = 10−4 M, cLiBr = 10−3 M, dashed horizontal

line in Fig. 6.4). Above the BSMP, γ of the freshly mixed and aged samples lies

around 50 mN/m. Aging seems to play only a minor role for the surface tension above

the BSMP.

Foam films The changes observed due to aging might as well influence the foam

films of the P / S mixtures. Thus, disjoining pressure isotherms were recorded for

one aged sample below the BSMP (csPSO2-220 = 3× 10−5 monoM) and for one aged
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Figure 6.5: Disjoining pressure isotherms of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures (be-
low the BSMP, csPSO2-220 = 3× 10−5 monoM, cC14TAB = 10−4 M) con-
taining 10−3 M LiBr. Open symbols correspond to three individual
measurements of the fresh mixture (2 - 3 days after mixing) and filled
symbols to three individual measurements of the aged mixtures (1
month after mixing).

sample above the BSMP (csPSO2-220 = 10−3 monoM). In the following, the disjoining

isotherms of the two aged samples are compared to the ones of the freshly mixed

samples (discussed in chapter 5).

Fig. 6.5 shows three individually recorded disjoining pressure isotherms of foam films

of the freshly mixed sample (open symbols) and the aged sample (filled symbols)

below the BSMP. The foam films of the freshly mixed sample are rather unstable

with a Πmax of 130 Pa. At maximum only 4 data points could be recorded. The

foam film thickness for a fixed Π value differs by 10 to 30 nm for the individual

measurements. This huge thickness range reflects the low sensitivity of the disjoining

pressure isotherm in the low Π regime (chapter 3.2.1). The foam films of the aged

sample are slightly more stable (Πmax ∼ 190 Pa). The foam film thickness has similar

values to those of the fresh mixture; if any effect is recognizable, the foam films are a

bit thicker. Fig. 6.6 shows images of two foam films: one of the freshly mixed sample

(Fig. 6.6a) and one of the aged sample (Fig. 6.6b). Both images have the same scale,

but were taken at different stages of the measurements, so the foam films differ in size.

The foam films of the freshly mixed sample contain small inhomogeneities (especially

in the lower part of the image). Brighter areas are visible. They appear as little spots

or as larger defined areas. The brighter color hints to a slightly increased thickness of

these parts of the foam film. In this csPSO2-220-regime NBFs form before film rupture
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Figure 6.6: Images of foam films of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures (below the
BSMP, csPSO2-220 = 3× 10−5 monoM, cC14TAB = 10−4 M) containing
10−3 M LiBr. Foam film are formed by a freshly mixed sample (2 - 3
days after mixing, a)) or by the aged sample (1 month after mixing,
b)). Images were digitally post-processed to increase the contrast.

Figure 6.7: Disjoining pressure isotherms of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures (above
the BSMP, csPSO2-220 = 10−3 monoM, cC14TAB = 10−4 M) containing
10−3 M LiBr. Open symbols correspond to the freshly mixture (3
- 4 days after mixing) and filled symbols to the aged mixture (1
month after mixing). The solid line corresponds to PB calculations
at constant apparent surface potential Ψapp.

(Fig. 5.1). The thicker parts of the foam film slow down the spreading of the NBF.

Thus, they deform the otherwise circular NBF (Fig. A.27). The foam films of the

aged sample (Fig. 6.6b) appear a bit brighter. As for the foam films of the freshly

mixed sample, streaky areas are visible. Beside these, the foam film is homogeneous

and shows no signs of incorporated aggregates. NBFs formed before the film rupture

for the aged sample, too.

Fig 6.7 shows the disjoining pressure isotherms of the freshly mixed sample
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Figure 6.8: Images of foam films of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures (above
the BSMP, csPSO2-220 = 10−3 monoM, cC14TAB = 10−4 M) containing
10−3 M LiBr. Foam film are formed by a freshly mixed sample (3 - 4
days after mixing, a)) or by the aged sample (1 month after mixing,
a)). Images were digitally post-processed to increase the contrast.

(open symbols) and the aged sample (filled symbols) above the BSMP. The foam

films of the aged sample increased in stability by a factor of two from Πmax, fresh

= 400 Pa to Πmax, aged = 900 Pa. The thicknesses mostly overlap for both samples.

The foam films of the aged sample are stable enough to successfully calculate the

disjoining pressure isotherm (solid line in Fig 6.7). An apparent surface potential

Ψapp of 80 mV is obtained. Referring to Fig. 5.4 and the respective discussion, the

value matches quite well to the rough trends between the apparent surface potential

Ψapp and the electrophoretic mobility uζ of the bulk complexes. However, as the

sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures aged with time, it seems wrong to include this value

into Fig. 5.4. Fig. 6.8 shows images of foam films of the freshly mixed (Fig. 6.8a) and

the aged (Fig. 6.8b) samples above the BSMP. Both appear mostly homogeneous,

even when little white spots occur. These spots are properly small droplets of excess

liquid as they both appear and disappear close to the white rim surrounding the foam

film (Fig. A.28).

6.4 Discussion

The results for the aged samples (precipitation / turbidity) suggest the formation of

larger sPSO2-220 / C14TAB aggregates after 1 month. Close to charge neutrality, the

complexes lack of colloidal stability and start to agglomerate and even to precipitate.81

Above the BSMP, the complexes still are charged enough to have a higher colloidal

stability after 1 month and the precipitation is less pronounced. The supernatant

of the samples was roughly separated from the precipitated material a prior to the
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tensiometry and foam film measurements. Hence, less P and S are in the separated

samples than in the freshly mixed ones. This obvious depletion of material explains

the higher γ values below the BSMP: a more distinct precipitation should lead to

a higher depletion due the separation of samples. However, it is important to keep

in mind that γ and the surface excess of sPSO2-220 and C14TAB are not directly

correlated as shown in chapter 4. Nevertheless, a depletion of material from the

interface is in line with the formation of larger P / S aggregates below the BSMP.

Depending on the initial bulk P / S ratio and salt content, phase separation can

occur either as associative phase separation or as segregative phase separation.167

Association occurs at intermediate P / S ratios or in salt-free systems, one phase is

enriched in both P and S, whereas the other one is diluted of both. Segregation

is described for a high salt content (∼ 1 M) and certain P / S ratios. The mixture

separates in one P enriched and one S enriched phase.167 In the present case with

a moderate LiBr concentration of 10−3 M and P / S ratios from 1:10 to 10:1, the

associative phase separation is more likely. But, no details of the actual P / S ratios

in the supernatant and the precipitation are available.

The foam films above the BSMP showed no incorporated P / S aggregates (no in-

homogeneities), thus either the separated samples are completely free of aggregates

(rather unlikely as traces of precipitation were visible after the aged samples were

studied over a couple of days) or the aggregates do not enter into the foam film.

Surprisingly, the stability of the foam films above the BSMP increased more than the

one of the foam films below the BSMP. Above the BSMP, the actual P / S ratios may

changed more drastically than one aspects due to the associative phase separation,

leading to the increase in stability. However, the similar uζ values of the complexes

as well as the overlapping disjoining pressure isotherm, hint to quite similar samples -

independent of the sample age.

The fundamental question arises what actually determines the stability of foam films.

In chapter 5 a steric contribution by the bulk complexes was found for a high salt

concentration. This situation is not given for the foam films discussed in this chapter

as the foam films are thicker (40 nm vs. 17 nm) and the disjoining pressure isotherms

suggest mainly an electrostatic stabilization. The charge of the bulk complexes did not

change significantly after 1 month, suggesting a rather equal foam film stability. But,

no information about the amount or size of bulk complexes is obtained, which may

play a huge role for the electrostatic stabilization. More, but smaller complexes could

have formed due to the phase separation, which leads to higher osmotic pressures and
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thus, to higher foam film stabilities. The amount of complexes in the bulk and in the

foam film bulk might not necessarily be identical as the larger aggregates of the bulk

solution do not enter the foam films (no inhomogeneities).

Another parameter known to affect the foam films stability is the surface elasticity.52

The brighter areas found on the film’s interface below the BSMP, might be thicker

parts, however a change of refractive index due to a more dense and rigid lateral

interfacial structure is as well a possible reason for the brighter color. Interfacial

domain formation is known for non-ionic surfactants168 and higher alkanes169. Rigid

areas will surely affect the elasticity of the film’s interfaces. For the foam films

above the BSMP no rigid areas occurred (Fig. 6.8). Furthermore, the appearance of

the foam films have not detestably changed and a rather mobile interface is seen

irrespective of the age of the sample. These findings hints a prior to an unchanged

film interface. The flow condition inside the foam film is another point which may

come into play.170,171 All these aspects and parameters interact and affect the foam

film stability, complicating the question of its origin.

Clearly, not only the single interfaces (e.g. γ) or the bulk (e.g. uζ of the bulk

complexes) are relevant, but as well their interplay. The effect of aging depicts the

necessity to distinguish between bulk and foam film bulk: their properties may differ.

The above findings show that freshly mixed P / S mixtures not always equilibrate on

short time scales. The question what the equilibrium state of P / S mixtures is and

how it can be influenced (ratio of P to S, addition of salt, mixing procedure) is highly

debated in fundamental research.58,79 Considering the wide range of applications of

P / S mixtures, the aging effect is not only of academic interest. For the use as hair

conditioner or in a large scale facility of froth flotation, knowledge about changes in

the performance of P / S mixtures with time is crucial.

6.5 Conclusion

The effect of time on sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures containing 10−3 M LiBr was

studied. The mixtures were stored for 1 month and afterwards bulk properties

(turbidity, electrophoretic mobility), their surface tension, and their foam films were

compared to freshly mixed samples. A distinct flocculation below the BSMP due to

reversal of the complex’ charge was found. Above the BSMP, the complexes still

have an sufficient (negative) charge to maintain in a stable solution and flocculation
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is less pronounced. Consequently, the effect of aging is less pronounced above the

BSMP than below the BSMP (increased surface tension below the BSMP). These

findings highly suggest the formation of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB aggregates below the

BSMP. The foam film stability increased above the BSMP but the thickness and the

disjoining pressure isotherm remained similar to the ones of the freshly mixed sample.

These results show that additional to the ratio of P to S and the way of mixing, the

age of P / S mixtures has to be considered when talking about the properties of these

mixtures. The effect of time is not only interesting for fundamental research, but as

well relevant for plenty of industrial applications of P / S mixtures, where a constant

performance of the P / S mixtures is preferred.





Chapter 7

Effect of HSiW on BrijO10 foam

films and foams

Similar content will be published in ”Insights into the non-ionic foam stabilization

mechanism by chaotropic nano-ions” L. Braun, M. Hohenschutz, O. Diat, P. Bauduin,

R. v. Klitzing. This study was performed in collaboration with Max Hohenschutz.

He performed the measurements on the macroscopic foams (foam scan and SANS

measurements).

7.1 Abstract

The Keggin polyoxometalate SiW12O40
4- (SiW) was recently shown to adsorb onto

non-ionic soft matter interfaces owing to a water-mediated driving force called the

superchaotropic effect. At the interfaces of non-ionic surfactant foams the chaotropic

adsorption of SiW leads to a strong stabilization of the foam. In order to elucidate

the stabilizing mechanism of SiW on all length scales, both macroscopic foams and

single foam films are investigated. Imaging, conductimetry and small angle neutron

85
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scattering (SANS) on macroscopic foams enable the monitoring of the foam collapse

under free drainage and the evolution of film thickness. TFPB measurements on

single foam films enable to determine their resistance to external pressure and the

identification of intra--film forces. The combined results reveal that SiW adsorbs onto

BrijO10 covered foam interfaces and thus induces electrostatic repulsion between

bubbles interfaces. Beyond a concentration corresponding to an adsorption saturation,

excess of SiW screens the electrostatic repulsion that thins the foam films. Regardless,

the foams remain very stable, which is assigned to the presence of micelles inside

the foam films providing a steric stabilization and a reservoir of surfactants in the

subinterfacial region. This reservoir is assumed to promote self-healing of the interface

upon disturbances leading to more resistant foam films and finally to a longer foam

lifetime.

7.2 Introduction

Depending on the liquid volume fraction φl of the foam, one distinguishes: a bubbly

liquid (φl > 30 %) where the spherical bubbles do not touch, a wet foam (5 % . φl <

30 %) where the bubbles touch and start to deform, and a dry foam (φl . 5 %) where

the bubbles are polyhedral and the foam films and Plateau borders are thin.5

Foaming in general is a highly dynamic process and foam decay is an interplay of

three different mechanisms: i) drainage, the downwards flow of liquid due to gravity,

ii) coarsening, the gas transfer between bubbles of different size, and iii) coalescence,

the rupture of individual foam films.5 Upon drainage, foam films become thinner until

adjacent bubble interfaces start to interact and surface forces result in the disjoining

pressure Π. The various components of Π are presented in chapter 2.1.2.

The present chapter deals with the foam stabilization mechanism of the Keggin POM

SiW12O40
4- (SiW). POMs associate with non-ionic surfactant self-assemblies101,172,

polymers173,174 and zwitterionic lipid membranes175. Upon association, both the

interface and the chaotropic ion release hydration water into the bulk resulting in

negative Gibbs free energies, comprised of an enthalpic gain accompanied by an

entropic penalty, providing the chaotropic thermochemical signature.176,177

A recent work showed that SiW stabilizes foams of the non-ionic surfactant BrijO10

at millimolar SiW concentrations similar to ionic surfactants and proposed that the

increased foam stability is linked to electrostatic repulsion inside the foam films.19
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This chapter uses a multi-scale approach from macroscopic foams to single foam films

to elucidate in detail this stabilizing effect of SiW on non-ionic BrijO10 foams. The

decay and the film thickness of macroscopic foams are studied with a foam scan and

SANS. Single foam films are studied with a TFPB in order to identify stabilizing

surface forces and to follow the foam film resistance against external pressures.

7.3 Results and discussion

7.3.1 Macroscopic foams 1

Figure 7.1: Foam volume vs. time for foams of 0.5 mM BrijO10 in the presence
of 20 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM HSiW, 2.5 mM HSiW and 0.5 mM HSiW +
20 mM NaCl. The behavior of BrijO10 + 20 mM NaCl corresponds
to the behavior of the bare BrijO10 foam, see text. In b) the foam
collapse is normalized by the critical drainage time defined as tc in
a). The light areas below each curve represent standard deviations
determined from three independent measurements.

Foam stability Foam stability is determined by monitoring the foam volume over

time.7 The foam volume was determined via conductimetry measurements within a

glass column. Further details on the foam generation and measurement procedure

can be found in Ref. 19. Fig. 7.1a) shows the foam volume as function of the time of

BrijO10 stabilized foam with and without HSiW added. The foams passes through

three stages: I) the foam generation, indicated by a steep increase of foam volume

up to four minutes. II), a drainage stage, where the liquid passes trough the Plateau

borders and the foam films due to gravity up to a critical drainage time t c. III) the

1The measurements and analysis of macroscopic foams were preformed by Max Hohenschutz and
are shortly summarized in this section.
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foam collapse, characterized by a strong decrease in foam volume. To compare the

collapse rates of the foams, the curves were offset by the respective t c (Fig 7.1b)). The

foam of 0.5 mM BrijO10 with 20 mM NaCl collapse rather quickly (green squares). As

bare BrijO10 foam exhibit a too low conductance the used device could not determine

its volume. Comparative image analysis showed no effect of NaCl on the foam of bare

BrijO10.19 Thus, the values for 0.5 mM BrijO10 + 20 mM NaCl are used as reference

for the bare BrijO10 foam. Once HSiW is added, the foams show an increased stability

(light blue circles: 0.5 mM BrijO10 + 0.5 mM HSiW and dark blue triangles: 0.5 mM

BrijO10 + 2.5 mM HSiW). However, the foam of 0.5 mM BrijO10 + 0.5 mM HSiW

and 20 mM rapidly collapses (gray triangles).

Figure 7.2: a) SANS curves of 0.5 mM BrijO10 with increasing concentrations
of HSiW in an IQ4 vs. Q plot. The curves were offset with arbi-
trary multipliers for clarity. b) Acquired foam film thicknesses from
reflectivity fitting of the SANS curves

Small-angle neutron scattering SANS can be used to study the internal struc-

tures of macroscopic foam.7 In wet foams, the scattering is dominated by dispersed

structures such as S micelles or protein aggregates.178 In dry foams, however, the thin

foam films are the mainly scattering objects179 and their thickness can be extracted

by mimicking the features of a SANS curve178. In the following SANS curves of

BrijO10 stabilized foams with different HSiW concentrations are presented. The

foams were formed with D2O as solvent to increase to scattering contrast between

air and the liquid. The liquid volume fractions were below 5 % (dry foam). Details

on the measuring procedure and analysis can be found in Ref. 19 Fig. 7.2 shows an

IQ4 vs. Q plot of the SANS data to focus on oscillations arising from the neutron

reflection on the foam films. The bare BrijO10 foam shows barely visible oscillations,

however with addition of HSiW they become more distinct and change their period.

The oscillation period ∆Q correlates with the film thickness d as d = 2π
∆Q

. The
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apparent film thicknesses were extracted by fitting a reflectivity model of a D2O

layer in between two air phases (Ref.19 and Fig 7.2b). For the bare BrijO10 foam, a

film thickness of (25± 5) nm is obtained. With increasing HSiW content, the films

thickens to (35± 1) nm with 0.5 mM HSiW and afterwards thins down to (22± 2) nm

with 2.5 mM HSiW.

7.3.2 Foam films

Figure 7.3: Disjoining pressure isotherms of 0.5 mM BrijO10 with variable HSiW
concentration. The solid lines correspond to calculations according to
the DLVO theory from which the apparent surface charge densities
q0 are obtained. The horizontal marks on the y-axis indicate the
maximal disjoining pressure Πmax.

Disjoining pressure isotherms Fig. 7.3 shows the disjoining pressure isotherms

of 0.5 mM BrijO10 without and with 0.05, 0.5, and 2.5 mM HSiW, respectively. Solid

lines correspond to calculated disjoining pressure isotherms according to DLVO theory

(details see chapter 3.2.1). For pure BrijO10 (green squares in Fig. 7.3), the disjoining

pressure isotherm shows a jump to a considerably thinner foam film (from h ∼ 80 nm to

h ∼ 10 nm) below 100 Pa. Microscopy images show the transition of a CBF to a NBF

via black spots formation (Fig. 7.4). The CBF at low Π results from weak electrostatic

repulsion due to the electric charge of bare air / liquid interfaces.43,51 Above 100 Pa,
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the disjoining pressure isotherm is almost vertical, which is characteristic for sterically

stabilized NBFs. Indeed the film thickness corresponds to approximately two extended

BrijO10-molecules (l ≈ 6 nm when extended; computed with Avogadro180). Above

the cmc, the electrostatic barrier for the CBF -- NBF transition is low and overcome

easily for non-ionic surfactants.181

Figure 7.4: Images of a CBF -- NBF transition via black spot formation of 0.5 mM
BrijO10. The indicated times are relative to the first image. Images
were digitally post-processed.

Adding 0.05 mM HSiW thickens the foam film (light blue diamonds in Fig. 7.3).

Starting with a thickness of around 110 nm at 90 Pa, the disjoining pressure increases

steadily with compression of the film. The thickness range and high compressibility

indicates an electrostatically stabilized CBF. At high thicknesses, the disjoining

pressure isotherm coincides with the calculated one according to DLVO theory (light

blue solid line in Fig. 7.3). The experimental screening length κ−1
exp is 13.6 nm and

the apparent surface charge density is q0 = −3.5 mC m−2. From the calculation

only the value of q0 is obtained and the negative sign is assumed from the charge

of SiW. SiW adsorbs at the interfaces and increases the energetic barrier of the

NBF -- CBF transition. Increasing the HSiW content to 0.5 mM leads to thinner foam

films below 1000 Pa (blue circles in Fig. 7.3). The disjoining pressure isotherm is

steeper indicating a shorter screening length (κ−1
exp = 6.5 nm). For a foam film thicker

than around 40 nm the disjoining pressure isotherm coincides with the calculated one,

thus electrostatic repulsion determines the thickness. The apparent surface charge

density increases to q0 = −7.4 mC m−2. This increased apparent surface charge

density indicates that more SiW has adsorbed on the foam film interfaces at 0.5 mM

HSiW compared to 0.05 mM HSiW. For 0.5 mM HSiW, we assume a saturation of

adsorbed SiW (deduced from adsorption measurements as inferred from flotation

experiments on the BrijO10 / HSiW system101).
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Further increased HSiW content to 2.5 mM (dark blue triangles in Fig. 7.3) again

leads to a thinner foam film at low Π values. Meanwhile, the slope of the disjoining

pressure isotherm is much steeper in comparison to the foam films at lower HSiW

concentrations and hence, the screening length (κ−1
exp = 4.3 nm) is further decreased.

The lower part of the disjoining pressure isotherm agrees with the calculated one,

resulting in an apparent surface charge density q0 = −6.9 mC m−2 similar to the

value at 0.5 mM HSiW (q0 = −7.4 mC m−2). This is in line with a saturation of SiW

at the film interfaces. Current DLVO calculation, like the one used here, assume

an unrealistically thin adsorption layer, which is however a crucial parameter for

calculating Π as reported recently by Peng and co-workers164. SiW has been shown to

intercalate between the head groups of non-ionic surfactant micelles.101 Accordingly,

we expect that the interfacial charges are located between the surfactant head groups

inside the foam films. The actual depth of the charge plane cannot be directly

determined and the resulting apparent surface charge densities should therefore be

taken only as a qualitative result. If no more SiW adsorbs at the interfaces, when

increasing the HSiW content from 0.5 to 2.5 mM, the additional amount is present

in the bulk liquid. The bulk HSiW leads to a screening of the electrostatic double

layer repulsion i.e. decreased screening length, and thus to the thinning of the

foam film. The surface tension of the samples is unaffected by the add of HSiW.19

Furthermore, the samples are above the cmc of BrijO10 (cmcBrijO10 = 0.04 mM104)

Hence, no information about changes of the adsorbed amount of BrijO10 or SiW can

be obtained from the analysis of surface tension isotherms.

For the three disjoining pressure isotherms with HSiW added, deviation from the

calculated disjoining pressure isotherms for thinner foam films occurs below ∼ 20 nm,

∼ 40 nm, and ∼ 30 nm, for 0.05 mM, 0.5 mM, and 2.5 mM HSiW, respectively, where

the foam films are thicker than predicted by DLVO. This observation implies that an

additional repulsive non-DLVO force is present. Especially for the disjoining pressure

isotherm of 0.05 mM HSiW a kink occurs at ∼ 20 nm that suggests a distinct change in

stabilization. Disjoining pressure isotherms with similar shape are often observed for

polymeric surfactants.182 A steric interaction of the polymeric non-ionic head group

stabilizes the foam film (at high disjoining pressures). The “soft”, coiled head groups

provide the foam film with compressibility at short distances in contrast to a typically

incompressible NBF.182 A similar stabilization mechanism can explain the kink in the

disjoining pressure isotherm at 0.05 mM HSiW. The loosely packed BrijO10 forms

a bilayer-like compressible region near the interface as seen for other surfactants

above the cmc47. However, because a BrijO10 concentration far above the cmc is
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used, micelles may be trapped in between the two interfaces and would thus cause an

additional steric repulsive force. For higher HSiW content (0.5 mM and 2.5 mM), the

transition is less distinct (no kink) as the disjoining pressure isotherms are already

quite steep at low Π. The almost parallel disjoining pressure isotherms of 0.05 mM

and 0.5 mM HSiW above ∼ 4000 Pa indicates a similar stabilization. Further increase

of the HSiW content to 10 mM leads to a fully incompressible foam film (Fig. A.30)

similar to a NBF - supporting the above assumption of a steric stabilization. The

minimal thickness of the foam film at high disjoining pressure depends on the HSiW

content. Higher amounts of adsorbed SiW will dehydrate the BrijO10 interfaces more

and lead to more rigid and less compressible interfaces and micelles. Furthermore,

the addition of POMs affects the shape and size of micelles formed by non-ionic

surfactants: e.g. for a micellar C12E8 solution the adsorption of SiW shortens the

former cylindrical elongated C12E8 micelles (maximal length ∼ 180 nm and a cross-

section radius of 2.1 nm) down to spheres (with a radius of 2.4 nm).172 Although

we assume the presence of micelles trapped inside the foam films, no indication of

structural forces was detected, which is often the case for surfactant foam films at

concentrations above the cmc. Compression of such micellar foam films causes a

stepwise thinning of the foam films (stratification) due to a layer wise expulsion

of micelles out of the foam film160,183,184. This exciting observation of absence of

stratification will be discussed later.

HSiW increases the foam film stability. The maximal disjoining pressure before film

rupture, Πmax, is marked on the y-axis in Fig. 7.3. Πmax increases from ∼ 6300 Pa

without HSiW to values around 9000 - 10 000 Pa with HSiW. For the highest HSiW

concentration of 2.5 mM shown in Fig. 7.3, the foam films did not rupture during the

measurement as Πmax exceeded the accessible instrumental pressure range.

Due to their nanometric size, POMs like SiW might be considered as colloidal particle.

Therefore, the question if they act as a simple ion or as a colloidal particle is commonly

debated185,186 and ionic or colloidal behavior may arise depending on the type of

investigation185--187. A striking difference between classical ions and charged colloidal

particles is their contribution to the ionic strength and the screening length κ−1 of

the medium. According to the jellium model, a charged colloidal particle in water

does not contribute to κ−1 and the ionic strength arises solely from the counterions

of the colloidal particle.49,188--190 In contrast, in electrolytes of low molecular weight

ions, anions and cations equally contribute to the ionic strength and their distribution

follows a Boltzmann distribution. For these two limiting cases, the values of κ−1
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Table 7.1: Experimental Debye length κ−1
exp and calculated Debye lenghts for the

”colloidal particle case” or the ”ion case”.

cHSiW / mM κ−1
exp / nm κ−1

colloidal particle / nm κ−1
ion / nm

0.05 13.6 30.4 13.6

0.5 6.5 9.6 4.3

2.5 4.3 4.3 1.9

for the BrijO10 solutions that contain HSiW are calculated. This leads to the two

values κ−1
ion and κ−1

colloidal particle. The former takes both SiW4- and H+ into account for

the screening, and the later considers only H+ as screening ions. These values are

compared to the experimental Debye length κ−1
exp obtained from the DLVO calculations

in Fig. 7.3 (Tab. 7.1). At 0.05 mM HSiW, κ−1
exp is well reproduced by κ−1

ion. At 0.5 mM

HSiW, κ−1
exp lies in between the ion and the colloidal particle case, while at 2.5 mM

HSiW κ−1
exp is identical to κ−1

colloidal particle. These results indicate that the behavior of the

nano-ion HSiW (like an ion or like a colloidal particle) depends on its concentration

and can be described as a classical ion at low concentrations and transitions to a

colloidal particle at high concentrations.

Analogous to the SANS measurements, the effect of NaCl-addition on foam films

containing 0.5 mM BrijO10 + 0.5 mM HSiW is studied (Fig. 7.5). Already the ad-

dition of 8 mM NaCl leads to a distinct change in foam film behavior: The foam

film is significantly less stable compared to the ones without NaCl. Fig. 7.5 shows

the disjoining pressure isotherm of 0.5 mM and 2.5 mM HSiW added as reference.

Furthermore, a NBF forms around 130 Pa.
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Figure 7.5: Disjoining pressure isotherms of 0.5 mM BrijO10 + 0.5 mM HSiW
with 2 mM HSiW, 4 mM NaCl and 8 mM NaCl. The horizontal marks
on the y-axis indicate the maximal disjoining pressure Πmax. The
inset shows the formed NBF with 8 mM NaCl added. The scale bar
is 40 µm.

The added salt turned the sample turbid and lead to precipitation, which occurs

as bright inhomogeneities (precipitated flakes and excess liquid surrounding them)

inside the NBF (image in Fig. 7.5). The inhomogeneities reflects more light than

the surrounding NBF, thus the measured total light intensity is higher as without

precipitate. The size of the inhomogeneities is in the order of 10 to 40 µm, and the

averaged area analyzed by the photomultiplier is 20×20 µm2. According to eq. 3.5, the

higher intensity leads to an apparent higher film thickness (h ∼ 20 nm) as expected

for the NBF (h ∼ 10 nm as for the bare BrijO10). In contrast to the foam film of

0.5 mM BrijO10 + 10 mM HSiW (h ∼ 20 nm, Fig. A.30), which is probably sterically

stabilized by trapped micelles, the foam film with 8 mM NaCl resembles more closely a

classical NBF (sterically stabilized by the BrijO10 loaded interfaces). We distinguish

these two cases here by the presence or absence of Newton rings around the foam

film: for NBFs the Newton rings are merged due to the high contact angle between

the foam film and the surrounding bulk liquid and thus not observed.191 This absence

of Newton rings is only the case for the black films with 8 mM NaCl and not with

10 mM HSiW (Fig. 7.6). Thus, 8 mM NaCl is above the critical salt concentration

for the CBF -- NBF transition39 in this system. Furthermore, the NBF hints to the

absence of micelles inside the foam film before rupture.
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Figure 7.6: Images of foam films formed by 0.5 mM BrijO10 + 0.5 mM HSiW
+ 8 mM NaCl ( a) + b)) and BrijO10 + 10 mM HSiW ( c) + d) ).
b) and d) show enlargements of the marked areas on a) and c). A
NBF -- CBF transition is shown in a). Precipitation is visible in the
liquid around the foam film (especially in upper right part). On b)
the absence of Newton rings for the NBF and their presence for the
CBF are noticeable.

In contrast, adding 4 mM NaCl leads to a clear solution and a stable foam film

(light gray circles in Fig. 7.5). The disjoining pressure isotherm resemble the one of

0.5 mM BrijO10 + 2.5 mM HSiW in thickness and slope. This overlap underlines the

above finding on the behavoir as collodial partical: 4 mM NaCl results in the same

screening length as 2 mM HSiW, if only the H+ contribute to the screening. The

foam film stability Πmax decreases with NaCl: Πmax, 4 mM NaCl = 8167 Pa compared

to Πmax, 0.5 mM SiW = 9081 Pa and Πmax, 2.5 mM SiW = 10 647 Pa. The existence of a

critical salt concentration above which a CBF transforms into a NBF is a characteristic

of foam films stabilized by ionic surfactants.43 The above results confirm the charging

of interfaces via adsorption of SiW as NaCl is able to screen the electrostatic repulsion

and leads to a NBF.
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Figure 7.7: Images of foam films of 0.5 mM BrijO10 in the presence of 0.5 mM
HSiW at 388 Pa (a) and in the present of 2.5 mM HSiW at 373 Pa
(b). Images were digitally post-processed. BAM image of 0.5 mM
BrijO10 + 0.5 mM HSiW (c). The times refer to purring the solution
into the Teflon trough. The scale bar is 100 µm.

Foam film appearance In contrast to the foam films of bare BrijO10 (Fig. 7.4), the

foam films of BrijO10 with HSiW or NaCl added appear not completely homogeneous.

They show seaweed-like surface structures (Fig. 7.7a and b with HSiW and Fig. A.29

with 100 mM NaCl). Unlike the precipitation occurring with 8 mM NaCl added,

these surface structures form only within the foam film and are not visible in the

bulk liquid surrounding the foam film (Fig. 7.6). The slight brightness difference

results in a certain uncertainty of the thickness determination (Fig. A.31 shows images

without digital post-processing). An image analysis revealed an approximate thickness

difference of ∼ 1 – 2 nm between the formed structure and the surrounding foam film.

These values lie within the uncertainty of averaging over individual measurements.

Another explanation might be a local variation in refractive index.

To investigate the structures further, BAM measurements were performed and flower-

like brighter domains were found to form and grow with time (Fig. 7.7c and Fig. A.32).

Since these domains have a different refractive index than the surrounding liquid

and do not compress under contact, they are probably a more rigid liquid condensed

phase of BrijO10. The adsorbed BrijO10 self-assemblies at the interface and forms

these closer packed flower-like domains. Adding HSiW or NaCl promotes this self-

ordering. Such self-ordering, phase separation and domain formations of non-ionic

surfactants168 and higher alkanes169 were formerly reported. BrijO10 is a polydisperse

non-ionic surfactant and contains several C18-1En fractions, which might account for

the observed self-ordering or phase separation at the interface. Simple foam extraction

reduces the domain formation at the interface. The process may be similar to flotation

as the fractions of BrijO10 are separated by their surface activity. It should be noted

that these domains form at equilibrated (foam film) interface on a time scale of tens
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of minutes. Thus, they not necessarily form in macroscopic foams with their highly

dynamic interfaces.

7.3.3 Combining SANS and TFPB results with a stabiliza-

tion mechanism

Before the effect of HSiW on foam and foam films of BrijO10 are discussed, differences

between the used measurement techniques are addressed. TFPB and SANS exhibit

the same trends in the film thickness with HSiW concentration, but the determined

thickness values differ for the two methods. Apparently, no NBF (h ∼ 10 nm) forms

in the macroscopic foam of bare BrijO10, which is probably because of the different

conditions of the films within a foam and single foam films. The macroscopic foam

and its films are out of equilibrium and therefore constantly evolve, while the single

foam films are measured in thermodynamic equilibrium under well-defined conditions

(constant applied pressure). Further, the contrast of the film within TFPB and

SANS measurements is different and thus leads to different film thicknesses. In

TFPB experiments, a uniform refractive index is assumed within the foam film to

calculate h. This thickness includes the adsorbed layer of BrjiO10 (especially the

aliphatic chains in the air phase). In SANS experiments, the film thickness arises

from the contrast of D2O and air (difference in SLD). Thus, solely the thickness of

the water layer is considered, while the length of the surfactant chains dangling in

air is neglected (Fig. 7.8a)). To correct this experimental difference, twice the length

of the aliphatic chains of BrjiO10 was subtracted from h (l chain ≈ 2.4 nm, calculated

with Tanford’s formula192, 2 x l chain ≈ 5 nm). Note that a similar reduction results

from correction according to the three-layer-model including the refractive indices

of the chain and head group of BrijO10111,193. For the equimolar sample (same

concentration of BrijO10 and HSiW; cBrijO10 / HSiW = 0.5 mM), a modified disjoining

pressure isotherm reaches hSANS of 35 nm (Fig. 7.2) around 1000 Pa (Fig. 7.8b). To

estimate an average pressure with the foam, the capillary pressure ΠCa is estimated

from the surface tension γ, the bubble diameter d and the liquid fraction φl of the

foam5:

ΠCa ≈
γ

d ·
√
φl

(7.1)

The equilibrium surface tension of the equimolar sample lies around 33 mN/m19.

After drainage, the foam is very dry (φl ∼ 0.5 - 2 % can be assumed). The bubble

size is not constant as foam collapses and forms during the experiment and bubble
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Figure 7.8: a) Sketch of foam film thicknesses detected by different methods.
Left: by TFPB assuming an uniform refractive index over the whole
foam film, and right: by SANS being sensitive for the SLD difference

between D2O (SLD = 6.34× 10−6 Å
−2

) and air (SLD = 0× 10−6 Å
−2

).
For SANS, the low volume fraction of BrijO10 (0.035% v/v) and the

low SLD value (SLD ≈ 0.27× 10−6 Å
−2

) results in a low contrast
between air and the dangling chains. b) Disjoining pressure isotherm
of 0.5 mM BrijO10 + 0.5 mM HSiW as well as a modified isotherm.
hSANS correspond to the thickness determined for the macroscopic
foam of the sample.

growth / collapse is a stochastic process. However, an average bubble radius of

(0.4± 0.2) mm was determined19. Taking these values into account, a ΠCa in the

order of 1000 Pa is plausible. Hence, by considering the difference of the methods, the

obtained values of the film thicknesses in single foam films and in the foams coincide.

The measurements on macroscopic foam, foam films and single foam films give a

consistent picture of the impact of HSiW on BrijO10 foams. Without HSiW, BrijO10

adsorbed at the air / liquid interfaces leads to foam films mostly stabilized by steric

forces (NBF). The addition of HSiW then results in mixed SiW / BrijO10-interfaces,

where SiW adsorbs between the ethoxylated surfactant head groups due to the

chaotropic effect19. The adsorption of SiW generates charged interfaces, thus electro-

static double layer forces stabilize the foam film (CBF). The electrostatic repulsion
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Figure 7.9: Foam half-life time t1/2 as a function of the maximal disjoining
pressure Πmax of a single foam film. The foam half-life times were
calculated from the decay of the foam volume (Fig. 7.1).

results in thicker foam films as observed in both TFPB and SANS experiments. Fur-

ther added HSiW (> 0.5 mM) thins the foam films presumably due to a self-screening

effect: Once the BrijO10-interface is saturated with SiW (at ∼ 0.5 mM HSiW), addi-

tional HSiW is forced into solution and screens the electrostatic double layer repulsion

between the two interfaces – comparable with added NaCl. Furthermore, a steric

stabilizing force probably due to attached micelles is dominant at high Π. Hence, the

character of foam film stabilization of BrijO10 changes upon HSiW addition: from

sterically stabilized by the BrijO10 loaded interfaces over electrostatically stabilized

by the charged interfaces to sterically stabilized by trapped micelles.

To quantify the foam lifetime, the commonly used foam half-life time t1/2, denoting the

time after which the foam decays to half its initial volume7,194, was calculated from the

foam decay (Fig. 7.1). Fig. 7.9 shows the obtained t1/2 as function of the single foam

film stability (Πmax). The foam stability of 0.5 mM BrijO10 + 0.5 mM HSiW + 20 mM

NaCl is correlated with the single foam film stability of the sample with only 4 mM

NaCl added, since a higher amount of salt resulted in an (unstable) NBF (Fig. 7.5).

As the values do not correspond to the samples of the same composition, they are

bracketed. Nevertheless, t1/2 overall correlates well with the maximal disjoining

pressure Πmax inside a single foam film.

The data raise the question why the stability of foam films increases with added

HSiW even when the electrostatics are screened. The present study of single foam

films revealed an additional steric stabilization, presumably due to trapped micelles
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in the foam films. These micelles can act as a reservoir of surfactant close to the

interfaces. Hence, there is a high accessibility of surfactants in the subinterfacial

region enabling a fast exchange of surfactant between interface and the foam film bulk

resulting in fast self-mending of the surfactant covered interface. Furthermore, the

excess of surfactants compared to a single air / liquid interface easily stabilizes new

interfacial areas due to dampened spatial fluctuations.195 Such deformations create

surface tension gradients inducing foam film rupture. For surface-active alcohols, a

fast diffusion of molecules from the subinterfacial region to the interface imposes a

buffering effect on surface tension gradients created by interfacial expansion.196 The

presence of micelles as well increases the resistance of the foam films against mechanical

disturbances or local depletion zones due to monolayer density fluctuations.195 During

foam collapse, bubbles continuously reorganize, which can lead to film rupture when

newly created films areas are not sufficiently covered by surfactants.197 The availability

of surfactants in the subinterfacial region enables a self-healing mechanism preventing

the foam films from rupture. Furthermore, the gas permeability (including diffusion

and solubility) of the foam films might be affected by the high surfactant concentration

due to the trapped micelles, which hinders coarsening and hence further stabilizes the

macroscopic foam.

Despite the suggested presence of micelles in the single foam films, no stratifications

are observed. Instead, their presence results in long-range steric repulsion. The

micelles are not pushed out of the single foam film upon compression, but rather stick

to the interfaces and bridge between them. A possible explanaition for these trapped

micelles may be the H+ counterions of SiW. Hydrated H+ (H3O
+ or H5O2

+) were

recently shown to act as promoters for the co-assembly of POMs and a non-ionic

glycol ether by SAXS measurements.198 One might speculate that in a similar way

hydrated H+ and SiW act as molecular glue between micelles and the interfaces.

Hence, the micelles remain in the confined films and no stratification occurs. The

observed NBF with 8 mM NaCl added suggest that the trapping of micelles at the

interface can be suppressed with higher NaCl content, where micelles agglomerate

and precipitate, reducing the number of micelles in the liquid. An interesting question

arises: how does the counterion of SiW affect this stabilization effect, if hydrated

protons promotes the trapping of micelles? The observed destabilization with added

NaCl hints to unstable foam films. Without the reservoir of surfactants, we expect a

dramatic change as well in macroscopic foam lifetime, when using e.g. NaSiW instead

of HSiW.
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The present work revealed the astonishing foam stabilization mechanism of chaotropic

nano-ions. For many studied systems (P / S mixtures, proteins or mircogels) usually

discrepancies are found between the macroscopic foam stability and the stability of

single foam films because the different length scales are studied individually.7 In

contrast, the present study shows a direct correlation between the dynamic foam

stability on the one hand and the static foam film stability on the other hand. Thus

the present work underpin not only the necessity of multi-scale approaches but also

the importance of coordinating the systems and measurements to elucidate foams at

all length scales in order to understand their properties and tailor their performance.

7.4 Conclusion

A multi-scale approach is used to study the impact of the nano-ion HSiW on foams and

foam films of the non-ionic surfactant BrijO10. Macroscopic foams were investigated

by SANS and foam scans, and single foam films by TFPB technique. Consistent

results were obtained: because of its superchaotropic nature, SiW adsorbs on BrijO10

and thereby charges the interfaces. This charging mechanism is directly proved by

the transition from a sterically stabilized NBF to a CBF stabilized by electrostatic

double layer forces. Above the adsorption saturation, HSiW is forced into the bulk

and auto screens the repulsion between charged interfaces and thus leads to thinner

foam films. Furthermore, micelles trapped inside the foam film lead to an additional

long-range steric stabilization. These micelles act as a reservoir of excess surfactant

in the subinterfacial region making the foam films more resistant to disturbances and

thus leading to stable macroscopic foams.





Chapter 8

General conclusion and future

perspectives

Summary and conclusion The present thesis focuses on foam films of mixtures

of charged components ((poly)electrolytes) with surfactants. Two different systems

were studied: oppositely charged polyelectrolyte / surfactant (P / S) mixtures and

mixtures of a non-ionic S and a Keggin polyoxometalate (POM). Particular attention

was given to the structure of a foam film: can it be considered as only two interacting

air / liquid interfaces? By finding a significant impact of the foam film bulk on e.g.

the commonly obtained apparent surface potential and stability of foam films for

both systems, the answer is no, it can not. For obtaining this answer, the different

length scales of foam films were elucidated: from a single air / liquid interface, over

bulk solutions and the foam films, to macroscopic foams.

The first part of this thesis looked at the single air / liquid interface of two different

P / S mixtures: sPSO2-220 / C14TAB and PSS / C14TAB. Using tensiometry and

neutron reflectometry, their surface activity, surface composition, and especially the

structures formed at the interface were elucidated. sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures

form extended structures around the bulk stoichiometric mixing point (BSMP), which

are suppressed with increasing ionic strength (i.e. by a higher P concentration or a

higher salt concentration). In contrast, PSS / C14TAB mixtures form only monolayers.

By comparing the two mixtures, the main driving force for the formation of extended

structures was revealed: a gain in entropy by reaching an interfacial P:S ratio of 1.

Increasing the flexibility of the P (via increasing the ionic strength or using the more
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flexible PSS) enables the P to reach that favored P:S ratio in a monolayer structure.

Hence, the formation of the extended structures is suppressed.

The second and third part focused on the foam films of the sPSO2-220 / C14TAB

mixtures. Their stability depends on both the sPSO2-220 and LiBr concentration.

Below the BSMP, unstable foam films are formed irrespective of the salt content

added. Above the BSMP, stable foam films form. A low amount of added LiBr

destabilizes the foam films, whereas a high amount of added LiBr leads to a stabi-

lization. This stabilizing effect was attributed to a steric contribution of the bulk

sPSO2-220 / C14TAB complexes. The obtained apparent surface potential Ψapp seems

to be more affected by the bulk complexes than by the single air / liquid interfaces

and represents a projection of all charged components inside the foam film.

It was found that fully covered interfaces do not necessarily lead to stable foam films:

around the BSMP the addition of LiBr results in the formation of unstable NBFs --

for the first time seen for the used combination of cationic S and anionic P.

For mixtures containing 10−3 M LiBr the effect of a longer storage time (∼ 1 month)

was elucidated. The formation of sedimenting larger P / S aggregates was found to

affect both the mixtures’ surface activity as well the foam film stability.

The formerly used framework for understanding foam film stability, based solely on

the two facing air / liquid interfaces and their structures, was updated: the charge

of the P / S complexes is now taken into account. For stable foam films a minimum

charge of the complexes is necessary.

In the last part, mixtures of the non-ionic S BrijO10 and the Keggin POM HSiW were

studied. By combining the results of single foam film measurements and macroscopic

foam measurements, the foam stabilizing mechanism of HSiW was elucidated. First,

SiW charges the air / liquid interfaces via its adsorption. Above the adsorption

saturation, HSiW auto screens the charged interfaces and thus leads to thinner foam

films. Second, BrijO10 micelles are trapped inside the foam films and sterically

stabilize them. The micelles act as reservoir of excess surfactant in the subinterfacial

region making the foam films more resistant to disturbances and thus leading to stable

macroscopic foams. These findings underline the relevance of the foam film bulk for

both the foam films and the macroscopic foams. One has to distinguish between the

film bulk and the bulk solution: The presence of micelles probably results from the

confinement of the two air / liquid interfaces and may not be seen for a single free

air /liquid interface. The measurements demonstrate the importance of multi-scale

approaches for the understanding of foams.
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To summarize, this thesis provides a better understanding of foam films: the popular

picture of foam films being the combination of two single air / liquid interfaces does

not apply anymore. In contrast, the foam film bulk in between them plays a critical

role.

Future perspectives This thesis answered former questions about the relevance

of the foam film bulk for the stability of foam films. Furthermore, the questions why

P / S mixtures form different structures at the air / liquid interface and how HSiW

stabilizes non-ionic S foams were answered. However during the work on the thesis

new questions and interesting aspects arose.

The structure of foam film bulk sometimes differs from the one of solution bulk as

the confinement of the two facing air / liquid interfaces may impact the structures

and properties. Consequently, there is a need for in-situ methods studying both the

surface structures and the film bulk inside a foam film. A possible instrumental setup

could be the combination of neutron scattering and the TFPB instrument. That way

e.g. NR studies could give information on how the interfacial structures are affected

by the second air / liquid interface. By e.g. in-situ SANS measurements one could

prove the presence of S micelles or P / S complexes inside foam films. However for

these ideas some hindrances have to be overcome: starting from a required high flux

and/or long measuring time for SANS due to the thin sample (thickness ∼100 nm

and less) to using the same pathway for the neutrons giving the SANS signal and the

light for imaging and thickness determination via the TFPB (as the same volume

should be probed) following the question of detector positioning.

Another relevant aspect is the surface or film elasticity which represent a measure of

the capability to stabilize the foam film after deformation. For simple S solutions,

surface elasticity seems to explain variations in foam film stability52, but for the more

complex P / S mixtures surface elasticity failed to rationalize it85. Film elasticity

calculations are often based on parameters obtained from adsorption isotherms at

a single air / liquid interface. Recent studies already follow an approach to in-situ

measure the film elasticity by using a deformable frame to deform several connected

foam films and found differences to the unconfined geometries of S solutions.199

Combining such measurements with a TFPB could be a promising step to overcome

the shortcuts of connecting surface elasticity with foam film properties.
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Up to this day, extended structures of P / S mixtures remain in the focus of interest:

recently published are insights on the control of the coverage of extended structures

due to compression and expansion in a Langmuir trough.200 Keeping in mind their

application as hair conditioner or in mineral froth flotation, the question arises if

similar structures could as well form at solid / liquid interfaces and if they are stable

at these interfaces.

Regarding the study on HSiW and the question of its classification as colloidal

particles, CP-AFM measurements would be helpful to further clarify this question.

With CP-AFM bare HSiW samples and their screening ability can be investigated.

Thus, no adsorption on BrijO10 interfaces could interfere with the measurement.

Furthermore, the found self-ordering of BrijO10 upon addition of rather low amount

of HSiW or higher amount of NaCl opens a novel and promising field of research.

How does the structure of the rigid parts differ from the surrounding liquid on a

molecular level? Are SiW4-, Na+, or Cl- acting as nucleation seeds for the ordering at

the interface? How can one control the self-ordering? Is this phenomenon restricted

to BrijO10 or does it also appear for other polydisperse Ss?
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Scientific appendix

A.1 Fluctuations of the foam film stability

It should be mentioned that fluctuations in the foam film stability occur between

individual measurements of the same sample (on the time scale of days). Some foam

films were more stable than other. A particular affected sample was the mixture

containing 6× 10−4 monoM sPSO2-220, 10−4 M C14TAB and 10−3 M LiBr. The

stability (Πmax) varied from 130 Pa to 2300 Pa. No clear correlation between e.g. the

age of the sample or number of measurement per day could be found. Also shaking

of the sample prior to each measurement did not affect the stability fluctuations.

However, there was the slight impression that the foam films would become more

stable over couple of days. The thickness and its pressure dependency of the foam films

were unaffected by these stability fluctuation, Fig. A.1 shows examples of individual

measured disjoining pressure isotherms and the resulted averaged disjoining pressure

isotherm for the sample containing 6× 10−4 monoM sPSO2-220, 10−4 M C14TAB and

10−3 M LiBr. Above ∼ 300 Pa all measured disjoining pressure isotherms overlap.

This thesis shows the averaged disjoining pressure isotherms - if not stated other -

and the used Πmax values are reproducible values.
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Figure A.1: Disjoining pressure isotherms of foam film formed by
sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures (csPSO2-220 = 6× 10−4 monoM,
cC14TAB = 10−4 M) with cLiBr = 10−3 M. The open symbols corre-
spond to different individual measurements and the fulled ones
to the averaged data points. The horizontal lines on the x-axis
indicate the maximal disjoining pressure Πmax for each individual
measurement.

A.2 Effect of LiBr on foam films formed by C14TAB

Fig A.2 shows the disjoining pressure isotherms of foam film formed by pure C14TAB

solutions (cC14TAB = 10−4 M) containing different amounts of LiBr added (cLiBr = 0 -

10−2 M). The LiBr added thins the foam films and reduces the foam films stability

(Πmax depicted as horizontal lines at the x-axis in Fig A.2). Both finding are in line

with a reduced electrostatic repulsion between the two air / liquid interfaces because

of the screening effect of the salt.
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Figure A.2: Disjoining pressure isotherms of foam films formed by C14TAB
(cC14TAB = 10−4 M) for different LiBr concentration (cLiBr = 0 -
10−2 M). The horizontal lines on the x-axis indicate the maximal
disjoining pressure Πmax. Data without added salt are reprinted
with permission from Ref 80. Copyright 2009 American Chemical
Society.

A.3 Optical density of freshly mixed P / S mix-

tures

Figure A.3: UV-vis spectra of selective sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures containing
10−2 M LiBr.
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Fig. A.3 exemplarily shows the UV-vis spectra of selective sPSO2-220 / C14TAB

mixtures containing 10−2 M LiBr 5 min after mixing. The values at λ= 400 nm are

used to calculate the optical density of the mixtures (Fig. A.4).

Figure A.4: Optical density of freshly mixed P / S mixtures studied in this thesis
containing different salt concentration. The vertical dotted line
marks the BSMP.

The overall low OD400 values indicate no formation of larger P / S aggregates for the

freshly mixed mixtures.
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A.4 Appendix for chapter 4

sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures

Figure A.5: Examples of neutron reflectivity data and model fits recorded
in the low Q-range for samples with csPSO2-220 = 10−5 monoM
(green), 8× 10−5 monoM (red), and 3× 10−3 monoM (blue) and
cC14TAB = 10−4 M cm-C14TAB (dark) or d-C14TAB (light) in
ACMW. Right with cLiBr = 10−2 M, middle with cLiBr = 10−4 M and
left with cLiBr = 10−3 M.

Figure A.6: Surface excess of sPSO2-220 (blue) and C14TAB (orange) and surface
tension for sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures as a function of the sPSO2-
220 concentration with cLiBr = 10−4 M (a) and with cLiBr = 10−3 M
(b). The horizontal solid line corresponds to the surface excess for a
pure C14TAB solution (cC14TAB = 10−4 M). The horizontal dashed
line corresponds to the surface tension of pure C14TAB solution
(cC14TAB = 10−4 M). The vertical dotted lines mark the BSMP.

Low Qz analysis
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Figure A.7: Below the BSMP: a) reflectivity data of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mix-
tures with a sPSO2-220 concentration of 10−5 monoM with 10−4 M
LiBr (top) and with 10−3 M LiBr (down). Solid lines correspond the
model fits. b) Volume fraction profiles of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mix-
tures with a sPSO2-220 concentration of 10−5 monoM with 10−4 M
LiBr (solid lines) and with 10−3 M LiBr (dashed lines). For the color
code see sketch on the top.

Figure A.8: Around the BSMP: a) Reflectivity data of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB
mixtures with a sPSO2-220 concentration of 8× 10−3 monoM without
LiBr. Solid lines correspond the model fits. Fits are optimized the
d-C14TAB contrasts (top) and the h-/cm-C14TAB contrasts (down),
respectively. b) Volume fraction profiles of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB
mixtures with a sPSO2-220 concentration of 8× 10−3 monoM without
LiBr added, solid lines correspond to the fits for the d-C14TAB
contrasts and dashed lines to the fit of the h-/cm-C14TAB contrasts.
For the color code see sketch on the top.

Full Qz analysis Fig. A.12 shows the reflectivity data measured for 4 contrasts

as well as the obtained volume fraction profiles above the BSMP without added LiBr.

Once the fits are optimized for a compact monolayer structure (upper panel of
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Figure A.9: Around the BSMP, 10−4 M LiBr added: a) reflectivity data of
sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures with a sPSO2-220 concentration of
8× 10−3 monoM. Solid lines correspond the model fits. Fits are
optimized for the ACMW contrasts (top) and D2O contrasts (down).
b) Volume fraction profiles of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures, solid
lines correspond to the fits for the ACMW contrasts and dashed lines
to the fits of the D2O contrasts. For the color code see sketch on the
top.

Figure A.10: Around the BSMP, 10−4 M LiBr added: a) reflectivity data of
sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures. Fits are optimized for the d-
C14TAB contrasts (top) and the h-/cm-C14TAB contrasts (down),
respectively. Solid lines correspond to the model fits. b) Volume
fraction profiles of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures, solid lines cor-
respond to the fits for the d-C14TAB contrasts and dashed lines
to the fit of the h-/cm-C14TAB contrasts. For the color code see
sketch on the top.

Fig. A.12a and solid lines in Fig. A.12b) and once optimized for a swollen monolayer

structure (lower panel of Fig. A.12a and dashed lines in Fig. A.12b).
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Figure A.11: Around the BSMP: a) reflectivity data of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB
mixtures with 10−3 M LiBr (top) and 10−2 M LiBr (down). Solid
lines correspond to the model fits. b) Volume fraction profiles of
sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures with 10−3 M LiBr (solid lines) and
10−2 M LiBr (dashed lines). For the color code see sketch on the
top.

Figure A.12: Above the BSMP: a) reflectivity data of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mix-
tures with a sPSO2-220 concentration of 3× 10−3 monoM without
added salt. Top: optimized fit for a compact monolayer structure
with a χ2 = 4.8 and down: optimized fit a swollen monolayer
structure with χ2 = 15.9. b) Volume fraction profiles of sPSO2-
220 / C14TAB mixtures, solid lines correspond to the fits optimized
for compact monolayer and dashed lines to the fits optimized for
the swollen monolayer. For the color code see sketch on the top.

PSS / C14TAB mixtures

Low Qz analysis
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Figure A.13: Above the BSMP: a) reflectivity data of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB
mixtures with a sPSO2-220 concentration of 3× 10−3 monoM
with 10−4 M LiBr (top) and with 10−3 M LiBr (down). Solid
lines correspond the model fits. b) Volume fraction profiles of
sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures with a sPSO2-220 concentration of
3× 10−3 monoM with 10−4 M LiBr (solid lines) and with 10−3 M
LiBr (dashed lines). For the color code see sketch on the top.

Figure A.14: Examples of neutron reflectivity data and model fits recorded
in the low Qz range for samples with cPSS = 10−5 monoM
(green), 8× 10−5 monoM (red) and 3× 10−3 monoM (blue) and
cC14TAB = 10-4 M cm-C14TAB (dark) or d-C14TAB (light) in
ACMW with cNaBr = 10−2 M. Star shaped symbols correspond
to data without added NaBr. Part of the data without added salt
were measured during an earlier beam time (10.5291/ILL-DATA.9-
12-381) and are not shown here.

Full Qz analysis Fig. A.15 shows the reflectivity data and volume fraction

profiles below the BSMP for the PSS / C14TAB mixtures without added salt. The

upper panel of Fig A.15a as well the solid lines in Fig. A.15b correspond to the fit
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Table A.1: Overview of PSS concentrations of the samples measured over the
full Qz range for PSS / C14TAB mixtures, cC14TAB = 10−4 M

< BSMP > BSMP

cNaBr = 0 M 3× 10−5 monoM 10−3 monoM

cNaBr = 10−2 M 10−5 monoM 3× 10−3 monoM

Table A.2: Characteristics of the PSS layer for the full Qz analysis of the
three different contrasts: central position of the layer zc,PSS in
Å, thickness dPSS in Å, and surface excess ΓPSS in 10−6 mol m−2;
cPSS = 10−5 monoM, cNaBr = 10−2 mol.

d-C14TAB / ACMW d-C14TAB / D2O h-C14TAB / D2O

z c,PSS 25.7 18.0 30.8

dPSS 22.7 6.1 43.5

ΓPSS 4.4 1.3 8.6

Table A.3: Γ obtained from low Qz and full Qz analysis methods, given in
10−6 mol m−2.

ΓC14TAB ΓPSS

cNaBr low Q z full Q z low Q z full Q z

below BSMP 0 M 3.20 3.05 2.65 2.25

10−2 M 3.24 3.25 4.08 4.40a

above BSMP 0 M 0.64 0.62 0.57 0.61

10−2 M 2.24 2.31 2.85 2.69
a Value given for the d-C14TAB / ACMW contrast

optimized for the d-C14TAB / D2O fit. The lower panel in Fig. A.15a as well the

dashed lines in Fig. A.15b correspond to the fit optimized for the h-C14TAB / D2O

fit.

Fig. A.16 shows the reflectivity data and volume fraction profiles around the BSMP

for the PSS / C14TAB mixtures. Even if the shown fits not fully describe all contracts,

the reflectivity data show no hint (pronounced fringe) for a more extent structure

than a monolayer of C14TAB and PSS.

Fig. A.17 shows the P / S ratio in dependence of cPSS with and without added NaBr

obtained from the measured ΓPSS and ΓC14TAB. Due to the low amount of adsorbed

S above the BSMP without salt, the ratio is very high and not shown in the figure.

Although the data scatter, the ratio do not follow a trend (neither with increased

cPSS nor cNaBr) and presumably maintain at values around 1.
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Figure A.15: Below the BSMP: a) reflectivity data of PSS / C14TAB mixtures
with 0 M NaBr. Solid lines correspond the model fits optimized for
the d-C14TAB / D2O (top) and the h-C14TAB / D2O contrast. b)
Volume fraction profiles of PSS / C14TAB mixtures with 0 M NaBr.
For the color code see sketch on the top.

Figure A.16: Around the BSMP: a) reflectivity data of PSS / C14TAB mixtures
with 0 M NaBr (top) and with 10−2 M NaBr (down). Solid lines cor-
respond the model fits. b) Volume fraction profiles of PSS / C14TAB
mixtures with 0 M NaBr (solid lines) and with 10−2 M NaBr (dashed
lines).

Table A.4: Surface tension values given in mN/m of the pure polyelectrolyte
solution with the respective salt concentration.

sPSO2-220 PSS

cP/ monoM 10-5 3x10-3 10-5 10-3

no salt 71.5 ± 0.1 72.5 ± 0.2 72.7 ± 0.1 72.1 ± 0.1

csalt = 10−2 M 72.8 ± 0.1 72.8 ± 0.1 72.7 ± 0.1 72.9 ± 0.2

Additional surface tension measurements
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Figure A.17: Ratio of the adsorbed PSS monomers to adsorbed C14TAB molecules
as function of cPSS without and with 10−2 M NaBr. The data are
calculated from Fig. 4.9.

Ellipsometry measurements Ellipsometry measurements were performed to vali-

date the different adsorbed amount (ΓPSS) raveled by NR for the differed contrasts of

the sample PSS / C14TAB below the BSMP containing 10−2 M NaBr. Tab. A.5 shows

the changes δ∆ and δΨ of the ellipsometric angles with respect to the bare interfaces.

Table A.5: Results of the ellipsometry measurements together with ΓPSS, given
in 10−6 mol m−2, as obtained from the full Qz fit for three different
deuteration schemes.

d-C14TAB / ACMW d-C14TAB / D2O h-C14TAB / D2O

δ∆ 1.29◦ 1.33◦ 1.87◦

δΨ 0.04◦ 0.008◦ 0.013◦

ΓPSS 4.4 1.3 8.6

Indeed, the measured values differ between the different deuteration schemes, in

particular δ∆, which is most sensitive to variations in thicknesses of thin layers. To

a first approximation, δ∆ is proportional to the surface excess201, thus we obtained

different surface excesses for different deuteration schemes. Especially, for h-C14TAB

/ D2O we find both the highest δ∆ and the highest surface excess of PSS according

to the full Q z fit. These results suggest that isotopic effects have indeed influence on

the adsorption and structure of P / S mixtures at the air / liquid interface.
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Discussion of isotopic effect on extended structures We find isotopic discrep-

ancies, which can be resolved either by paring the solvent or pairing the used kind of

C14TAB (Fig. A.9, A.10 and Fig. 4.6). As ACMW consist in large parts of H2O for

the following consideration it can be treated as H2O.

Pairing the solvent suggest that hydrogen bonds are involved in the formation of

extended structure as the strengths of hydrogen bonds differ in D2O and H2O
146.

Hydrogen bonds to be considered here are between the oxygen atoms of sulfate groups

(P) and the solvent. Furthermore, the tendency of surfactant to aggregate is higher

in D2O than H2O as D2O is a more structured solvent.202 But, we find a higher

amount of extended structure in ACMW (H2O) than in D2O, which suggest an other

driving force for the extended structure than simple aggregation in order to reduced

structured water molecules.

Pairing the kind of C14TAB, we find the more distinct extended structure when using d-

C14TAB. An explanation may be the different hydrophobicities of the two chains. The

higher cmc of d-C14TAB (∼ 4.3× 10−3 M) compared to h-C14TAB (∼ 3.5× 10−3 M)

indicate a less hydrophobic alkyl chain147, similar to reduced hydrophobicity of

substances when H is exchanged to D148. Intuitively, one could interpret the higher

hydrophobicity of h-C14TAB as a higher surface activity and expect more h-C14TAB

at the interface than d-C14TAB. Thus, one would expect a stronger driving force for

the interfacial self-assembly of h-C14TAB. However, one could interpret the lower

hydrophobicity of d-C14TAB also as follows: for a surface with fixed spaces more

d-C14TAB than h-C14TAB is required to lower the free energy by the same amount.

Thus, we find a higher amount when using d-C14TAB.
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A.5 Appendix for chapter 5

Formation of NBFs around the BSMP

Figure A.18: Formation of a NBF for sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures with
csPSO2-220 = 10−4 monoM and cLiBr = 10−4 M. The notation a) -
h) denotes the progress of the formation. The time from first
appearance of the NBF until it ruptures was 2.2 s.

Figure A.19: Formation of a NBF for sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures with
csPSO2-220 = 10−4 monoM and cLiBr = 10−3 M. The notation a) -
e) denotes the progress of the formation. The time from first
appearance of the NBF until it ruptures was 3.1 s.

Figure A.20: Formation of a NBF for sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures with
csPSO2-220 = 3× 10−5 monoM and cLiBr = 10−2 M. The notation a)
- j) denotes the progress of the formation. The time from first
appearance of the NBF until it ruptures was 1.1 s.
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Disjoining pressure isotherms and extracted Debye lengths

Figure A.21: Single disjoining pressure isotherms of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mix-
tures (csPSO2-220 = 3× 10−5 monoM, cC14TAB = 10−4 M) with differ-
ent LiBr concentrations (cLiBr = 10−4 M - 10−2 M). Note that the
measuring time for each data point was reduced to ∼ 2 min in order
to obtain the data. As these foam films are rather unstable and
the present data have neither a good reproducible (only the most
stable measurements are shown –- other exhibit only one data point)
nor a adequate validity, we do not compare the slopes or do PB
calculations for the samples below the BSMP.

Figure A.22: Disjoining pressure isotherms of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures
(csPSO2-220 = 10−4 monoM, cC14TAB = 10−4 M) with different LiBr
concentrations: a) cLiBr = 10−4 M, b) cLiBr = 10−3 M and c)
cLiBr = 10−2 M. As all foam films are rather unstable (Πmax <
500 Pa) no PB calculation was done for these isotherms.
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Figure A.23: Disjoining pressure isotherms of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures
(csPSO2-220 = 2× 10−4 monoM, cC14TAB = 10−4 M) with different
LiBr concentrations added: a) without LiBr as reference, d)
cLiBr = 10−4 M, c) cLiBr = 10−3 M and d) cLiBr = 10−2 M. Data with-
out LiBr added are taken from Ref. 83 with permission from the
Royal Society of Chemistry. Solid lines correspond to PB calcula-
tions at constant apparent surface potential Ψapp. Low amounts of
LiBr do not influence the thickness of the foam films or the slope
of the disjoining pressure isotherm, but reduce Πmax.
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Table A.6: experimental Debye length κ−1
exp extracted from the disjoining pressure

isotherm and calculated κ−1
complex (complete dissociation and sPSO2-

220 / C14TAB complex formation in a 1:1 ratio) given in nm. The
apparent surface potentials Ψapp obtained from the PB calculations
are given in mV.

csPSO2-220 cLiBr = 10−4 M cLiBr = 10−3 M cLiBr = 10−2 M

/ monoM κ−1
exp κ−1

calc Ψapp κ−1
exp κ−1

complex Ψapp κ−1
exp κ−1

complex Ψapp

2 x 10-4 24.8 19.3 65 12.6 9.0 55 3.4 3.0 45

6 x 10-4 19.4 14.4 100 9.1 8.3 75 3.4 3.0 45

10-3 /a 11.9 / /b 7.7 / 3.4 3.0 45
a no κ−1

exp extracted due to the occurrence of a stratification (Fig. A.25)
b no κ−1

exp extracted due to a low foam film stability (Πmax < 500 Pa)

Figure A.24: Disjoining pressure isotherms of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures
(csPSO2-220 = 10−3 monoM, cC14TAB = 10−4 M) with different added
LiBr concentrations: a) cLiBr = 10−4 M, b) cLiBr = 10−3 M and c)
cLiBr = 10−2 M. The solid line corresponds to PB calculations at
constant apparent surface potential Ψapp. Derivation from the cal-
culation at high Π result from additional steric stabilization due
to bulk complexes (dh = (20.8± 2.0) nm). The disjoining pressure
isotherm for cLiBr = 10−4 M contains a kink similar to the data
without added LiBr83. Since for this sample an event of stratifica-
tion (Fig. A.25) occurred before the measurement, the sPSO2-220
concentration is above c∗. The appearance of the kink might be
connected to rearrangement of the P network inside the foam film.
Hence, this sample shall not be compared with the data below c∗.
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Stratification

Figure A.25: Stratification event taking place for sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures
with csPSO2-220 = 10−3 monoM and cLiBr = 10−4 M. The notation a)
- j) denotes the progress of the stratification. The full event was
finished after 2.5 s.

A.6 Appendix for chapter 6

Figure A.26: Images of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures 1 month after mix-
ing. The samples contain 10−3 M LiBr and 3× 10−5 monoM (a),
6.5× 10−5 monoM (b) and 10−4 monoM sPSO2-220 (c). d shows a
close up of c.
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Figure A.27: Formation of a NBF for sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures with
csPSO2-220 = 3× 10−5 monoM and cLiBr = 10−3 M. The notation a)
- f) denotes the progress of the formation. Images were digitally
post-processed to increase the contrast. The time from first appear-
ance of the NBF until it ruptures was 0.3 s. The brighter areas of
the foam film slow down and deform the spreading of the NBF.

Figure A.28: Close up of foam films of sPSO2-220 / C14TAB mixtures (above
the BSMP, csPSO2-220 = 10−3 monoM, cC14TAB = 10−4 M) contain-
ing 10−3 M LiBr. The notation a) - d) denotes the progress of the
disappearance of a white spot near the foam film rim. Images were
digitally post-processed to highly increase the contrast.

A.7 Appendix for chapter 7

Figure A.29: Images of a foam film containing 0.5 mM BrijO10 and 100 mM NaCl,
(a) before and (b) after post-proceeding. Inside the NBF flower-like
domains of a condensed phase are formed.
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Figure A.30: Disjoining pressure isotherms of 0.5 mM BrijO10 and 0.5 mM
BrijO10 + 10 mM HSiW (a single measurement is shown). With
10 mM HSiW the foam film is nearly as incompressible as the NBF
without HSiW implying a mainly steric stabilization. The higher
thickness may result from trapped micelles. The inset shows the
dark and corresponding thin foam film (digitally post-processed).

Figure A.31: Images of foam films of 0.5 mM BrijO10 in the presence of 0.5 mM
HSiW at 388 Pa (a) and in the present of 2.5 mM HSiW at 373 Pa (b)
without any further post processing. Color or brightness differences
between the formed structures and the surrounding foam film are
barely visible.
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Figure A.32: BAM images: a) of the surface of 0.5 mM BrijO10 + 0.5 mM HSiW
and b) of the surface of 0.5 mM BrijO10. The times refer to age of
the surface after pouring the solution into the Teflon trough. Scale
bar is 100 µm. Unlike the sample with HSiW, without HSiW no
flower-like structures appeared at the surface over 20 min.
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Abbreviations

ACMW Air Contrast Matched Water

BAM Brewster Angle Microscopy

BSMP Bulk Stoichiometric Mixing Point

C12TAB dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide

C14TAB tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide

cm-C14TAB contrast matched tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide

d-C14TAB deuterated tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide

h-C14TAB protonated tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide

cac critical aggregation concentration

CBF Common Black Film

cmc critical micelle concentration

CP-AFM Colloidal Probe Atomic Force Microscopy

c* overlap concentration

DLVO theory theory named after Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek

DODA dioctadecyldimethyl ammoimum bromide

FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum

HSiW silicotungstic acid H4SiW12O40

lp intrinsic persistence length

NBF Newton Black Film
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Abbreviations ABBREVIATIONS

NR Neutron Reflectometry

P Polyelectrolyte

PAMPS poly(acrylamido methyl propanesulfonate)

PB eq. Poisson–Boltzmann equation

PDADMAC poly (diallyldimethylammonium chloride)

POM Polyoxometalate

PSS sodium poly(styrenesulfonate)

S Surfactant

SANS Small Angle Neutron Scattering

SAXS Small Angle X-ray Scattering

SDS Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate

SiW silicotungstate SiW12O40
4-

SLD Scattering Length Density

sPSO2-220 monosulfonated poly(phenylene sulfone)

TFPB Thin Film Pressure Balance

UV-vis ultraviolet-visible
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